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Editor's Introduction

It is with jubilation (and a puff of white smoke, so to speak) that we hail

the Review's new permanent editor. Durwood Ball, acquisitions editor
at the University of New Mexico Press, has accepted the faculty position in the Department'of History. He is exceptionally well qualified.
Raised in the South and West, son of Southwestern historian Larry D.
Ball (an occasional contributor to the NMHR) , Durwood earned his
Ph.D. in U.S. and Western history at UNM in 1994. At the Press, he has
acquired and developed book manuscripts in Western, Southwestern,
and Latin American history, anthropology, and archaeology. His familiarity with these fields will serve the Review handsomely.
Dr. Ball's own research interests include the United States Army in
the American West, biography, and male-gender history. His first book,
Interwar Blues: The United States Army in the American West,
1848-1861, will appear from the University of Oklahoma Press in the
spring of 2001. Currently, Ball is engaged in research for a history of
the regular army's wars on the Navajo Indians between 1846 and 1861
and a biography of Major General Edwin V. Sumner. He is eager to
share his editorial and research skills with the staff and readers of the
New Mexico Historical Review. His tenure, which we know will be distinguished-and we hope long-begins in August. A hearty welcome,
Durwood Ball.
This issue's three diverse topics, presented in descending chronological order, treat of dairying in New Mexico, the remarkable association of Tsianina Redfeather and Edgar L. Hewett, and how the Federal
government in the 1850s managed to fix a boundary line between the
United States and Mexico.
Before reading Joan M. Jensen's original article, few of us would
have identified New Mexico as a significant milk or cheese producer.
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Jensen emphasizes the family labor of dairying women, children, and
men and describes their changing roles over time. In the succeeding
piece, author Carter Jones Meyer offers her explanation of how a
prominent Native American vocal performer influenced one of earlytwentieth-century Santa Fe's prime cultural movers. And last, Deborah
Carley Emory portrays for us the politicians, military men, surveyors,
artists, and scientists who, jostling egos and funding, gave the nation
not only a finite border with Mexico but also a treasury of natural data
about the wild country through which it ran.
All of us at the Review are gratified by your response to the January
issue. Not quite so tardy, April we trust will also evoke genuine interest.
John L. Kessell
for the NMHR staff
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Dairying and Changing Patterns of Family
Labor in Rural New Mexico
JOAN M. JENSEN

In 1998, New Mexico ranked eleventh in milk production in the country, up from thirty-sixth in 1981. Milk and dairy products generated
$654 million in cash receipts, among agricultural products second only
to those from beef. The state had 217,000 dairy cows. Twenty-eight
years before, in 1970, the number had been just over thirty thousand.
From 1970 to 1998, milk production climbed from 304 million pounds
to 4.4 billion pounds per year. On average, each cow now produced
20,065 pounds of milk per year, up from 9,500. Experts ranked New
Mexico cows the fourth highest producers in the United States, and
New Mexico led all states for the number of cows per herd, with an
average dairy milking 1,286 cows. Chaves and Dona Ana counties led
in total milk production, followed by Roosevelt and Curry counties.
Almost 70 percent of the milk was made into cheese.!
This statistical roll call presented in 1999 by the New Mexico
Department of Agriculture and the New Mexico National Agricultural
Statistics Service clearly documented the importance of dairying in
New Mexico. Yet its history remains all but invisible, overshadowed by
the history of ranching. This article first explores changes in patterns of
family labor on dairies in New Mexico, then analyzes how these
changes compare with those going on in the rest of the country.
The usual practice of historians has been to divide the development
of dairying elsewhere neatly into four stages: subsistence productIon of
butter and cheese for home use with women doing most of the processing; market surplus production for local and regional consumers
Joan M. Jensen is professor emerita in the History Department at New Mexico
State University. She publishes on rural cultures and coordinates the Rural Women
Studies Association.
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with women increasing the amount of processing; marketing milk to
small cheese factories or creameries with men taking over much of the
processing; and finally, the development of a full-fledged industry
dominated by non-farm labor and management, with a panoply of state
regulations, trade associations, and complex marketing agreements.
This article suggests that similar development took place in New
Mexico, but with some significant differences. Dairying grew from
small herds of goats and kitchen-based cheese processing by Native
American and Hispanic women to a highly commodified and mechanized industry dominated by Anglo and Hispanic men. Yet the stages
are not nearly so tidy in New Mexico, and the development of dairying
is much more complex when one looks carefully at the role of family
labor. Both age and gender shaped how tasks were integrated into the
family dairy.2

GOATS AND ASADERO

Spaniards brought the first goats to New Mexico in the seventeenth
century and taught Native women how to make cheese. For several centuries, families on small farms raised goats for subsistence production
of cheese and local trade. Children often herded goats, and women usually milked the goats and made cheese. We know little of the early
cheese-making techniques, but a number of accounts document family
cheese making and local trade in the late nineteenth century.
One of the most interesting accounts comes from Maria Montoya
Martinez, the famous Pueblo potter of San IIdefonso. In the 1940s,
anthropologist Alice Marriott asked Martinez what kind of work she
did in childhood. Martinez recalled that when only five years old, in the
1880s, she sold cheese that her mother had made. Every Tuesday morning, her mother took the clabbered milk that had set overnight, worked
the liquid out of it, pressed it into wooden bowls, then removed the firm
white cheeses, and wrapped them in clean cloths. The small tot took
three big and six small cheeses in a basket to the nearby village where
she traded them or received cash-a dime for the small cheeses, a quarter for the large. 3
Hispanic women made a similar cheese they called asadero. In the
late nineteenth century, they made asadero regularly and also traded it
to neighbors. Just south of Santa Fe, at Las Golondrinas, the living farm
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museum that preserves aspects of nineteenth-century rural,culture, one
can still sample this tastY goat cheese. While it is no longer made as
Hispanic farm women made it, one can understand why goat cheese
was such an important item of trade for nineteent,h-century New
Mexicans. Long into the twentieth century, most New Mexicans had little need for cow's milk or cheese because they had goat's milk and
cheese. Hilaria Evaro, who moved from Texas to New Mexico in the
1930s, made asadero from goat's milk. In a 1978 interview, Evaro told
how she milked the goats every morning and made cheese, largely for
home consumption since they had a large family. Other Hispanic
women sold small quantities of goat cheese locally.4

BUTTERMAKING COMES TO NEW MEXICO

The making of goat cheese never developed into an industry in New
Mexico. Instead, as the Anglo population increased in the late nineteenth century, immigrants brought with them a cow-based economy
that already had developed in the eastern states. This dairying economy,
which emphasized butter as its primary dairy product, soon provided
the Anglo settlers with butter to use in cooking.
Hispanic women usually did not use butter for cooking. They used
lard. Stella Hatch, who arrived near Sand Hills, New· Mexico, in the
early twentieth century, illustrated the difference between Anglo and
. Hispanic traditions when she recounted her first experience trying to
sell butter. She took a batch of butter to a nearby store, expecting to
obtain credit to buy commodities not produced on her farm. Dairying
had always provided a stable income for farms that could market surplus butter, and farm women often supplemented income from cash
crops by adding dairying to their regular farm work. To Hatch's surprise, the Sand Hills storekeeper told her they had no market for butter.
"I was shocked," she said, "I had never heard of anyone not wanting to
buy butter." Fortunately, the storekeeper said he could use lard, and
since Hatch had just rendered some lard, she returned with it to get the
needed credit. Lucille Tatreault of Mesilla Valley, who sold butter to her
Anglo neighbors, also remembered selling lard to Hispanic neighbors. s
In order to understand the butter-making practices that Anglos
transferred to New Mexico in the late nineteenth century, a brief summary of the relationship of dairying to family labor elsewhere in the
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United States is necessary. In the early nineteenth century, women had
made both cheese and butter at home on farms. As the population of the
eastern states expanded, the demand for cheese caused a production
shift from farm to factory. The effect of this shift on family labor is
most clearly seen in New York State where commercial cheese making
developed after 1830. At first, women worked in the new cheese factories. Between 1875 and 1900, however, the female workforce in cheese
factories dropped from 50 to 12 percent. Men, meanwhile, increased
their role in farm dairies. Women concentrated on other types of farm
production, such as raising and selling poultry and eggs. Or they moved
into off-farm occupations, such as factory work or teaching. By the
early twentieth century, the new male-dominated commercial cheesemaking industry had spread westward to other states, including
Wisconsin, which by 1910 had surpassed New York in cheese production. Together, Wisconsin and New York produced almost 80 percent of
all cheese in the United States. Few of the farm women who arrived in
New Mexico at the tum of the century from other regions brought skills
in making cheese, for cheese was no longer made on farms. Like Stella
Hatch, however, they did bring considerable skill in making butter. 6
Even without cheese making, U.S. farms remained very much
involved in dairying; however, the sexual division of labor changed significantly. A 1920 study by the United States Department ofAgriculture
(USDA) found that fewer than 45 percent of farm women still milked
cows. Men had taken over milking at different times in different
regions, a complex transition in gender work that moved much of
women's work from barnyard to farmhouse, but women remained intimately involved in dairying. Ninety-three percent washed milk pails
and 75 percent separated milk, and over halfthe women still made butter. Large numbers of women would continue to perform these tasks on
New Mexico farms.
Developments in technology and agricultural and labor theory
would ensure the farm family's continued role in dairying.? Agricultural
economic theory supported the continued involvement of farm family
labor in dairying. The theory of diversified farming dominated latenineteenth- and early-twentieth-century farming advice. As late as the
1930s, USDA economists were still urging some farm families to diversify and add dairying. These experts recommended that family farms
had the best chance to survive climate and market fluctuations by
including in their production schedules at least two to four products for
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sale. Of these products, one should be animals· as opposed to field
crops, and one should result in cash income rather than credit or
exchange for other products. Dairying was an excellent way to diversify. Dairy production demanded relatively small amounts of capital
investment, depended on family labor, and had a fairly consistent market value because of sustained demand. Dairying was widespread
because it provided economic stability for· these diversified family
farms. As late as the 1940s, experts expected farm family labor could
handle no more than ten to fifteen cows without hiring extra labor or
increasing investments in barns, fencing, or other equipment. Orval
Goodsell of the USDA Bureau of Agricultural Economics advised that
dairies of this size "merely entail more efficient use of family labor."8
A labor theory based.on intensification of family work formed the
basis of this economic approach. Popular instruction books for dairying
produced during the first decades of the twentieth century emphasized
the importance of family labor. A 1917 textbook on Productive
Dairying, by R. M. Washburn, was particularly emphatic about the benefits of child labor. "The diversified livestock farm offers the best place
in the world for the proper; profitable, employment of children," he
wrote. Children could thus be wage earners in their own homes, and
since labor was provided by "the growing family who. must be main. tained in any case," mornings, evenings, Sundays, and holidays could
be "employed productively." The family was now providing labor once
done by a hired man who, according to Washburn, was becoming
"increasingly unpleasant" to keep. "Their [hired male] labor is desired,
their society is not," Washburn concluded. Another textbook, published
in 1918, simply noted that on small farms where hired men could not
be employed full time, diversification would allow greater use of the
labor of farm women, since women could help with milking. "Women
can milk and do housework between milkings," this expert suggested. 9
Women did considerably more than milking in this labor-intensive
system. Experts emphasized that all dairy equipment had to be kept
spotlessly clean, a task simply assumed to fall to women as part of their
household tasks. Even if they did not milk, almost all farm women
washed and sterilized milk pails. They also strained the milk and
washed and boiled stnliner cloths after each milking. As late as 1920,
an estimated three-quarters of all farm women separated cream, then
disassembled and scoured the many parts of the hand cream separator
each time it was used. 10
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Changes in the technology of cream separation had much to do
with the intensification of women's farm labor. About 1875, some
farms began to skim milk and take the resulting cream to local creameries for processing into butter. The quantities were small at first
because gravity separation-waiting a day or so for the lighter cream to
rise to the top of shallow pans-was the only way to separate cream
from milk. The invention in 1876, by Dr. Gustaf de Laval, of a large
centrifugal cream separator opened the prospect of mass-produced
creamery butter. By 1880, the De Laval Company was manufacturing
and distributing cream separators that could rapidly process large quantities of milk. The machines used centrifugal force to separate the cream
that could be powered by small steam engines. One skilled butter maker
and one laborer could operate a creamery serving dozens of farms and
nearby urban areas. These centralized creameries became dominant in
commercial butter-making at the same time that specialization in dairying was taking place. Farm families took milk to the creameries where
they were paid according to quantity of milk and its butterfat content.
From 1899 to 1909, butter production on farms declined as the amount
produced in creameries increased. ll
It took a few years for farmers to discover that this new industrialized butter-making system was not working well. When farmers
.brought whole milk to the creamery, they received skimmed milk to
take home to feed their animals. However, farmers felt the creamery
skim milk was not fit for raising calves and other animals, especially
pigs. ·In addition, they believed that the lack of pasteurization and disease controlled to the spread of tuberculosis. Consequently, farm families wanted to separate their own cream so that they could control the
quality of the skim milk. 12
The De Laval Compa.ny introduced the hand separator in 1887, a
small machine that could be used on the farm. This "Baby" cream separator slowed the trend toward creamery separation (Fig. 1). These separators were composed of a complex arrangement of bowls and spouts
that allowed the operator to feed whole milk into a spinning bowl which
then threw the milk against the wall of the separator in such a way that
the heavier liquid was thrown outward with greater force than the
lighter liquid. When the bowl overflowed, the skim milk escaped from
an opening in the wall near the top while the cream escaped from an
opening near the center of the bowl. This much smaller, hand-powered
cream separator was marketed at a price affordable to large numbers of
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Figure 1. Engraving of the "Baby" No. 1 De Laval Cream Separator,
1894. From a trade publication, Farm and Dairy. The De Laval "Baby" Cream
Separators. A Practical "Education" in the Varied Advantages of Centrifugal
Separation. What Users Have to Say (1894). Amador Collection, Rio Grande
Historical Collections, New Mexico State University Library, Las Cruces, Ms.
4 ATC, box 27, folder 19. 15
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farm families. It produced better skim milk for feeding purposes and
reduced hauling expenses because farmers only had to transport cream
to the factories, which they could do less frequently than with whole
milk. 13
The new home separators not only delayed the transfer of butter
making to creameries, but also greatly increased the size of home
dairies, leading to an intensification of family labor. Two-thirds of all
butter was still made on farms in 1900, and women continued to produce most of it. Although by 1920 the fraction had dropped to twofifths, the amount being produced was still substantial. Farm women
continued to process an immense amount of butter in addition to all
their other tasks. IS
Women brought their butter-making skills to New Mexico. Small
dairy enterprises dotted New Mexico by the end of the first decade of
the twentieth century. Proceeds of these butter-making projects, the
majority still organized by ranch and farm women, formed a small but
important source of cash income. Because prices for dairy products
were relatively stable-butter usually sold for about thirty cents a
pound-and income could be spread out over a large part of the year, it
provided needed income at times when crops or cattle could not be
sold. Butter sales depended on proximity to nearby towns, but many
ranches as well as farms lay on the outskirts of growing communities
filling with Anglo settlers with a taste for butter.
Take Colfax County, for example. Between 1890 and 1910, the
county's population doubled from eight to sixteen thousand. Cimarron
village, incorporated in 1900, grew to eight hundredpeople by 1910,
while Raton, the largest town in Colfax County, boasted a population of
almost twenty-three thousand. By 1920, the county dairy cow population had grown to about two thousand and farm families there produced
seventy-six thousand pounds of butter, selling almost thirty-five thousand pounds yearly.16 Among the butter-producing ranches of Colfax
County was the Chase Ranch, near Cimarron. Nettie Chase was apparently responsible for the butter business developed at the ranch in 1911.
Nettie's butter sold at thirty cents per pound. 17
. Through the first decades of the twentieth century, farm experts
assumed women would be making butter on farms. The newly formed
Home Economics Extension Service at the New Mexico College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts in Las Cruces published its first extension circular in May 1915. Dairy Extension Service state leader Dora
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Edna Ross included butter making and marketing as one of the topics
relevant to farm women. Ross emphasized the farm woman's economic importance "as a producer and a partner in the business of farming"
and urged women to value their economic role on the farm. As late as
December 1915, an extension circular asked such questions as: "Which
is more profitable, to sell cream or make butter?" and "Does it pay the
housewife to make butter for market?" Ross referred farm women to
general bulletins for care of milk and cream, not to pamphlets on milking or management of dairies. Later circulars specifically aimed at New
Mexico farm people included only poultry as a producer enterprise for
women. 18
At the same time, male extension agents were already urging men
to move into dairying rather than encouraging women to expand their
butter-making enterprises. When· the new state leader for Dairy
Extension, R. W. Latta, produced his "First Lessons in Dairying in New
Mexico" in June 1915, he did not mention women at all. Latta showed
a barrel churn and a combined churn-and-butter worker (a device that
compressed the butter to extract the liquid whey after churning) that
could produce fifty pounds of butter, evidence that he expected New
Mexicans to process butter. He listed butter making "for a high-class
private trade" as secopd in profitability, however, and emphasized selling cream to a creamery rather than marketing dairy products to stores,
one of the ways in which women had traditionally marketed their butter. Nor did he mention that women might be doing much of the care of
milk and cream, separating the cream from the milk, or milking. One
telltale sentence hinting at the newness of dairying for men appeared
buried in a paragraph on milking. "Some men are naturally good mIlkers," he wrote, "and others cannot become expert milkers." He referred
explicitly to the "dairyman" in his concluding section and listed his
qualities: "The successful dairyman must like cows and all the work,
must be keen to learn and attentive to details, active in cooperation, and
determined to win."19
Butter making seems to have declined after the first decades of the
century. This was not just because of the lack of encouragement women
received to continue to perfect and refine their butter-making skills.
Prices did not justify the effort. For example, in 1923, butter produced
on the Chase Ranch sold for fifty cents per pound-a good price-but
the following year prices dropped to thirty-five cents per pound, while
the price and demand for cream and milk rose steadily. Cream sold for
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twenty cents per pint and milk for twelve cents per quart in 1929, by
which time the Chase Ranch had a daily delivery route and a growing
number of customers. The replacement of butter sales with those of
milk and cream on the Chase Ranch followed a trend in the state at
large. 2o

BUTTERFAT AND CREAM TAKE OVER

In his 1915 extension bulletin on dairying, Agent Latta urged farmers
to look to sales of butterfat rather than butter because butterfat sold for
forty to fifty cents per pound and the demand for it was greater. Agents
offered farmers instructions on how to build silos to provide winter feed
and expand milk production. By 1917, farmers were building the first
concrete silos in New Mexico (Fig. 2). Extension agents also set up
dairy calf clubs for the children of farm families. Agents helped obtain
better breeds of calves at low prices, then taught them how to care for
properly care for the animals, so that the cows, when mature, would
give more milk (Fig. 3). The entire family thus became involved in producing more butterfat.2 1
Statistics gathered in agricultural censuses track the change from
selling butter to marketing butterfat and cream. In 1909, New Mexico
farm people produced almost eleven million gallons of milk and half a
million pounds of butter and sold about ten thousand pounds each of
cream and butter. By 1924, butter production had increased very little,
milk production had only doubled, and sales of fresh cream had
increased by 240 percent. Butterfat sales to creameries jumped by
1,200 percent, a figure that points to the development of small creameries throughout the state during the 1920s.22
These creameries did not develop in cream-producing rural neighborhoods. Instead, owners located them in towns where railway shipping facilities were good. In some cases, local agents purchased the
cream; in others, the producers shipped the cream themselves.
Generally, these centralized creameries processed cream that came
from within a fifty-mile radius, but occasionally they processed cream
coming from as far away as four hundred miles. Without refrigeration,
this "butterfat" cream was sour by the time it arrived, but once pasteurized (pasteurization was introduced in 1910) and neutralized with limewater, creameries made a fair grade of butter from it. Thus, poor roads
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Figure 2. Building a concrete silo on the C. H. Stith farm near Mesilla in
Dona Ana County, 1917. Agricultural agents began encouraging dairy fanners
to build silos in the 1910s. In areas ofthe country with plentiful wood, the first
silos were wooden, but agents soon advised that more durable materials be
used. In New Mexico, concrete silos such as this were built quite early. Here,
the men use a slip form for pouring the concrete. Rio Grande Historical
Collections, New Mexico State University Library, Las Cruces, RG78-82-5.
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Figure 3. New Mexico Extension Dairy Calf Club, Bluewater, Valencia
(now Cibola) County, 1926. Although extension agents originally started Calf
Clubs only for boys in the 191 Os, by the I920s both girls and boys eagerly participated. Calf-raising was popular among farm children as small dairies
spread throughout the state. Rio Grande Historical Collections, New Mexico
State University Library, Las Cruces, RG89-76.

and lack of refrigeration during transport were not initially deterrents to
the development of creameries. Farm families took the cream in tengallon milk canS to local collectors by wagon and later by car. From
there the cans went to creameries by truck or by rail. 23
One way to place the development of butterfat dairying is on the
Zuni Plateau in Catron County. In 1940, Farm Security photographer
Russell Lee and his wife Jean visited the small homesteading community of Pie Town, forty miles west of Magdalena. Among the hundreds
of photographs that Lee took during his two weeks in Pie Town are a
number of Doris and Faro Caudill milking cows and processing milk
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Figure 4. Doris and Faro Caudill milking on their homesteaded farm near
Pie Town, Catron County, June 1940. Photographer Russell Lee spent several
weeks in Pie Town photographing homesteaders at work and play for the Farm
Security Administration. The Caudill dairy of six cows was typical of small
milk enterprises. USDA, Farm Security Administration, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C., LC-USF 34-36635.

(Fig. 4). Other pictures show cream separator parts and milk pails drying in the sun (Fig. 5). The captions, prepared by Jean Lee, explain that
milk was separated and the cream sent to creameries.
Although best known as pinto bean producers, these Zuni Plateau
. farms were part of a marketing network for cream that had been developing for some years. Decreasing prices for pinto beans and low rainfall had made pinto bean farrriing less profitable for the homesteaders
who settled west of Magdalena in the 1930s. Both extension agents and
the USDA suggested that these homesteaders diversify with small-scale
dairying as a way to stabilize family income. The correspondence and
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Figure 5. The Caudill cream separator .air drying, 1940. Cream separators
had changed little since the late 1890s when they first allowed small farm
dairies to separate milk at home and send only cream to the centralized creameries. After separating their cream, the Caudills sent it to Magdalena by car
over newly paved roads. USDA, Fann Security Administration, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C., LC-USF 34-36590.
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reports of these agents tell us a great deal about the transition from butter making to cream separating in New Mexico in the 1920s and 1930s,
when the small creameries began to flourish.
A few families living in the Pie Town area established dairies early
in the 1920s. Bernadine, the daughter of Martha and Grover Powell,
remembered that her family had lots of cows and a hired hand who took
care of and milked them. Her mother, Bernadine boasted, made such
good butter that people came from Magdalena to buy it by the fiftypound lot. Her father sold what was left over in nearby Quemado.
Martha did not have a cream separator; they only had a four-gallon
dasher churn. 24
Profitable ventures such as those by the Powells made the idea of
dairies familiar to the homesteaders. Soon families were spending surplus income to buy cream separators. While butter making took considerable time and skill, cream separating was quick and relatively easy
to learn. By the early 1930s, a number of Pie Town homesteaders were
supplementing their cash income from pinto beans by raising three to
six cows and selling surplus cream. When the cows freshened in summer, the women separated the cream and sent it to Magdalena for railway shipment to other parts of New Mexico. The Magdalena train
dropped off milk cans at the Socorro creamery and took cream as far
south as Clovis and as far north as Raton. Some cream even went across
the border into Colorado. 25
By the late 1930s, a few Pie To~n homesteaders had well- established home dairy industries. With the improvement of both trucks and
roads, creameries began to send out trucks to pick up cream. Pie Town
families took cream to the town store once a week, where trucks from
Socorro and Las Cruces creameries made regular pickups. On average,
cream sales brought $125 into the Pie Town community weekly, a significant help for families in buying groceries. In 1938, the newly
arrived Catron County extension agent, Judge Garrett, urged farmers to
consider trench silos to preserve and store dairy feed, thereby extending the season when cows produced milk and increasing cream sales.
The Farm Security Administration even made loans to purchase dairy
cattle. One farm family built a silo to preserve com for their eight cows.
Ensilage doubled milk production and increased its butterfat content.
The family's dairy sales netted enough to pay for all their living expenses. These family dairies relied on the unpaid labor of the family.26
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In 1943, the Department of Agriculture did an extensive study of
farm income on the Zuni Plateau, the area that included Pie Town and
most of the new homesteads. The report's author, Orval Goodsell,
refused to call these "dairy enterprises" because the stock was of mixed
breed and families milked only in the summer months. He preferred the
term "milkstock enterprise." Nevertheless, the numbers carefully collected by USDA agents compelled Goodsell to conclude that dairying
was crucial to the success of the farms. Of the three major farm enterprises, beef brought in very little cash, pinto bean crops could fail in
time of drought, but dairying could survive even hard times. By storing
feed for their cows ahead of time, farmers could continue to obtain cash
incomes through a dry year. Weekly cream checks produced cash flow
for a longer part of the year. Moreover, cows could be raised on all soil
types. According to Goodsell's calculations, milk stock profit per cropacre-unit was about four times greater than that from beef stock, and
almost twice as profitable as beans. If farm operators kept their herds
limited to ten or fifteen cows and used family labor, they could tum
their operations into profitable enterprises. 27
Such small dairies intensified the labor of the farm family. Adult
males expanded com acreage, built silos, arranged for fodder and winter shelter for the cows, kept barns clean, and occasionally helped with
the milking. Older children raised dairy calves and helped with planting, harvesting, feeding, and milking. Women also raised calves. They
did much of the milking, saw that the milk was carefully strained and
separated, washed the pails and separator parts, and readied the cream
for market. Either women or men would take the ten-gallon milk cans
to the pickup stations. Tasks were gendered, but the enterprise involved
integrated and cooperative family labor. Such intensification of labor
within farm families allowed the increase of milk products in New
Mexico during the 1920s and 1930s.

"THE DAIRYMAN'S WIFE"

World War II brought an end to the expansion of small dairies in Catron
County. Homesteading families gradually abandoned Zuni Plateau
farms for jobs in urban areas that offered steady cash income. Other
families who worked small farms also gradually gave up the hard work
and low incomes that had marked the Great Depression years.
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Figure 6. Allen Acres Dairy Farm milking parlor in the 1950s, Las Cruces,
New Mexico. An unidentified worker demonstrates the latest technology. Rio
Grande Historical Collections, New Mexico State University Library, Las
Cruces, RG83-134.

Extension experts advised greater commercialization of the remaining
farms and discouraged sales ofbutterfatto small creameries as not profitable enough to support this type of farming. Ballooning urban populations increased the demand for whole milk and government agents
encouraged increased production of milk on fewer, larger, more scientifically run farms. The polio epidemic of the early 1950s and public
fear that contaminated milk might be spreading the disease brought
wide public support for more control over restricted sources of milk
supply.28
During the 1950s, USDA farm policy reversed. Now, agents
advised farmers to specialize, depend on hired labor, and increase their
commitment to technology. They recommended that dairy owners
receive specialized dairy training, preferably at land-grant universities.
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Dairy experts, who emphasized the role of scientific training for dairy
owners, saw little role for women in the new dairying system. They .
expected that the new generation of dairy experts would be men.
According to extension theories and the policies based upon them, family labor would have little to do with the actual running of the dairy.
Coming after an intense involvement of women in dairying for hundreds of years, and especially after wartime appreciation for women's
labor, women's postwar role in dairying seemed meager indeed.
Dissatisfaction with the new theories about women's role is most
clearly articulated in the writings of Gina Allen, who wrote a column
for The Western Dairy Journal from the Allen Acres Dairy Farm in Las
Cruces. Gina was raised in the Black Hills of South Dakota and had
married Ted Allen before graduating from Northwestern University in
1940. They had moved to Stillwater, Oklahoma, in 1943 where Ted
taught chemistry to Army recruits at the agricultural school while Gina
learned farming on a rented farm. After the family moved to Las Cruces
in 1945, she described her experiences in a warm and humorous
account called Rustics for Keeps. Along with their new baby daughter,
the Allens settled down on a seventy-acre farm and, with the financial
help of relatives, established the Allen Acres Dairy Farm. The Aliens
hired a worker to run their milking parlor (Fig. 6), but Gina participated in all the routine dairy and farming tasks. In addition to driving a
tractor, milking cows, and delivering milk, Gina cared for animals,
raised a garden, and canned fruits and vegetables. At Allen Acres, Gina
explained later, "the idea was that anybody should be able to take over
wherever needed." Ted was active in the local Farm Bureau, she
recalled, but she could not be because "they were very much into sex
roles and woman's place was in the kitchen." But both Ted and Gina
were active in the Guernsey Cattle Breeders' Association and other
dairy and cattle organizations. Gina's daughter Ginita posed for a cover
of the Guernsey Breeders' Journal in 1956 (Fig. 7).29
"The Dairyman's Wife," Allen's column in The Western Dairy
Journal, mingled breezy, chatty observations about local dairy life with
comments on national and regional conferences. Allen had introduced
her young daughter to dairying by having her raise a heifer, teaching
her about farm life, and projecting a future for her as a "dairyman's
wife." Still, the current status of women in the dairy profession troubled
Allen as she prepared her daughter for a career in dairying. She expect-
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Figure 7. Ginita Allen and a Guernsey calf from the Allen Acres Dairy
Farm in Las Cruces pose for the I February 1956 cover of Guernsey Breeders'
Journal. Gina Allen wrote that she was training her daughter to be a dairyman's wife. Instead, Ginita became a highly successful investment broker. Rio
Grande Historical Collections, New Mexico State University Library, Las
Cruces, RG83-134.
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ed her daughter to have problems even as the "dairyman's wife"
because of the way agricultural institutions were structured. 30
Allen used a young neighbor named "Willa" to illustrate the restrictions her daughter would face. Willa loved animals and farming, wrote
Allen, but when she started high school Willa was barred from taking
agricultural courses because of her sex. The local agricultural college at
Las Cruces did allow Willa to take agricultural courses (most of the
agricultural colleges at the time did not enroll women), but college officials rejected Willa's application for a summer scholarship to work in a
Guernsey dairy, again, because she was a girl.3 1
Willa then gained practical experience by managing the family
farm while her father was away and her brother serVed· in the Army.
Denied specialized training because she was female, and despite firsthand experience, Willa could not hope to manage her own dairy once
her father and brother resumed their traditional roles on the farm. The
AlIens hired Willa one summer as their assistant herdsman, but her
future rested primarily on her role as a "dairyman's wife," not as a
"dairywoman" who ran her own or her family's dairy.32
Allen did not apologize for this role as "dairyman's wife," but she
argued that women and men would benefit from more equal formal
education. She recommended that young boys take home economics
and young girls farm mechanics so that their labor could be more flexible on the farm. The division of courses by sex meant that men could
not take care of themselves in family emergencies when women were
disabled or absent from the farm. And women needed to have formal
agricultural training because they, in tum, would have to take over
men's jobs in emergencies and perhaps run dairies if their husbands
died. Moreover, women's roles were crucial to the success of dairying.
"I've read lots of learned articles on 'The Future of Dairying, '" Allen
wrote in her July 1957 column, "and I've never yet seen the dairyman's
wife listed as an important factor in the future ... [yet] very often its
her labor that makes the difference between profit and loss." To make
her point, Allen enumerated the tasks of the dairyman's wife: milker,
calf midwife, stand-in manager, gofer, bookkeeper, and promoter of
dairy affairs. She described dairymen's wives as women in jeans and
boots with manure on them who on occasion had to manage dairy
princess contests and show up at conference dances in nice dresses.
"The dairyman's wife," she concluded, "is always on hand, and ready,
and working."33
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This complicated role for dairy wives certainly did not decrease on
small farms. It continued as long as small dairies existed. But the control of the larger dairies almost always remained firmly in the hands of
dairy husbands as dairying continued to shift from small to large milk
processing farms. Like many families, the AlIens sold their dairy in the
1960s. The AlIens' daughter never became a "dairyman's wife," and we
do not know what happened to "Willa."

THE ARRIVAL OF MILK PROCESSING AND HOLSTEINS

After the 1950s; dairies tended to be of two types. A few large bulk milk
dairies, located at considerable distances from urban areas, shipped
large quantities of milk to' processing plants. More numerous were the
smaller fluid milk dairies that continued to ring urban areas, providing
milk directly to consumers. Small fluid milk dairies of this type, many
of them owned by Hispanic families, were located in Bernalillo County
where they provided milk for the growing Albuquerque population.
When raising cows, Hispanic men and women usually shared the same
gendered division of labor as Anglo families. Hispanic women performed all the duties of "dairymen's wives." They also sometimes
worked in bottling plants (Fig. 8). These small family dairies continued
until the late 1980s when the expanding suburban population made the
land too expensive to retain as dairies. Suburban dwellers also found
farm odors offensive and urged tighter restrictions. Increasing land values and tighter regulations led most farmers to sell out, either leaving
the dairy business or, if they could afford to increase the size of their
herds, relocating to more remote areas of the state. 34
In the eastern part of the state, a shift to large-scale commercial
milk processing de-emphasized the role of family labor in theory· if not
always in fact. A study of dairying in Curry, Roosevelt, and Quay counties from 1940 to 1950 showed the shift to milk processing already well
underway. During the 1930s, the tricounty area had produced dairy
products in much the same way as the farmers of the Zuni Plateau.
Farms had a few cows that provided milk for home use as well as surplus for sale. During the 1940s, as farms commercialized, there was a
decrease in the number of dairy cows and farms and an increase in farm
size. By 1950, the number of farms in the three-county area reporting
cows being milked declined by 21 percent, and the number of cows by
,
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Figure 8. An unidentified woman employee bottles milk at the William
McIlhaney Dairy in Albuquerque, New Mexico, in the 1970s. Rio Grande
Historical Collections, New Mexico State University Library, Las Cruces,
RG98-080-9.
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31 percent. Farms reporting sale of whole milk increased by almost 50
percent. The amount of milk sold increased by over 200 percent. Rather
than small herds of six to eight cows, dairy farms now had mediumsized herds,· with ten to forty cows. These seemingly inconsistent
trends-fewer cows but increased milk production-were the result of
major changes in dairying practices: introduction of new breeds of
cows, the availability of new milking equipment, and the use of silage
or purchased feeds year round. 35
During these years, the black-and-white Holstein became the cow
of choice for New Mexico dairies. Until the 1930s, most family dairies
used inexpensive mixed breeds. By the 1940s and early 1950s,
Guernsey cows had become popular because their high milk production
and butterfat content-about 4.8 percent-brought greater creamery
payments. Urban populations also enjoyed the extra cream they found
at the top of their home-delivered bottled milk. By the 1950s, agricultural experts were recommending Holsteins as more efficient producers. Holsteins were also more expensive-in 1954, each head cost
almost three hundred dollars-but for dairy farmers who could afford
them, Holsteins produced more milk containing over 3.5 percent butterfat content at lower feed costs. By 1953, Holsteins were producing
6,800 pounds of milk per year. These larger Holsteins were more difficult to hand-milk, but new electrical milking equipment was available.
This equipment, which cost from six hundred dollars to $2,800,
replaced hand milking and cream separating. Milk went directly from
the cow into a pipe line that took it to large holding tanks. One person
could now manage the milking ofa much larger herd. 36
Finally, dairies shifted to a new feeding regime. The change in
feeding practices came about in part because of the 1950s drought.
Because the three counties of Curry, Roosevelt, and Quay had drought
conditions during the early 1950s, most producers had to purchase concentrates and roughages. Instead of producing greater quantities during
summers when pasturage was available, herds, supplemented by silage
to extend the season, now produced more milk in the winter months and
relied entirely upon silage or purchased feeds. Since no field crops
could be grown during these drought years, only dairy fanns that
switched to the new system survived. Purchased feed also took less
family labor, both to raise the feed and to move the herds out to pasture.
During the worst year of the drought, 1953, the government provided
drought reI ief in the form of feed grain, but some fanns had to purchase
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as much as six thousand dollars' worth of feed from New Mexico and
Texas. Despite the decline in the total number of cows, then, these three
counties had more milk cows than any other area in New Mexico and
accounted for one-quarter of all the cows in the state by 1950. 37
The market for the milk from these eastern New Mexico dairies
was both local and interstate. The population of the three counties
increased by 20 percent as Clovis, Portales, and Tucumcari became
principal consuming centers. The new interstate highway system and
the development of large milk-processing and distributing plants
enabled dairies to send their milk to more distant plants as well. Much
of the milk went farther away. Amarillo, El Paso, Lubbock, and
Plainview, Texas, and Roswell, New Mexico, operated milk collection
routes in the three counties. Plant owners contracted truck owners to
collect milk in cans from producers and deliver it to the plants daily.
The producers paid a flat trucking fee per one hundred pounds of milk
or butterfat for the trucking costs, an amount that was deducted from
the gross sale value of the milk.
All these changes brought economies of scale-that is, the larger
the dairy and capital investment, the lower the per-unit cost. Thus,
while the drought brought a drop in milk prices, the decrease in costs
could still increase income for the fewer, but larger, dairies that survived. 38
Family labor was still the basis for profitability, as most dairies
remained family operated. Feeding, milking, handling milk, cleaning
equipment and buildings, and other chores related to the dairy enterprise were managed by the cooperative work of all able family members, male and female. There were just fewer family dairies. By the
early 1970s, there were only thirty-five dairies supplying milk to the
local Associated Milk Producers from Roosevelt County. Some of the
owners of these dairies could trace their beginnings to milking a few·
cows on their home farms as youths. Curry Stroud, for example went
from four cows in the early 1940s to nearly two hundred that he cared
for with his two sons. But the days when a daughter or son could
receive a good Jersey cow as a wedding present from their parents and
build up a small dairy were over. They had to start with a large herd by
accumulating the capital to buy into their parents' business or inheriting it from them. 39
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FROM MILK CANS TO BULK-TANK MILKING

By 1956, the year of the eastern New Mexico study, another change
was beginning to affect these family dairies. Milk buying and distributing firms were exchanging ten-gallon milk cans for large bulk tanks to
collect milk at the farm. Bulk tanks benefited both processors and large
dairy operators. Because they could more efficiently handle large quantities of milk, they required fewer workers and less equipment. By contrast, the impact of bulk tanks made it almost impossible for producers
with medium-sized herds to survive. Bulk containment methods and
alternate-day collections meant families had to purchase at least one
100-gallon bulk tank and remodel their milk rooms. 40
When such changes did indeed take place in the late 1950s, another layer of family dairies closed down and the remaining ones were
forced to increase the' size of their herds. Producers in Roosevelt
County were poised to take advantage of important changes in fastgrowing major urban areas. Although Albuquerque, Dallas, and
Houston were all hundreds of miles away, the remaining Roosevelt
County dairies expanded to meet the demand as many smaller dairies
closed in nearby counties. Now, economics dictated that milk be sent
long distances in modem vacuum-tank transport systems to processors,
instead of sending feed long distances to dairy herds close to consumers. Roosevelt County had dependable supplies of high quality
alfalfa hay from the Pecos Valley and local supplies of both com and
milo. The year-round, local availability of roughage and concentrates
enabled dairy farmers to manipulate the quality and quantity of milk
production. Thus, they targeted market periods after summer surpluses
'
dropped, when prices were better. 41
Central to this new system was a newly expanded producer cooperative, the Associated Milk Producers, Inc., known as AMPI for short.
AMPI was established in 1969 and operated in three regions. New
Mexico was part of the Western Division along with western Texas and
southwestern Colorado. Roosevelt, Lea, Chaves, Curry, Quay, DeBaca,
and Estancia comprised District 8. The local AMPI center in Portales
maintained eight milk transports that picked up milk daily at four large
producers and every other day at the other thirty-two dairies. Daily runs
averaged almost three hundred thousand pounds of milk. AMPI, in tum,
distributed milk to the Lucerne milk plant and other dairies in Roswell,
as well as to dairies in Amarillo and Lubbock. Weekend loads went to
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a factory in Munster, Texas, that produced cheese, butter, and powdered
milk.
Bulk tanking facilitated increased production of milk and expansion of dairy size. It sheared off yet another layer of smaller family
dairy producers who could not afford the equipment to allow them to
take advantage of the new marketing system. The consolidation and
expansion of dairies also led to greater involvement of the USDA in
supervising marketing.
As milk production became a large-scale industry, producers
became more involved in Federal policies. The government had been
setting minimum milk prices since the early 1930s, but participation
was voluntary. Once a group of producers requested inclusion, the government issued what was called a "Federal Milk Order," setting up an
administrative procedure to apply the appropriate regulations. Usually,
only dairy owners involved in interstate commerce asked to be included. Few New Mexico dairies had such interests until the late 1970s.
One 1976 government document listed only 191 New Mexico producers under Federal milk orders. The state had no milk price control program. Bulk tank trucks and the expansion of producer cooperatives led
eastern New Mexico dairy owners to request inclusion in the price support program. The program did not control production or the volume
marketed, but regulations did encourage producers to respond to market demand. It became increasingly difficult by the late 1970s for producers to survive outside the system. Cooperatives and processors preferred to work with larger dairies. The government- tried to make the
system fair for smaller dairies, but the large feedlot-type dairies, with
controlled year-round feed supplies, which belonged to the large producer cooperatives, fared better than smaller independent dairies with
green summer pastures and seasonal markets. 42
The final consolidation occurred during the dairy herd buyout of
1985. The buyout program, administered by the USDA through the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, had as its goal the
reduction of milk production. The program was conceived of as a savings for the government because the milk price support program was
costing the government eighteen dollars per one hundred pounds. The
cost of the buyout was $15.50 per hundred weight. In addition, the government assessed the remaining producers one-third of the buyout
costs. The goal was to reduce annual milk production by twelve billion
pounds nationwide. The program was to cut fourteen million pounds in
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Roosevelt County. Eventually, nine dairymen bid for the program.
When they had disposed of their herds, the number of dairies was
reduced by 25 percent, from thirty-six to twenty-seven; the number of
cows, heifers and calves, by around 1,500, from 7,500 dairy cattle to six
thousand; and milk production by fourteen million pounds, from seventy-five million pounds of milk yearly to sixty-one million. Dairies
that reduced their herds were prohibited from returning to the dairying
business for five years. 43
Interviews with dairy families getting out of the business, conducted by Portales News- Tribune staff writer Victoria Raun, revealed some
of the effects of the program. All of these dairy families were handling
large herds of between one hundred and two hundred cows, but many
were long-time farm families ready to retire. Betty Rowland of Floyd
said she and her husband planned to retire after selli.ng their 161 cows
and fifty-four heifers for slaughter. Mary Brown, of Dora, told Raun
that she and her husband also planned to retire after thirty-four years in
the dairy business. She had mixed feelings about leaving dairying. They
owned one of the older dairies that had made the transition to largescale dairying. "It's been a good living, it educated our daughter and
paid for our farm," she said: Brown worried that their departure would
hurt the economy and the community. They sold one hundred head for
slaughter. Bonnie Nandino, of Elida, explained thafthey were not doing
too well in the dairy· business and the buyout program was going to
allow them to come out debt-free. The Nandinos planned to sell most
of their herd to buyers in Mexico. With the proceeds, they would pay
the loan on the cows and most of the mortgage on the house. The comments of these women seem to indicate that the older or less successful
farm families were taking this opportunity to get out of the dairy business. 44

FEEDLOT DAIRIES

While bulk":milk family dairies continued to operate in New Mexico
after the buyout of 1985, by far the fastest growing operation was the
large-scale drylot dairy. By the 1980s, there·were already nine-hundredhead drylot Holstein dairies in operation in southern New Mexico. A
study published in 1984 by the New Mexico State University
Agricultural Experiment Station revealed the way that dairying had
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Figure 9. Stainless steel six-thousand-gallon milk tanker trucks of CTL
Transport, 1996. Truckers ran around-the-clock routes from dairies in
Roosevelt County to the MidAmerica Dairymen Cooperative milk processing
plant in Portales, New Mexico. The plant shipped dry milk, skim milk, cream,
and butterfat. Photograph by Darren Marcy, Portales News-Tribune, "1996
Dairy Salute," 25 June 1996.

become big business. Each cow, the report concluded, cost $1,990 per
year to maintain and brought an annual income of $2,096. Such relatively low income per cow was still profitable because over a twentyyear period the return was 5.9 percent in real, after-tax dollars. The
main problem for drylot owners was ensuring low feeding costs and
gauging the effect of government policies. Gone was most of the family labor, replaced by a "12 man labor force" that operated the milking
pits and performed the other work needed. Milk was cooled and stored
in a six-thousand-gallon bulk tank, and a railroad water-tank car with
thirteen-thousand-gallon capacity washed cows and equipment and distributed water to troughs. Studies like this helped fuel the dairy expan-
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sion of the 1990s by showing corporations that they could make a profit with large-scale operations. During the 1990s, a number of corporate
dairies sold their valuable land in California and moved herds to lowpriced acreage in Chaves County. Low land costs, combined with highgrade easily available alfalfa, and dry sunny weather made these moves
highly profitable. By 1991, producers in New Mexico had their own
trade association, the Dairy Producers of New Mexico. The association
was active on both local and state levels in looking after the interests of
the growing dairy industry.45
The availability of low-cost bulk milk, in tum, made it profitable to
establish cheese factories. Beginning in 1994, a number of cheese fac- .
tories relocated from colder climates to southern New Mexico to take
advantage of the abundance of low-cost bulk milk. These cheese factories mainly sold to pizza and hamburger chains across the country. The
Tobkin family moved their cheddar cheese plant from Veblin, South
Dakota, to Lovington in Lea County. By the time the Dairy Farmers of
America was managing this Lovington plant in 1999, it was hall(~ling
two million pounds of milk a day, most of it from Lea County. F & A
Dairy Products relocated from Dresser, Wisconsin, to Dona Ana
County in 1995. The F & A factory, high on the west mesa above Las
Cruces, processed 120,000 pounds of milk a day from the local area
into provolone and mozzarella. In Quay County, the Tucumcari
Mountain Cheese Factory specialized in feta cheese, processing one
hundred thousand pounds of milk a day from the Clovis and Portales
area. Ten dairy farms plan to open the Clovis Cheese factory in Curry
County in the fall of 2000. The owners estimate that the plant will need
milk from an additional fifty thousand cows, for a total of about three
million pounds of milk a day, to process their cheddar, mozzarella,
Monterey Jack, and specialty cheeses. These cheese factories, although
highly mechanized, employ hundreds of workers and provide processing
for over 80 percent of the milk produced in New Mexico. Milk tanker
trucks continue to transport this milk from dairy to factory (Fig. 9).46
, In 1985, the United States Census still defined a family-managed
farm as one that used not more than 1.5 human years of hired labor per
year. A decade later, few of the dairies in New Mexico fit this definition. According to New Mexico Cooperative Extension Service Dairy
Specialist Michael Looper, however, most of the dairy producing farms
remain family owned. Partnerships are the norm, usually a husband and
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a wife. Single women or men sometimes own dairies. Two brothers or
even unrelated dairymen may also own a dairy jointly.47
With the increasing size of herds and quantity of milk produced by
each cow, it is no longer possible for family labor with a few hired
workers to manage these dairies. Looper estimates that one person can
manage about eighty cows. At that ratio, the Dean and Frances Horton
dairy in Hatch-the largest dairy in the state-would need 125 fulltime workers. The Hortons devote most of their time to management.
So, too, does Jessie Adams, who owns one of the smaller herds (seven
hundred cows) in the Hobbs area. She once owned and ran the dairy
with her father. When the dairy contained 450 cows, she used to work
with their five employees getting the cows out to feed in the pasture and
at other tasks involving outdoor work. Now she has no time for that sort
of work. Management takes up all of her time. She hires her teenage
son to help out part time, but hired workers perform most of the dairy
work. New Mexico dairies now employ about three thousand paid
workers, most of them male. 48
Families still work on their dairy farms, but they seldom milk or
care for the cows themselves. They hire full-time specialists. Women
and men share management tasks and children work at odd jobs around
the home farm. On some dairy farms, family members are hardly
involved in the day-to-day business.

CONCLUSION

Scholars have only begun to evaluate the role of family labor on
American dairies. Historian Sarah Elbert, who interviewed contemporary dairy families in New York and Iowa, found that women's farm
production roles generally gave women equality with men. Although
their tasks now more often take place in farm offices than in barnyards
or fields, women continue to see their work as essential. 49 Still, Elbert
sees the increasing size of family farms as a potential source for conflict. When one member of the family acquires a disproportionate
amount of power, it is usually the male owner or partner. Women and
children often alternately contest as well as cooperate with him.
Because integration offarm work and life is now less possible than
in the past, the importance of the family's contribution is less visible.
That invisibility may bring less recognition and hence less job satisfac-
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tion. At a time when young women and young men seek specialized
training in managing farms, they may contest their traditional disfranchisement on the family farm and ask to inherit part of the property.50
Inaddition, it is more difficult for children to obtain farms of their own.
In the end, the extent to which a family manages its human resources
may be even more important than the way it manages its day-to-day
dairying tasks.
The evolution in dairy farming reveals a gradual disappearance of
family labor from dairy enterprises in New Mexico. It disappeared as
dairies transformed from a few cows and women's farm-based cheese
and butter production to small mixed-breed summer cream production
with women still playing a major role; then to medium-sized purebreed winter milk producers dependent upon 'one major operator, usually male, but still utilizing family labor; to large drylot dairy operations employing hired labor. Family farms have survived by enlarging
their operations to be more competitive, but increased size usually
brings with it less family involvement in the business of dairying.
The traditional family dairy could provide a satisfying life, a farm
of one's own, a cooperative enterprise, and the means to teach children
the values of hard work and the pleasures of living on the land. There
was a dark side as well, for family dairies could be empires where petty
tyrants ruled over unwilling, overworked, and dissatisfied workers who
were unable to leave because they had no resources of their own.
Dairying did give the rural population a chance to be productive, to
control their livelihoods, and to contribute to stable communities. It
gave family members, including women and children, a way to make
their contributions visible and recognized within families.
Today, dairies with their allied cheese-making and powdered milk
factories provide growing income and employment for the state. The
recent spectacular growth in dairying and allied cheese factories makes
New Mexico's dairy history both similar to and different from the
industry's development in the eastern United States. Part of the history
of New Mexico dairying seems to follow the national pattern.
Development seems to have progressed from small part-time dairies
initially under the control of women and children, to full-family enterprises with men, women, and children all contributing their labor, and
subsequently to fewer and larger highly mechanized dairies with hired,
mostly male, workers.
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Yet New Mexico also has a unique dairying history. It began with
goat cheese processing by Native and Hispanic women, a history that
needs to be explored. We know little about the small herds of goats that
provided milk for the majority of the New Mexico population well into
the twentieth century. Other family dairies with small cow herds began
to provide milk, butter, and, later, butterfat for local and state consumption in the late nineteenth century. By this time, many other states
had already developed large dairy farms. This history is also not well
known. It is difficult even to locate the sites of these small dairies and
creameries. We know little about the political issues concerning the
quality of milk that must have both shaped the market for fluid milk and
responded to it. Then, within a few decades, New Mexico became a
major dairy producing state, processing cheese for the national market.
It would be useful to know more about this development. It is time
to track our state dairy history· now that dairying has assumed such a
prominent place in the economy. There is much more to be learned
about early goat dairying and cheese making, the development of fluid
milk producing areas around urban populations, the way in which different regions developed creamery dairying, the role of women and
children in providing labor for these dairies, and the changes that new
large-scale dairying brought to the economy and families of New
Mexico. The time to collect this history is now, while the recent past is
still alive in the memories of the many people who participated in making it.
This article is an expanded version of a talk given at the New Mexico
Farm & Ranch Heritage Museum in Las Cruces, New Mexico, on 11
September 1998. The author would like to thank Jane 0 'Cain, Bob Hart, and
Rhonda Jackson for their support and helpful research suggestions.
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Tsianina Redfeather, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 1924. Courtesy Museum of
New Mexico, neg. no. 11234. The inscription on the photograph reads, "To Dr.
and Mrs. Edgar L. Hewett with sincere admiration and deep appreciation from
their devoted Tsianina 1924."
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Edgar Hewett, Tsianina Redfeather,
and Early-Twentieth-Century Indian Reform
CARTER JONES MEYER

During the early 1920s, when the Federal government intensified its
efforts to divest American Indians of their cultures and assimilate them
into mainstream American life, an influential group of white intellectuals, many of whom lived in the Southwest, rallied around the Indians
and began a massive nationwide campaign to save them from imminent
destruction. Based upon their highly romanticized understanding of
New Mexico's Pueblo Indians-who seemed now to bear the brunt of
the government's assimilation policy-the intellectuals believed Native
cultures possessed secrets of life that modem American culture lacked,
among them deeply rooted beliefs in community and the principle of
unity between man and nature. Reform of U.S. Indian policy seemed
imperative if these secrets were to be saved, but those persons whose
sympathies lay with Indians also believed that political reform could
not be accomplished without broader efforts to educate the American
public about the value of Indian cultures;! A campaign of this kind
would not only overturn the policy of assimilation, thus saving Indians
from certain destruction, but also provide an essential foundation for
the regeneration of an American culture that refonners believed was in
serious trouble, the result of urban-industrial development and the
attendant growth of greed and materialism.
By 1922, when JO,hn Collier emerged as the most vocal-and often
nettlesome-leader of the political crusade to save Indians, Edgar Lee
Hewett, Director of the School of American Research and the Museum
of New Mexico in Santa Fe, was assuming leadership of that campaign's cultural counterpart. Hewett, a master organizer and promoter,
Carter Jones Meyer is associate professor of history at RamapoCollege of New
Jersey.
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was as determined as Collier in publicizing the merits of Indian cultures; Largely through his efforts, Santa Fe became the center of a
revival of Indian arts during the 1920s. As much entertainment and
spectacle as education, these efforts included the restoration of the
Santa Fe Fiesta, creation of the Southwest Indian Fair for Native arts
and crafts, and, to capitalize on the vogue of Indian music then sweeping the country, the sponsorship of numerous appearances by Tsianina
Redfeather, the Cherokee-Creek singing sensation.
Tsianina's performances of compositions by Charles Wakefield
Cadman, a leading member of the "Indianist School" of composers,
lent what seemed an air of authenticity to Hewett's promotions. Hewett
believed these appearances served his larger mission to foster
"increased knowledge of the Native American race ... appreciation of
its unique culture and ... recognition of its value and rightful place in
the political, economic and cultural development of the future in
America."2 An activist and a singer, Tsianina agreed to perform at these
events for precisely the same reasons, seeing in Hewett's promotions an
opportunity not only to educate the American public about Indians but
also to convince them of the Indians' right to determine their own lives
free of Federal government interference. She was also firmly convinced
of Hewett's own commitment to the cause, claiming later in her life that
he "did not walk apart from the Indian nor look at him through the
white man's eye. He walked side by side, hand in hand, and felt the
heartbeat of his Indian friend."3
.
The sense of comradeship Tsianina saw in Hewett was not always
apparent in his early promotions of Indians. Still, it is clear that his
friendship with her and his subsequent promotion of the Indian music
she performed helped modify his views concerning contemporary
Indian cultures. He also became an early supporter ofIndians' rights for
greater autonomy and self-determination, hallmarks of Indian reform
later in the twentieth century and foundations of America's multicultural ideal.
We can trace Hewett's initial interest in Indian cultures to the
1890s, when he made periodic visits to Indian ruins in New Mexico.
Though a secondary school teacher in Colorado at this point, Hewett
dreamed of a career in archaeology, no doubt inspired by the work of
Adolph F. Bandelier, a Swiss-born ethnologist and disciple of evolu:
tionist Lewis Henry Morgan. Bandelier had only recently discovered
ancient cave dwellings at the Rito de los Frijoles (now Bandelier
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National Monument). In 1898, as president of the fledgling Normal
College at Las Vegas, New Mexico (now New Mexico Highlands
University), Hewett began conducting archaeological excavations on
the Pajarito Plateau near Santa Fe and organized the New Mexico
Archaeological Society to further interest in his work. Five years later,
he abandoned his career in college administration altogether to pursue
archaeology professionally, beginning work for the Ph.D. at the
University of Geneva and conducting research for the Archaeological
Institute of America, notably an archaeological survey that led to the
preservation of ancestral Pueblo ruins at Mesa Verde, Colorado, in
1906.
In 1907, he managed to convince the Archaeological Institute of
America to establish its American school in Santa Fe, only a short distance from some of the richest archaeological sites in the Pueblo country. Eastern university-trained archaeologists initially opposed the decision, regarding Hewett with suspicion and believing that Santa Fe was
a wasteland. Insistent lobbying at the Institute, however, enabled him to
prevail and gain needed recognition for his projects. As a reward for his
work, Hewett was appointed first director of the School of American
Research and the Museum of New Mexico, educational institutions that
were to be housed together in Santa Fe's Palace of the Governors.
R'estoration of this early-seventeenth-century structure, under Hewett's
direction, served as the cornerstone of a massive revival of PuebloSpanish-style architecture throughout the town, ultimately leading to its
reinvention for the tourist market as "The City Different."4
An important venue for the revival, and for Hewett's interest in
Indian cultures, was provided by San Diego's Panama-California
Exposition (1915-1917), where he served as director of exhibits. Under
his auspices, the fair promoted not only the agricultural and industrial
development of the Southwest-in conjunction with the opening of the
Panama Canal-but also the Spanish and Indian legacies of the region.
In keeping with this theme, exposition buildings adopted Spanish mission architecture and, in the case of the New Mexico state building, an
eclectic synthesis of Pueblo and Spanish styles patterned after the mission at Acoma Pueblo.
The architecture alone impressed visitors, but the greatest sensation
was clearly the Painted Desert exhibit, a full-scale Indian village sponsored by the Santa Fe Railroad. Drawn from different cultures in the
. Southwest, it consisted of some two hundred Indians who we~e put on
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display before tourists hungering for authentic experience. As a member of the exhibit's design team, Hewett favored a living history
approach. "Here," he explained,
the Indians are at work at their usual occupations, some making pottery, others designing silver ware, still others weaving
baskets. There are buildings showing the favorite methods of
construction of the Pueblo, Navajo and Apache Indians, and the
whole exhibit is as careful a representation of the fast disappearing culture of the American Indians as it is possible to
make. 5
The rhetoric of the "Vanishing American" Hewett employed in this
statement was typical for the time, reflecting the cultural biases of San
Diego boosters who, as "priest-civilizers," relegated Indians to a
romantic past in order that they might celebrate more comfortably the
bright promises of the Anglo future. 6 Everything about the Painted
Desert exhibit tends to support this argument; Indians became frozen in
a "primitive time" which, according to Phoebe Kropp, "consigned all
their activities to the murky depths of mytho-history and worked to
deny them a contemporary social presence."7 Indeed, the original proposal for the Painted Desert that Hewett pitched to the Santa Fe
Railway sought to capitalize on this assumption. "Now is the last time
that such an exhibition of our Indians of the Southwest can ever be
arranged," the proposal explained with no small sense of urgency.
"Only the older people remember the old life and ways, and every year
priceless information is lost as these aged persons pass away one by
one." The Santa Fe Railroad would be doing a great service, the proposal concluded, if it rescued "the customs of these Indians from oblivion" so that the public might become better acquainted with "the former life of these tribes."8
That Hewett fully endorsed the assumption of Native cultural
decline so clearly expressed in this proposal cannot be denied. An evolutionist whose ideas had been shaped by the sequential theory of social
advancement developed by Morgan and promulgated by Bandelier,
Hewett was convinced that the Indians who populated the Southwest in
the early twentieth century were decadent remnants of a once great civilization. With the widespread influence of Anglo culture, even these
remnants could not long endure. The "pure Indian types," he predicted,
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would inevitably disappear and their ceremonies disintegrate, leaving
scientists with nothing more than an archaeological record to study.9
Thus, Hewett's rather gloomy predictions for Indian tribes of the
Southwest served well the agenda of San Diego boosters who organized
the fair as a celebration of Progress. Ironically, however, even as he persisted in the use of Vanishing American rhetoric, Hewett soon began to
consider a different fate for Indians, one predicated on the recovery of
contemporary cultures rather than on their decline.
Although this transformation in his thinking was not to be fully
articulated until the early 1920s, Hewett may have been given the
opportunity to take a first step away from his evolutionist assumptions
at the exposition itself. There, he met Tsianina Redfeather, a young
Indian singer who in ) 917 was enjoying nationwide popularity as the
"Cherokee Princess."lo Born of Cherokee-Creek parentage in Indian
Territory in 1892 and educated at the federally supported Eufaula,
Oklahoma, Indian School, Tsianina early on showed promise as a musician. At the age of sixteen, she moved to Denver to study music professionally. Though initially interested in piano, she soon switched to
voice, beginning her training with John C. Wilcox, Denver's leading
voice teacher at the time.!! Wilcox, in tum, introduced Tsianina to
Charles Wakefield Cadman, the American composer whose search for
a national music had led him to read the ethnological works ofAlice C.
Fletcher and Francis La Flesche and to begin recording Native music,
elements of which he incorporated into his popular-style ballads.
Cadman was one of several American composers-among them Arthur
Farwell, Charles Sanford Skilton; and Harvey Worthington Loomiswho began experimenting with Indian melodies early in the twentieth
century. They came to be known collectively as the Indianist School,
and Cadman quickly rose to prominence among them. His lyrical,
romantic melodies appealed to audiences wherever they were performed. l2
Part of the reason for the popularity of Cadman's songs came from
their presentation. With Wilcox's encouragement, Cadman invited the
young Tsianina to interpret his Indian songs in what became a highly
successful series of lecture-performances between 1910 and 1917.
Dressed in an idealized buckskin fringe-and-bead Indian costume of
her own design, her braided hair bound by a decorative headband,
Tsianina thrilled audiences informed by romanticized notions of
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Indianness. In her own words, "the novelty of an Indian interpreter of
Indian songs created a furor."13
Press reports of the day praised her for her ability to sing the sweet
laments of a vanishing people. One critic wrote,
Tsianina has the fine, strong beauty of the aristocrats of her
race, ~ voice that is haunting, appealing-and more than anything else, Indian. Always in her tones there is a plaintive note,
the echoing faraway bird-like call of the voices ofthe primeval
forest. The Indian songs she sings proudly, tenderly, sometimes
sorrowfully, with a wistful note of pitying love for a vanishing
race.
Another writer called her "dainty" and "sweet," an Indian princess
"with a mellowy contralto voice, full of depth and feeling." 14 Emotional
renderings of songs like At Dawning (1906) and From the Land of the
Sky Blue Water (1909), the latter featuring romantic lyrics by the poet
Nelle Richmond Eberhart, helped to catapult Tsianina and her partner
Cadman to nationwide fame. ls
Given their celebrity status, it is no wonder that the two musicians
were invited to perform at the closing of the Panama-California
Exposition on 31 March 1917. Tsianina was to award prizes for best
Indian costum~, to white children who attended the fair that day.
Afterwards, Cadman and the Cherokee Princess were to perform their
Indian folksongs. 16 Hewett apparently introduced himself to Tsianina
after the awards and invited her to see some of the exhibits he supervised. Along the way, she later recalled, Hewett told her,
My mother made me promise her that when I grew to manhood, I would give all my effort towards doing something for
the American Indian that would let the world see him as he is,
and not as wild west shows, cheap fiction, and moving pictures
present him. The best we can do is save what we can of this
priceless heritage and make every effort to comprehend it.
Tsianina was pleased to hear what seemed to be genuine support
coming from a white man, especially given what she termed her
"deep-rooted aversion" to the white race, the result of a history of mistreatment, "crookedness," and factual misrepresentation in school
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books that put "the Indian people in a bad light." Hewett, at least initially, appeared to be of a different school of thought. As the tour continued, however, he merely reaffirmed the prevailing cultural assumptions of the day. Without much tact or sensitivity, he showed her an
exhibit of skulls, which had been assembled to, illustrate evolution's
impact on racial variation and advance the connection between biology
and race. One of the skulls was that of an American Indian. "I noticed
him looking occasionally at my head," she explained.
With no attempt at flattery, he said, "You have made so much
out of your life in so short a time, and your head is so beautifully shaped. I would consider it a great contribution to the history of your people and archaeology if you would let us have
your head when you depart for the Happy Hunting Ground." I
made no reply, but inside I didn't feel so good. He frightened
me, and I had a secret fear of having my skull on display for all
,to see. Imagine my relief when my beloved friend left for his
Happy Hunting Ground before me.
While Tsianina meant for this to be an amusing recollection of her
friendship with Hewett, it clearly reveals her dread of becoming yet
another of the white man's ethnological trophies, relegated to an exhibition case as a racial "type" with no regard for her humanity or contemporary relevance. Given the elaborate displays ofIndians as exotic
others that dominated the exposition and informed most Americans'
very superficial understanding of native cultures, this fear was not
unfounded, and in her particular case it was unwanted. "Archaeology or
no archaeology," she told herself, "no paleface is going to get my head
for any purpose."]? For his part, Hewett revealed in this incident that he
was still bound by evolutionary principles that asserted Anglo superiority and left little room 'for other races in the march of progress. The
Indians in particular were relics of prehistory who were doomed to vanish. It remained for Indians like Tsianina to convince him otherwise.
As her autobiography makes clear, Tsianina resented Americans for
what she considered a history of duplicity in Indian affairs. The U.S.
government, in particular, provoked her deepest wrath for its refusal to
extend to Indians the same freedoms granted to others in American
society. The policy of assimilation, which had guided Indian affairs
since passage of the Dawes Act in 1887, was being utilized to disman-
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tIe reservations through allotment in severalty and to divest Indians of
their tribal identities. They were to be granted citizenship at the end of
this process, with the right, at least in theory, to determine their own
lives. Many, however, were still wards of the government, their lives
and destinies controlled by what Tsianina called "an inferior class of
white men, a class of white men that were a marauding, diseased arm
of their own government." She found consolation for this mistreatment
in the words of Abraham Lincoln, the great emancipator who rebuked
Southern slave holders in declaring, "Those who would deny freedom
to others cannot long retain it for themselves."18
Apparently, Tsianina saw little difference between slave holders of
the pre-Civil War South and Bureau of Indian Affairs officials in the
early twentieth century; each worked to deny basic rights to a race they
deemed inferior. The contradiction between democratic ideals and reality in these cases was painfully clear to Tsianina, and it can be argued
that she sought to address it through her work as a singer of Cadman's
Indian songs. While she genuinely admired democracy and the ideals
upon which the United States had been founded~so clearly articulated
by individuals like Lincoln~she expressed nothing but scorn for the
politicians who claimed to be the representatives ofthe people, yet subverted democratic ideals. In the case of her own people she believed,
"The Indian Question is not complicated, the complication is in
America's leaders. Are they desirous of bringing to their offices righteous dealing for the good of their country, or for using their offices for
political gain? Past evidence appears to prove the latter," she derisivelyargued.
What Tsianina wanted was a new breed of politician who respected Indians as free citizens with the right to determine their own lives.
"To spoon-feed him like a child, to treat him as an incompetent incapable of making the slightest decision for himself, is to rob him of all
initiative and hope. The Indian is tired of being a museum piece. Let
him grow up and take his rightful place in the land of his birth." She
also hoped Americans, more generally, would exercise their right to
vote; in so doing, they must insist upon a more tolerant nation. "When
our democracy is impelled by the Spirit of God to deal honestly, justly
and fairly with our own American Indian, American Negro, American
Chinese, American Japanese and all other American citizens, we shall
have a democracy that will never die," she explained; "it will flow as a
clean, clear river to cover the earth 'as the waters cover the sea.' It
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wants no white man's medicines." Her rejection of white hegemony, so
clear in this last statement, reflects Tsianina's conception of democracy
as the collaborative work of all races, not of one alone; when this was
achieved, then "the walls of inhumanity, intrigue and dishonesty will
fall before the march of true America."19
Of primary concern to her in this new, truer America was that
Indians be recognized for the legitimacy of their cultural heritage. "We
lived in harmony with nature and we never tortured animals in the name
of art or sport," she wrote, obliquely criticizing the materialism and
anthropocentrism of white society. "The Indian worships his God every
hour, every day," she continued, shifting her criticism to the spiritual
vacuum which to her also seemed to characterize the dominant society.
"The white man worships his God one hour each week." Equally
important was her determination that the white man's ethnocentrism be
challenged. Toward this end, she reflected on her own experience as a
student at the Eufaula Indian School. "I learned in school that
Columbus discovered America. This would have been news to my
ancestors who were here thousands of years before Columbus was
born. Figure this out for yourself," she· continued. "The white man
claims he brought civilization to America. By that he means his own
civilization. "20
As an Indian, Tsianina felt an obligation to enlighten the American
public about the heritage of her people. She suggested to them an alternative conception of American history, one that acknowledged the
interplay of races and ethnic groups rather than an exclusive focus on
the Anglo march of progress. Her work as the interpreter of Cadman's
Indian songs provided her the leverage she needed to do this. Though
the songs themselves were more an expression of nineteenth-century
European romantic tradition than authentic Indian music, and
Tsianina's performance ofthem was idealized, she was able to use them
not only to establish her own celebrity in the white world but also to
gain needed attention and support of whites for fairer treatment of
Indian people;21 Chief among the whites she reached was Hewett, who
eventually came to share her views and to work toward their realization
in his own promotional campaigns of the 1920s.
Following their meeting in San Diego, Hewett invited Tsianina and
Cadman to come to Santa Fe and participate in the dedication of the
Museum of Fine Arts, scheduled for 14 November 1917. The museum
was a replica of the New Mexico state building at the Panama-California
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Exposition and represented the formalization of the architectural
revival of Santa Fe that Hew.ett had envisioned. As such, the museum
was to serve as a center for the promotion of regional arts and cultures,
though, as Chris Wilson has argued, the tendency was to emphasize
more the great tradition of European civilization-via Spanish culture-than to honor Anglo, local Hispanic, and Indian contributions
equally.22 Nevertheless, Hewett hoped to bring all cultures together in a
display of regional harmony not unlike that for which Tsianina yearned.
Representatives of the various Pueblos mingled at the dedication with
city and state officials, scientists, artists from the Taos and Santa Fe
colonies, and approximately one thousand members of the general public who packed into the museum's auditorium for the ceremony.
Tsianina and Cadman performed some of their best known songs
for them, including From the Land ofthe Sky Blue Water. She claimed
that the Indians in the audience responded to the music positively
It was revealing to observe how they received Mr. Cadman's

music, based on melodies from their own people. They nodded
their heads approvingly after each number. In this great southwest country, Mr. Cadman was truly inspired with the opportunity to present his music to the Indian himself. The people gratified his heart because they loved and felt the sincerity of this
adopted brother. 23
It is difficult to ascertain what the Indians in the audience really
thought about Cadman's music. Perhaps Tsianina, eager for acceptance
by the Pueblo people, freely imagined their approval. At the same time,
the Indians may well have been positive in their response, seeing in the
music-as idealized as it may have been-at least some recognition
from the white man of their cultural legitimacy. There is also the possibility that they felt compelled by the situation to remain quiet and not
express what they were thinking. Whatever their reaction, the dedication was deemed a success by its organizers and set the stage for future
collaborations between Hewett and Tsianina.
Beginning in 1919, Hewett embarked on his most ambitious promotion of all. In that year, he and his associates at the School of
American Research recreated the Santa Fe Fiesta, an elaborate
three-day pageant derived from celebrations dating back in Santa Fe to
1712. Processions, performances, and Indian dances were meant to
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commemorate the 1692 reconquest of the city by Don Diego de Vargas
and to celebrate, as well, the rich tricultural heritage of Santa Fe and the
Southwest. The renewed fiesta clearly reflected a national enthusiasm
for historical pageantry in early-twentieth-century America that sought
to reconcile tradition with a progressive faith in the future. 24 Hewett
wanted the Fiesta to be, first and foremost, a folk festival "that should
be a spontaneous expression of the genius and character of the races
Which had contributed to the culture ofthe Southwest, a Fiesta in which
all the people and the landscape as well would be the essential elements. "25 But it was also to be a tourist event that would fill city coffers as it educated urban Americans lured to Santa Fe by the romance
of its Spanish and Indian past, so effectively imagined in the promotional literature of the Santa Fe Railway, a key player in the city's
emerging tourist industry,26
Indians, of course, played an integral role in Fiesta from the very
beginning, reenacting major events in New Mexico's stormy history
and staging dances for the revelers who attended. More often than not,
these performances tended toward spectacle, relegating the Indians to a
distant past in much the same manner as had the Painted Desert exhibit at the Panama-California Exposition.
Hewett might have been satisfied with this form of representation,
yet it appears that he now wanted more emphasis on the contemporary
scene. His Southwest Indian Fair, an annual event begun in 1922, was
desigried to encourage traditional Indian arts and crafts through exhibitions of weaving, pottery, painting, beadwork, and jewelry. Exhibitors,
'categorized by pueblo, competed for cash prizes awarded by members
of the curatorial staff of the Museum of New Mexico. Those winning
first place received a $5 prize; second place garnered $3. The money
was meant to bolster tribal economies while ensuring the survival of
authentic Indian art. As one program explained, the Indian Fair was
critically'important by virtue of
the obvious fact that there is a danger of losing to the world the
priceless heritage of distinctive Indian art unless something is
done to keep it alive.... An endeavor is being made to secure
for the Indians a fair return for their work, to lead them to discover that their arts and handicraft are wanted, and that people
are willing to pay enough for them to make it worth while to
engage in this line of endeavor. When this is done the question
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of how to prevent these priceless arts from disappearing from
the earth, will be solved."27
For Hewett, personally, the purpose of the Indian Fair could be
reduced to a simple desire to restore self-esteem among the Pueblos.
"Nothing can contribute more promptly to that than the improvement of
their economic condition and the restoration of their intellectual freedom," he wrote, echoing Tsianina's own desire for greater freedom fo.r
Indian people. With that achieved, he argued, the future of the Pueblos
would be assured. In words of caution, however, he believed it was
important that whites not become too intimately involved in Pueblo
affairs. Beyond economic assistance, embodied in the Fair, he wanted
them left alone. As he explained, "there is a danger of 'too much white
man's medicine' in dealing with the Indian and that it is what he does
for himself that makes for his future character and progress. A sound
policy is to leave him alone in most of his personal affairs, merely giving him the opportunity to select and adapt what we have to offer under
the guidance of his own judgement."28 In addition to suggesting that
Indians had a future in America, he was now beginning to entertain the
notion of their right to self-determination, in spite of the paternalism
that marked so much of his work on their behalf.
The shift in Hewett's thinking about Indians, as hesitant and imperfect as it was in 1922, coincided with his evolving friendship with
Tsianina. Beginning in 1921, she was invited to make guest appearances at the Santa Fe Fiesta, where she performed a selection of
"Indian" songs by Cadman and others. She stayed with the Hewetts at
their home during these appearances, while other Indians, performing
in ceremonial dances, were lodged less'comfortably at such locations as
the St. Catherine's Indian School or in the Palace of the Governors,
where many of the dances took place. As she wrote to Hewett, Tsianina
did not expect special treatment while staying at his home; "just let me
be part of the family," she requested. She apparently abandoned at this
time her earlier fear of Hewett-as-Indian-skull-collector, seeing in him
now an opportunity to discuss and perhaps even promote her ideas concerning Indian rights. Indeed, in 1921, she wrote to Hewett prior to her
visit, "I shall be more than glad to have this opportunity of talking over
some plans with you that I think you will be intensely interested in."29
More than likely, Tsianina was referring to her idea, still in the
developmental stage, of creating Indian arts programs at select univer-
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sities. As she wrote to him later, in 1928, "This would be devoted
entirely to Indian arts-taught and developed by the Indian." By then,
she had plans to work with Northwestern University, and if that program succeeded, she hoped to open another program at the University
of New Mexico, where she wanted Hewett to hold a salaried position.
This was most likely a forerunner of the Foundation for American
Indian Education that she established, in partnership with the School of
American Research, in 1941.30 She hoped by these efforts to offer
Indians more opportunities to determine their own lives, free of Federal
government interference. And it is probable, that she found a sympa~
thetic ear in Hewett when she initially broached the subject in 1921,
particularly since he and his staff at the school were developing their
own plans for the Indian Fair at that time.
The shift in Hewett's thinking about contemporary Indian cultures
can also be traced to highly charged political issues that burst on the
scene in New Mexico and throughout the nation in 1922. In July of that
year, New Mexico's Republican Senator Holm O. Bursum introduced a
bill drafted by Secretary of Interior Albert B. Fall which aimed to settle an increasingly antagonistic land dispute in New Mexico between
Indians and non-Indians. The Bursum Bill, as it came to be known, proposed to officially recognize through various means the claims of nbnIndians who resided on Pueblo lands. Bursum and Fall saw this as the
most expedient way to settle land claims and diffuse potential conflicts
between racial groups, but the Indians and the white intellectuals who
supported them, including Hewett, saw it as a dangerous assault on
Pueblo culture that had to be stopped. A year later, in 1923,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs Charles Burke, a faithful servant of the
assimilation policy, began to impose severe restrictions on Indian ceremonial dances, claiming that these "useless and harmful performances"
kept natives away from their work, thus impeding assimilation itself.3 1
This challenge to the Indians' religious freedom, in combination
with the threat to Pueblo lands in the Bursum Bill, unleashed a flood of
protests from artists and writers from Santa Fe and Taos who had come
to view the Pueblos as the embodiment of an antimodernist vision that
extolled the virtues of the Indians' "primitivism."32 In an effort to save
them from the long arm of the assimilation policy and, more broadly,
from the acquisitive individualism and ethnocentrism of urban-industrial America they believed informed it, intellectuals in these communities, working with others in the urban East, launched a nationwide
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Edgar L. Hewett, San Diego, California, April 1932. Photo by Jack
Adams. Courtesy Museum of New Mexico, neg. no. 7373.
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publicity campaign. Their effect included numerous articles in leading
newspapers and magazines and guest appearances by Pueblo Indians
themselves at elite clubs like the Union League in Chicago and at such
symb.olic sites' of American capitalism as the New York Stock
Exchange. 33 These well-orchestrated salvos were meant to inform the
American public of Federal government machinations with regard to
Indians and to galvanize a call for reform. Though he took issue with
the aggressive, often autocratic tactics of John Collier, leader of this
campaign; Hewett generally supported the protection of Indian cultures
from these latest twists in Federal policy. "It is clearly our duty," he
wrote in 1923,
to do everything possible for the conservation of the native
American race. There are still among them numerous tribes not
ready for decline, and the race as a whole is proving to be one
of first importance in the human family ... it is a race of the
finest character, industrious, moral and capable of becoming' a
most valuable element in our citizenship .... From now on
there should be no division of opinion on the question of giving the Indians a square deal.3 4
Hewett escalated his own cultural campaign so that the elusive
"square deal" might be realized, and in so doing, he politicized it.
Teams of representatives from the School of American Research~ visited the Pueblos, seeking to enlist their participation in larger numbers of
dances and ceremonies now being added to the Fiesta and Indian Fair. 35
Special tours of the pueblos were arranged in conjunction with these
events. Their popularity among tourists is perhaps best measured by a
1925 article from the Santa Fe New Mexican that reported how a special trip to Santo Domingo to view the Green Com Dance led to enormous snarls of cars and trains making special stops near the pueblo.
"As usual," the article wryly commented, "the crowds piled up on the
roofs 'and under the portales until it looked as if some of the Indian
houses would collapse under the strain. "36
In order to protect ceremonies like this one from Federal government intervention, Hewett wrote personally to Charles Burke to express
his disapproval of the ban on religious dances. In a more strident attack
on Bureau of Indian Affairs policy that appeared in a 1923 article, he
wrote, "It must be remembered that the Pueblos are an ancient mature
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race. They are not infants or incompetents. Coercive authority over
them as to their religion is unwarranted under our government, a violation of our institutions, and repugnant to fair-minded men."3? Ifhe was
defending his own interests and those of Santa Fe in this statemc:nt, as
surely he was, Hewett was also beginning to defend the Indians' religious freedom. This gave his cultural campaign an important political
edge that was necessary in the larger struggle for Indian rights.
Seeking wider publicity and star appeal for his .politically charged
promotions, Hewett repeatedly called on Tsianina to perform during
Fiesta. She was only too happy to oblige, seeing in him true dedication
to the Indians' cause. "He believed in their art and the people themselves," she wrote, "and so he inspired and encouraged them to give
their best dances, to make their best jewelry to be on display around the
Plaza." Even more important, she believed Hewett "saw with an
Indian's eyes and understood with an Indian's heart," something
Tsianina had rarely seen in the white man's world. 38
In addition to her usual repertoire of Cadman songs, Tsianina sang
the lead in the 1925 premiere of The Sunset Trail, an operatic cantata
Cadman composed on the theme of the PI~ins Indians' struggles against
the reservation system. (Cadman had earlier composed an opera based
in part upon Tsianina's life. Shanewis, or The Robin Woman made its
debut at the Metropolitan Opera in 1918 and was the first American
opera successful enough to merit repeat performances the following
year.) Audiences, as usual, greeted her performances with tremendous
enthusiasm, but it is not clear whether they were responding to her
musical talent or the novelty of an Indian who could sing opera. As one
review put it, "Tsianina and Oskenonton [another classically trained
Indian who sang the baritone lead] created a sensation-the audience
leaning forward in their seats, to see better the unusual spectacle of real
Indians singing in opera." Her popularity as an Indian singer was in fact
so beneficial to Santa Fe's tourist industry that a writer for the New
Mexican openly wondered, "Now if there were just some way ofinducing Tsianina to remain in Santa Fe."39
While she catered to audiences that were obviously hungry for
romantic displays of Indianness, Tsianina seems not to have forgotten
the Indian people themselves who often attended Fiesta. In one
instance, for example, she performed an evening program of songs for
her largely white audience assembled in a grandstand erected on the
plaza specifically for the event. When the program concluded and the
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(Left to right) Howard (last name unknown), Tsianina, and Edgar L.
Hewett; ca. 1944. Courtesy Museum of New Mexico, neg. no. 7377. The photograph is inscribed "Merry Christmas 1944. Tsianina to Dr. Hewett."

crowd cheered her for an encore, she consciously turned her back to the
grandstand and began to sing to the Indian people who had gathered in
the shadows of the Palace of the Governors to watch. "A more dramatic picture could not be imagined," one observer wrote. "There was no
mistaking the fact that the Indian princess was giving her best to her
people, and that she was unconsciously receiving inspiration from
them."40 Despite the orientation of the event toward whites, this brief
moment of communication indicates that the Indians still managed to
forge their own bonds of identity.
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It may well be that instances like this, contextualizedwithin the
political struggle for Indian rights then taking place, led Hewett to
question by the mid-I920s the ethnocentrism that characterized modem
American society and, though he would not admit it, so much of his
earlier work as an interpreter of Indian cultures. In a revealing article
he wrote for the Fiesta program, first in 1925 and then again as a shorter version in 1926, he stated,

we of the white race have been so long dominant that we have
accustomed ourselves to look upon every people less advanced
than ourselves in material agencies, as an "inferior" race, forgetting that it takes several factors to constitute a fully developed, civilized people, and that in some respects the peoples
whom we have called primitive, or savage, or uncivilized, have
been far in advance of ourselves.
Praising the Indians for their aesthetic and spiritual development in
a manner reflective of the highly romanticized depictions of Pueblo life
offered by the artists and writers who surrounded him in Santa Fe and
Taos, Hewett went on to criticize the lack of such development in Anglo
civilization and to suggest that whites must now abandon their ethnocentrism and begin to understand Indians on their own terms. "The time
has come," he wrote, "when intelligent people honestly desire to understand every species of humanity, and to appreciate the fact that simply
being different does not necessarily mean inferiority." The purpose of
Fiesta was thus to bring about a "true interpretation of the Indian" that
not only included an appreciation of "his special abilities" but also recognized his place in history.41
As an extension of this new thinking, and in response to the growing popularity of the Indian-oriented events of Fiesta, in which Tsianina
figured so prominently, Hewett in 1925 proposed the construction of an
Indian Theater in Santa Fe. "The Indian deserves an establishment in
which to give expression to his unique abilities," he argued, "a place
where he can meet the public, as the artist and teacher that he is fully
capable of being." Citing Cadman and other white interpreters ofIndian
cultures, he suggested that the time had come for Indians to express
their own cultural viewpoint.
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At Santa Fe we conceive it to be our part to subordinate our
interpretations for the present while assisting the Indian to
present his own achievements in his own way, in music, painting, decoration, handicraft, and ceremony to a public that now
seems eager to leam, but which is still uninformed. We are trying to find out to what extent the Indian can be his own interpreter. 42
From one perspective, this statement seems a tremendous leap for
a man who had built his career as an interpreter ofIndians, putting them
on display for the American public as living relics of an ancient past. To
some extent, through these exhibitions, Hewett had denied them a present and future. But he also realized, particularly in the 1920s, that
Indians could be valuable assets to contemporary American society, and
their cultures must be saved. The implicit conflict of these two positions was a hallmark of his promotional efforts during this time. Yet,
when he proposed an Indian Theater for Santa Fe, it appears that he
may have resolved the conflict, at least momentarily. Casting aside his
own role as interpreter of Indian cultures, he now suggested that
Indians themselves determine their own artistic path. As he went on,
however, slipping back into his more familiar paternalism, it was still
not clear in his mind that Indians could do this. Yet he was willing to
explore the possibility-no small matter in the often xenophobic 1920s.
While it is clear that the uproar over Indian policy in 1922 and, 1923
influenced Hewett's thinking about contemporary Indian cultures, and
that he was influenced to some degree as well by the romanticized
interpretations of the Pueblos offered by the artists and writers of Taos
and Santa Fe, it is also important to consider the influence of the'
Indians themselves on his thinking, particularly Tsianina. Her renown
as a Native entertainer made it possible for her to become an advocate
of note for Indian rights, but given the fact that this was still the era of
assimilation, she needed a powerful broker in the white world who
could help promote her ideas regarding autonomy and self-determination. In Hewett, she found such a broker. '
, Although others might argue that she was a willing partner in the
cultural appropriations of Cadman's "Indian" music, and that this compromised her activism, Hewett did not view her participation as such. It
is clear that she did not either. Tsianina seemed an authentic native
voice to him, and her popularity as a singer, in combination with her
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well-defined political posltlOn on the rights of American Indians,
helped to convince him that they must be given their own voice, both
culturally and politically. This was a critically important step to take in
an era marked by numerous social and political restrictions, not only for
Indians but also for most other racial minorities living in the United
States. In doing so, Hewett articulated in broad outline both the terms
of Indian reform to come and the multicultural ideal that would serve
as its foundation.
This is perhaps nowhere better seen than in Hewett's address to the
public at the dedication of the Indian Theater in 1926. "We ask you to
remember the lesson we have learned," he said, "that a people, to live
in mutual respect and helpfulness, do not have to be of one blood or one
language or one faith, but simply one in the spirit of tolerance and fairness and righteous dealing one with another."43 The Indian Theater, he
hoped, would be an important first step in achieving this ideal.
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Running the Line: Men, Maps, Science, and Art
of the United States and Mexico Boundary
Survey, 1849-1856
DEBORAH CARLEY EMORY

Prior to the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848 that ended the
nation's war with Mexico, and the Gadsden Treaty of 1854 that
expanded its territory to a final southwestern border, the United States
had made its presence felt on Mexican soil. Traders, "mountain men"
fur trappers, civilian settlers with commercial and agricultural interests,
and the United States Army left individual arid collective imprints upon
Mexico's northern provinces, in a vast area American citizens generously described as "the Southwest." Some of these cultural and physical imprints would be of short duration, leaving minimal residue; others would be more permanent and more disruptive, leaving, in some
cases, more lasting scars. Still others would be of enduring value not
only to the American patriotic psyche and its expectations of the reality of Manifest Destiny, but also to the country's gradually expanding
fund of geographical and scientific knowledge. Such an imprint was the
United States-Mexico boundary line, determined at mid-century.
Physically invisible for much of its two-thousand-mile course, the line
was highly visible in its political and cultural impact on the perspectives of both countries.
From the United States perspective, the establishment of the legal
boundary with Mexico marked the realization of a transcontinental
domain of contiguous states and territories spreading from the Atlantic
seaboard to the Pacific. Through the settlement with Great Britain
establishing the Canada-Oregon Territory boundary at the forty-ninth
parallel in the Northwest and the entrance into the Union of the new
Deborah Carley Emory is a doctoral candidate in music history at the University
of Washington. She also holds a degree in American history from Smith College'and a
degree in economic geography from the University of California at Davis.
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State of Texas in 1846, the United States had added vast critical areas
in its inexorable expansion westward, both for settlement purposes and
commercial benefits. With the acquisition of California, New Mexico,
and the region between, the aggressive addition of territory in the
Trans-Mississippi West was nearly complete. In economic terms alone,
the acquisition of California ensured American ports on the Pacific and
expansion of Far Eastern trade, as well as potential Western markets for
Eastern U.S. trade. The final incorporation into U.S. territory of the
nearly thirty thousand square miles of the Gadsden Purchase south of
the Gila River resolved areal questions that remained after the first
treaty and advanced the feasibility of a southern transcontinental rail
route to the new State of California. More than a new national frontier,
the ultimate boundary signified to American optimists and opportunists
alike the prospect for seemingly limitless growth and economic
exploitation.
The economic interest of the United States in the Southwest began
to develop well before its mid-century territorial acquisitions. The
famed Santa Fe Trail had "opened" in 1821 when the first expedition of
Captain William Becknell left Franklin, Missouri, with a cargo of
Indian trade goods bound for Mexican-controlled Santa Fe.!
Subsequently, in the l830s and l840s, other merchant adventurers-in
numbers sufficient to establish that town as the principal "outpost of
American economic interests" in Mexico-developed a lucrative caravan trade to Santa Fe and beyond, down the Rio Grande into the
Mexican state of Chihuahua. 2
Also by mid-century, the rush to the California gold fields had
begun, with "all the wide awake and unemployed men in the country
[set] in motion towards the new Eldorado."3 A steady overland traffic
began crossing the Southwest on the way' to prospecting profits.
Essential to the determined efforts ofthese "Forty-niners," as well as to
the increasing numbers of westward pioneers making the "Emigrant
Crossings" to new homelands, were relatively safe and practicable
routes through mountain and, desert. There was no commercial trail
through the Southwest to California comparable to the Santa Fe Trail,
but there were the longer, more northerly "Old Spanish Trail," the
shorter Gila Trail, and Cooke's wagon road that guided westwardtrekking Americans across Mexican soil to a new promised land on the
Pacific. 4
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Both before the final southwestern boundary was delineated and
after, when the need to map uncharted territorial gains had become a
national imperative, the United States Anny had conducted a series of
exploration expeditions and reconnaissances in the region. The official
reports made to the Departments of War and Interior would provide not
only the first precise astronomical observations and determinations of
latitudes and longitudes, but also the first abundant, detailed, and
descriptive commentary on the terrain, climate and weather, botany,
and indigenous inhabitants of the Southwest. Lieutenant William H.
Emory's 1846 "Military Reconnoissance" [sic] from Fort Leavenworth
to Santa Fe, along the Gila River, and on to San Diego; th~ survey of
Lieutenant James H. Simpson (1849) in the area around" Santa Fe,
Albuquerque, and Canyon de Chelly; and that of Captain Lorenzo
Sitgreaves (1851) in the area of the Little Colorado and Colorado
rivers, acquired topographical specifications, with ancillary scientific
or cultural information as a "bonus."
Thus, "the Southwest"-or, at the least, certain discrete portions of
the region-had been travers"ed, explored, settled, traded, trapped, and
mined by a variety of United States citizenry and soldiers. By mid-century, the area symbolized the inevitability of America's Manifest
Destiny: its sense of an ideally and politically justified geographical
expansiOn.
In defining the new legal landscape of the borderland, the military
and scientific staff of the United States Boundary Survey Commission
would encounter a social landscape peopled by diverse indigenous and
sometimes hostile cultures. They would also encounter a magnificent
and frequently inhospitable natural landscape of rich botanic, zoologic,
and geologic diversity. Clearly, their task would not be an easy one. It
would be made even more difficult through unanticipated obstacles in
the form of political squabbles over funding, personnel, and equipment.
Logistical problems would arise regarding the preservation and shipment to the East of the many specimens gathered by the scientific staff.
Communications within the field and with Washington would be slow
and at times nonexistent. Disease would not be unknown, and last, but
certainly not least in its inescapable presence and unpredictable severity, there was the Southwestern weather.
The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo executed on 2 February 1848
achieved two important results for the United States. Foremost, of
course, was the formal end of the war that had occupied the nation and
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its southern continental neighbor between 1846 and 1848. Of greater
significance in American ideology of its territorial destiny was the
Mexican government's agreement to cede its territory north of the Rio
Grande and the Gila River, and from the Colorado River overland to the
Pacific. The U.S. paid fifteen million dollars to the Mexican Treasury
for this huge territory, a total of 525,000-plus square miles. The treaty
also specified an additional monetary settlement by which the United
States agreed to assume some three million dollars in war-related
claims made by its citizens against Mexico. Further agreement called
for U.S. protection of Mexican citizens living in the territory acquired
by cession against attacks or deprivations by hostile Indians-a promise that proved to be difficult, if not impossible, to implement.
The territorial boundary line established by Article V of this initial
treaty was based on physical landmarks as well as an arbitrary line at
32° 15' north latitude. The plotted line was irregular: up the middle of
the Rio Grande ("in its deepest channel") from a point three leagues
offshore from its mouth in the Gulf of Mexico "to a point where it
strikes the southern boundary of New Mexico (which runs north of the
town called Paso) to its western termination, thence northward along
the western line of New Mexico until it intersects the first branch ofthe
river Gila." The line would follow the Gila to its juncture with the
Colorado, thence along the line dividing Upper or Alta California and
Mexican Lower or Baja California, terminating "one marine league due
south of the southernmost point of the port of San Diego" on the
Pacific. s
The need to· survey this new boundary was critical to both nations.
The treaty mandated that each government form a boundary survey
commission consisting of a commissioner and a surveyor, with their
joint acts considered to have the same authority as the treaty. Work of
the surveying teams was directed to begin by 30 May 1849. Although
the "marking" did begin by July in the California section of the line
(from the western terminus in San Diego Bay 148 miles to the
Colorado-Gila juncture), hopes for expeditious "running" of the boundary line in the eastern sector (from the Rio Grande westward) were
quickly dashed. The immediate causes of delay were the ambiguity in
the treaty's imprecise referential language and the inaccuracies on the
"authoritative" commercially produced map (upon which treaty negotiations had been based) relating to the line's easternmost land point.
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The questionable map was John Disturnell's 1847 "Map of the
United Mexican States," showing the southern and western limits of
New Mexico. Disturnell-:-"a salesman and producer of guide books,"--'had plagiarized portions of two privately produced maps from the
1820s, thus perpetuating earlier inaccuracies and adding those of his
own. 6 Disturnell's incorrect placement of the "town called Paso" at 32 0
15' north latitude and 1040 38' west longitude caused an immediate dispute between the commissions, a dispute furthered by his incorrect siting of the course of the Rio Grande where it struck New Mexico's
southern boundary. 7
.
Although it never gained the popular currency of the 1844 political
slogan "Fifty-four-forty or Fight,"8 the parallel "Thirty-two-fifteen"
very quickly represented a politicized issue, generating, if not a "fight,"
at least a prolonged, heated dispute. When a U.S. surveyor made astronomical observations, "on the ground" Paso was found to lie at 31 0 45' ,
thirty-four miles south imd one hundred miles east of Disturnell's "on
the map" location, a difference of half a degree. Concessions were' necessary to reach a compromise on this thorny point, but an international
agreement would not be reached until April 1851. The Bartlett-Garcia
Conde compromise (named for the United States and Mexican boundary commissioners) officially settled the initial eastern land point on the
southern boundary of New Mexico at 32 0 22' north latitude'.
Acknowledging both map error and treaty language, United States
Commissioner John R. Bartlett agreed to set the initial eastern marker
at a point forty-two miles north of Paso. 9 Conceding to the line baseq
on land measurement rather than .map representation, Mexican
Commissioner Pedro Garcia Conde agreed on a boundary three rather
than two degrees west of the Rio Grande before it turned northwestward toward the Gila River (Fig. 1).10
.
The settlement was temporary, however. It quickly generated
another disagreement-an intra-American one-as Bartlett's fortytwo-mile concession ostensibly "gave away" approximately six thousand square miles that many forceful and vocal partisans in the United
States Congress considered vital to a southern railroad route to
California on American soil. Several members of the United States surveying team strongly objected to the compromise, calling the point "too
far north." Despite the fact that through Garcia Conde's concession the
United States had acquired Mexico's abandoned (but valuable) copper
mines at Santa Rita del Cobre,ll opinions in Washington were mixed.
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MAP 6

Figure 1. Map, treaty, and border line. Reprinted from William
Goetzmann, Army Exploration in the American West, 1803-1863 (New Haven,
Conn.: Yale University Press, 1959), 174. (Note: "El Paso" on this map represents El Paso del Norte, or present-day Ciudad Juarez, Mexico.) Photo courtesy of William Goetzmann and the Texas State Historical Association, Austin.

Whigs, not entirely happy with the "lost land," generally accepted the
compromise; Democrats, "especially those from California and Texas,"
denounced the compromise and the survey. 12
.
When, on 25 April 1854, the United States Senate ratified its
altered version of the new treaty negotiated by Minister to Mexico
James Gadsden with Manuel Diez de Bonilla, Mexico's Minister of
Foreign Relations, approximately thirty thousand additional square
miles became United States territory in the Southwest at a cost to the
Federal government of ten million dollars (Fig. 2). The most difficult
issue of diplomacy in these negotiations had been settlement of the land
dispute centered on the Mesilla Valley, with causes again traceable to
the inaccuracies of latitude on the Disturnell map and to Commissioner
Bartlett's "give-away" compromise. Located west of El Paso and the
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Figure 2. Gadsden Purchase map. Reprinted, by pennission, from Leon C.
Metz, Border: The U.S.-Mexico Line (EI Paso, Tex.: Mangan Books, 1989),85.

o

Rio Grande in New Mexico Territory and claimed by both countries,
the valley (or "Mesilla Strip," as it was called) possessed little arable
land, but it did support an ethnically and culturally mixed population of
some three thousand people, some of whom considered themselves
American and others Mexican. 13 Far more important than its potential
for agriculture was the valley's presumed value for United States economic exploitation. Men on the United States Commission urged
Congress to recognize the practical potential pfthe valley as a "natural"
railroad route. Promoters of both sectional and national partisanship
viewed its acquisition as crucial to a viable all-weather southern rail
route to California. 14 The aggressive move to ratification was "perhaps
the most dramatic use of explorer's data to secure a diplomatic victory
in the annals of the country."15
With the new treaty in place, the real work for which both boundary commissions had been instituted in 1849 could progress. The completed boundary line from San Diego to the Colorado River would be
connected to a line from that river to the intersection of the 11lth
meridian (in Mexican Sonora near present-day Nogales), east to a point
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at 31 0 20' north latitUde (in Mexican Chihuahua), north to 31 0 47' north
latitude, and one hundred .miles east to three miles north of El Paso. 16
With the recovery of the "lost land" and more, President Franklin
Pierce's Democratic administration expressed hopeful expectations that
the new "Gadsden" boundary line would be "run and marked" quickly,
and that it would be a lasting one.
The first two U.S. boundary commissioners-designate were
Democratic politicians. Both proved to be unwise choices. Ambrose H.
Sevier, a former U.S. senator from Arkansas, was the first appointee of
the agrarian-expansionist President James K. Polk. 17 Sevier had no
impact on the survey's work because he died within one month of his
appointment in December 1848 before the Senate could confirm him.
The significance of his nomination, however, lay in the precedent it
established of appointing untrained civilians to positions that required
more technical skills than did the usual patronage positions. Polk had
first offered the post to Major William H. Emory of the U.S. Army
Corps of Topographical Engineers, but Emory would have had to resign
his commission. He "respectfully declined" the appointment, agreeing
instead to serve on the Boundary Commission as chief astronomer and
commander of the military escort. 18
John B. Weller, a former congressman from Ohio and defeated
gubernatorial candidate in 1848, was Sevier's short-term successor. 19
Appointed by the then "lame duck" President Polk on 16 January 1849
and provided with a congressional grant of $50,000, Weller selected his
team of surveyors with some haste and departed immediately for San
Diego in the hope of beginning the commission's work at the western
end of the boundary by the date specified in the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo. Under Weller's direction, little more was accomplished than
the assembling of Commission personnel;20 the beginning of initial
negotiations with his Mexican counterpart, General Pedro Garcia
Conde; and the joint commission's establishment of the line's western
point (one marine league south of San Diego harbor) and the point 148
miles to the east (at the confluence of the Colorado and Gila rivers).21
But with the 1848 presidential victory of the Whig party candidate,
"Old Rough and Ready" Zachary Taylor,22 Weller's personal political
enemies (particularly his ardent foe from Ohio, Secretary of Interior
Thomas Ewing)23 and a general Whig party-wide opposition aligned
against him. 24 Despite Weller's valiant attempt to keep the commission
working in the face of the government's failure "to comply with its
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obligations to pay the civil officers and employes [sic] their salaries,-"25
he was charged with negligence in several areas of his commission.
Through Secretary of Interior Ewing's order, Weller was removed from
the commission on 20 June 1849, although the official notification of
his dismissal did not reach him for some months.2 6
The man selected to replace Weller was not Major Emory but John
Charles Fremont, the Whig· son-in-law of the powerful expansionistminded Democrat from Missouri, Thomas Hart Benton. But, like
Sevier, the "Pathfinder of the West" would never serve.27 Although not
a West Point graduate, Fremont was, however, the first military officer
appointed to direct the Boundary Survey. Fremont served as a second
lieutenant in the original complement of the Topographical Engineers
upon its formation in 1838. His experience surveying and mapping the
upper Mississippi and Missouri rivers with the French scientist JeanNicolas Nicollet (and on his several important exploratory expeditions
through the Rocky Mountains) qualified him as the first United States
commissioner-designate to possess requisite technical knowledge for
the direction and implementation of the commission's cartographic
work. 28 .
The unabated personal aswell as professional animosity between
Fremont and Emory from the days of the former's humiliating courtmartial for insubordination to General Stephen Watts Kearny in
California surely would have promoted continual and perhaps irreconcilable conflicts between two strong personalities, had both served on
the commission.29 News of Fremont's appointment "broke over Emory
like a thunderclap."30 Emory viewed it as "a grievance" against him, an
interpretation shared by intimates and political friends. 3! Rashly, he
asked for immediate release from his commission duties. Secretary of
State Clayton denied Emory's indignant request, but softened that
denial and mollified the major's ego, stating that his "relief' would be
"so greatly inconvenient to the military service. "32 In a decision upheld
by President Taylor, Secretary of War George W. Crawford ordered
Emory to complete the survey of that section of the boundary already
begun between San Diego and the Gila River. Emory did as he was
ordered, but in a: draft document on the Boundary Commission written
in the heat of his disgust, he put forth his thoughts on converting the
"magnificent scientific work into a political convenience." During the
"political canvass" that took place in the interim, as Emory saw it: .
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the Commissioner [Weller] was necessarily compelled to lay
on his oars, daily expecting this new Commissioner [Fremont],
with every thing ready to tum over to him. Who gained and
who lost by this operation? Unquestionably, the government
gained the affectionate embraces of Thomas Hart Benton and
all his followers. Who lost-Why the work lost. The individuals held in suspense lost. The country 10st)3
Emory's comments reflected the affront to his sense of order
regarding the work at hand, but he was correct in his assessment of the
loss. The "lost" work was delay, due in part to the lack of funds to pay
commission personnel. About two-thirds of the initial $50,000 appropriation had been expended during the commission's travel to San
Diego, and Weller absented himself from San Diego in a "fruitless task
of raising funds" in San Francisco. "Our people," wrote Emory later in
the commission's final Report, "had not been paid for some time, and
we were without a dollar," and many of the personnel "exercised the
privilege of withdrawing." News of Fremont's appointment reached
San Diego in September (during Weller's absence) as Emory attempted
to continue the survey of the western sector of the line using military
personnel, but not until November did Weller receive official notification that he was being replaced. Between November 1849 and January
1850, "things remained in a state of suspense," as the new commissioner was awaited. Finally, the work of the joint commission was suspended until November 1850. 34 In the broadest sense, Emory adjudged
the loss of valuable time to the United States in its expeditious marking
of the boundary, but in a narrower sense, he may have meant that the
country "lost" him as Weller's natural successor. After serving as commissioner ad interim, he left his duties on the commission in late
October 1850 and returned to Washington.
Had he succeeded as commissioner, Fremont would have realized-at least theoretically-some vindication of his actions that had
resulted in the ignominy of his well-publicized court-martial. 35 Yet his
decision to reject the appointment was a wise one-not only for the
good of the commission (and, not inconsequentially, for Emory), but
for his own political advancement. Fremont was entrusted with the official letter notifying Weller of his summary dismissal; in a truly astute
masterstroke of procrastination, he held its delivery in abeyance for
several months until he had decided on his course of action-to decline
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(after first accepting) the appointment as commissioner and instead
stand for election as senator from the new free State of California. 36
Appointed by President Taylor ten days before his death in May
1850, Rhode Island native and anti-slavery Whig John Russell Bartlett
was the third civilian to be named commIssioner and the first to remain
in the post for more than a short period. An amateur philologist and ethnologist with broad literary, artistic, and scientific interests and a taste
for travel (especially in the terra curiosa of the Southwest),3? Bartlett
was by trade a New York City bookseller with influential connections
in the Whig party.38 His nomination was confirmed by the Senate on 19
June, although not without opposition from "Democratic friends of
[his] competitors" who believed "that a Military man should have it."
Bartlett thought that there would be "quite military men enough in the
party without the Commissioner being one."39
The "large and luxuriously equipped" survey staff under Bartlett's
aegis that arrived in El Paso in November 1850 included men from the
ranks of the Corps of Topographical Engineers under the command of
Lieutenant Colonel John McClellan (Emory's replacement as chief
astronomer and head of the Topographical Scientific Corps).40 Andrew
B. Gray of Virginia, the hot-tempered but experienced "hold-over"
from the Weller commission, continued as chief surveyor; .and
Lieutenant Isaac G. Strain of the United States Navy was assigned to
supervise "boating chores on what the government confidently believed
would be navigable rivers."41 Not surprisingly, the military-civilian mix
of commands during Bartlett's term fostered an atmosphere of professional and personal frictions and factions, dissensions, and the clashing
of egos.
Bartlett encountered difficulties right from the start. While traveling to El Paso (via Victoria and San Antonio, Texas) to meet Mexican
Commissioner Garcia Conde, his party experienced two murders, a violent and frightening snowstorm, short rations, arid a nervous encounter
with Lipan Apaches before being "rescued" by a military escort and
guided to its destination. 42 Such minor difficulties were, perhaps, an
omen of problems in the commission's work that lay ahead. Almost
immediately, Bartlett and McClellan collided in verbally abusive contact, as did Gray and Bartlett; and McClellan and Strain. When the several "storms" were over, McClellan-accused of "habitual drunkenness
and conduct unbecoming an officer"43-had been dismissed by Bartlett
(with the colonel soon to bring charges of incompetence against the
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commissioner) and replaced temporarily by Emory's old assistant,
Lieutenant Amiel Weeks Whipple of the Corps of Topographical
Engineers. Strain had resigned because of dealings with McClellan,44
returning to Washington for reassignment and leaving Bartlett "deeply
grieved" at the loss of both valued help and comradeship of "his
Byronic lieutenant."45 Surveyor Gray, still in California when the troublesome question about El Paso and the siting of the initial eastern
boundary point arose, had strongly objected to the Bartlett-Garcia
Conde compromise and the loss of a land area approximately 50 by 190
miles. 46 Despite Bartlett's insistence that his arbitrary decision had been
consistent with the terms of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and that
the "lost land" could never be inhabited, Gray had refused to sign the
document, as the treaty required each commission's surveyor to do,
bringing the survey's work to a temporary halt. 47
Although the "running and marking" stopped, some activity of the
survey did proceed during the hiatus. On 24 April 1851, Bartlett and
Garcia Conde, Whipple (acting as surveyor ad interim in the stead of
Gray who was still in San Diego) and Mexican Commission Surveyor
Jose Salazar Ylarregui,48 and spectators of both nationalities celebrated
marking the compromised initial land point at the eastern end of the
boundary. Along with a small souvenir chipped from the cornerstone of
the Washington Monument, a signed testament to the commissioners'
and surveyors' hard-won agreement (with Whipple's signature but
without Gray's certification) was embedded in a thirty-foot stone cairn
(now lost) in the only durable container they could find-a sarsaparilla
bottle. 49
McClellan's replacement was Lieutenant Colonel James D.
Graham, a Virginian with the rank of major in the original Corps of
Topographical Engineers, and experienced in astronomical observation
and surveying.50 Nearly a year passed between Graham's appointment
by the Secretary ofInterior and his arrival in El Paso, and until the summer of 1851, the reliable Whipple enjoyed the rank of chief
astronomer. 5I During the wait for the dilatory Graham-a period of
forced procrastination that discomfited Mexican and United States
commissions alike-little was accomplished. in the actual surveying
work except for completion "on the Pacific side."52 As Southerners,
sharing similar views about a southern rail route to California, Gray and
Graham were in agreement in their criticism of Bartlett's land "giveaway," but about little else. Bartlett denied Graham the title of "Head
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of the Topographical Scientific Corps," thus making him, in effect,
more equal than superior to the civilian surveyor Gray-an unacceptable insult to the colonel's rank Through their essentially petty chainof-command conflicts and egotistical indulgences, Gray and Graham
were both responsible for delays in the surveying, a situation finally
deemed intolerable by the Department of Interior. By November,
Secretary A. H. H. Stuart had dismissed the two men from the commission.
Emory was assigned to duty as the replacement of both men. He
returned to El Paso from Washington in November 1851 to find "the
commissioner ... absent on an expedition into Sonora, the commission
. ; . in debt, and not one cent at [his] disposal to prosecute the survey."
"Beyond running an erroneous line a degree and a half west of the del
Norte [Rio Grande]," he wrote rather petulantly, "and starting a party,
with limited means, under Lieutenant Whipple, to survey the Gila, and
another to survey the Rio del Norte from the point established by the
commissioner, nothing had been done." Continuing in the same vein,
Emory asserted that "the sum of five hundred thousand dollars had been
expended," and "not more than one hundred thousan<;l had been appropriately used in running and marking the bou:ndary up to that time, and
all the work that could be said to be fairly accomplished was that done
by the first [Weller] commission."53
Bartlett's fascination with the terra curiosa justified (in his mind)
his "sightseeing" trip south into Sonora, but beyond the inspection of
the mines at Santa Rita, some "botanizing," and some ethnological
observations, his trip had little to do with commission work. Traveling
in his well-appointed carriage-a rockaway coach fitted with curtains
and collapsible bed and drawn by four mules-he roamed from place
to place: to Chihuahua where he explored the ruins at Casas Grandes;
to northern California where he visited the "Yankee" city of San
Francisco; and to Sonora where he first saw the giant saguaro cactus
and fell ill with typhoid. Bartlett slowly recovered his health but
Mexican Commissioner Garcia Conde was less fortunate. He succumbed to the same disease in Arizpe, Sonora, in mid-December
1851.5 4 Salazar Ylarregui, his former assistant, took his place as commissioner, continuing in that post through the survey's completion.
Meanwhile, under Emory's direction, the separate U.S. parties
working in tandem with the Mexican teams on the Rio Grande continued, progressing but not completing their tasks. Nathaniel Michler and
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others led their parties along discrete segments ofthe river, and Tyler
Wickham Chandler, in one of the survey's most harrowing assignments,
explored the rugged canyons of the Big Bend area of the river (some
120 miles above the mouth of the Pecos River). He was forced to abandon his work when his skiffs were wrecked in the rapids. 55
In 1852, when Democrats defeated the Whig Party candidate and
elected Franklin Pierce to the presidency, Bartlett's already tenuous
Washington base of support eroded further. He and the commission suffered new political vicissitudes tied to the old question of the most
favorable location of a railroad route through the Southwest-judged
by many to lie within the "lost land" identified by Gray in his objection
to the Bartlett-Garcia Conde compromise. In an ironic and strangely fitting display of political power, former commissioner-now California
Senator-Weller led the "assault" on the integrity of the Survey and the
"torturing" of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo,56 gaining enough political support to halt the Congressional appropriation of $120,000 needed to continue the commission's work. Without funds or Federal support, no "running" could be done until the EI Paso question was more
advantageously resolved. 57
As a consequence, the commission was disbanded on 22 December
1852. 58 Commissioner Salazar Ylarregui, "stranded and ill at EI Paso
del Norte," and suffering from lack of funds and personnel, also reluctantly suspended his commission's labors. 59 Bartlett and Emory
returned to Washington to pursue their own ends-Emory, who had
always thought of his position on the commission as equal to that of
Bartlett, to execute his maps and make his report of the work to date;
Bartlett to vindicate his "anti-expansionist" compromise and convince
Congress to subsidize the publication of his personal report (endeavors
that would not come to fruition).
Inactive until reconstituted by President Pierce in May 1853, the
U.S. commission next came under the leadership of its fifth designated
commissioner, General Robert Blair Campbell of Alabama. Members
of the Corps of Topographical Engineers from the Bartlett Commission
were reengaged, including Major Emory as chief astronomer and surveyor. 60 The reorganized forces of a "streamlined" commission
resumed the interrupted work on the unfinished Rio Grande portion of
the survey, and by September, they were near completion. Lieutenant
Michler worked out the line above Eagle Pass, "being a portion of the
Rio Bravo [Rio Grande] presenting great difficulties, and never before
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surveyed and . . . never before traversed except by the men of the
Boundary Commission."61 Emory established an observatory at
Ringgold Barracks (at the head of navigation on the river, less than a
mile below Rio Grande City) and sent parties under his assistants
Charles Radziminski and Arthur Schott to survey the line from that
point to the mouth of the river and to resume the survey between
Laredo and the Barracks. 62
Following Gadsden's "Purchase" and the controversial treaty that
bore his name,63 the final U.S. commissioner undertook the remaining
demarcation of the final frontier with Mexico~"A two thousand milelong serpent stretched out across an arid countryside."64 The boundary
line would require two more years of "running and marking" to fulfill
the commission's original charge.
The last commissioner was William Hemsley Emory. "Bold
Emory" as he was known from his West Point days was in Washington
when he received his presidential appointment through Secretary of
Interior Stuart's successor, Robert McClelland, on 15 August 1854. 65
He assembled his party of surveyors, "including his brain trust of scientists and artists,"66 and by the end of October, after weathering a tornado' on the Gulf of Mexico and an epidemic of yellow fever, he was
back "in the field" at El Paso. "Although winter had now set in with
severity, and the small-pox showed itself in our camp, and we had just
accomplished a journey of sixteen hundred miles, .every assistant and
man took the field as cheerfully as if he had just left his barracks." So
wrote Emory later in his final Report on the commission's work,
indulging in his customary military pride, which may excuse what must
have been more than a slight exaggeration. 67 '
The ideological, methodological, and personal contrasts between
Emory and Weller, Bartlett, and Campbell could not have been more
marked. "An efficient officer, staid when compared to [Lieutenant
Colonel] Graham, as picturesque as a mesquite bush, afflicted with selfimportance,"68 Einory had used, in the early 1840s, the mathematical
and engineering expertise he had gained at West Point in the harbor surveys of the Delaware River and the survey of the northeastern boundary between the United States and Canada. His knowledge of the
Southwest predated his work on the commission; he had worked on the
map of Texas in 1844 arid had first traversed the country along the Gila
River in 1846 during his .military reconnaissance with the advanced
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guard of General Kearny's "Army of the West," mapping and measuring that area of the later boundary. 69
Of all the commissioners, Emory claimed the most distinguished
political, social, and scientific credentials, and personal pedigree.
Emory came from a slave-owning, landed Eastern Shore (Maryland)
family that traced its lineage in the United States to the mid-seventeenth
century. He was connected by marriage to Alexander Dallas Bache,
Director of the Coast and Geodetic Surveys; to George Mifflin Dallas,
President Polk's vice-president; and to Robert 1. Walker, "the outspoken imperialist and master politician ofthe "'new' Democratic party."70
His West Point intimates included Jefferson Davis, Henry Clay, Jr., and
the future Confederate General Joseph E. Johnston. 7l His membership
in the original "elite" Corps of Topographical Engineers coupled with
an avid interest in science subsequently had acquainted him with some
of the major leaders in natural science of the period: John Torrey, Louis
Agassiz, Asa Gray, George Engelmann, and Spencer Baird. "Men who
did not like him, and this included practically everybody," nevertheless
were compelled to admit "his brilliance."72
Like his predecessor Andrew Gray, Emory objected to the initial El
Paso point established by the Bartlett-Garcia Conde agreement, but he
was able to find a politic means of accommodating his disagreement in
the interest of seeing the commission proceed. Political machinations
and ramifications placed him in a difficult position, but Emory, as surveyor on the Bartlett commission, finally was able to justify his "signing off' on the map showing the initial point (as he was ordered to do
by Secretary ofInterior Stuart) by "running" a fine semantic line of his
own inspiration. Emory interpreted the agreement as one made, not by
the two commissions (including the official surveyors), but by the two
commissioners. He was careful to state in the Report that his interpretation had "permitted [him] to obey a specific order in writing from a
superior, left the government free to act, and repudiate the agreement
by the two commissioners, as it subsequently did."73
The commission's work marking the new Gadsden boundary proceeded surprisingly well, free of the former abrasive dissensions and
costly delays. Emory was moved to note in his personal account "that
throughout the whole expedition the utmost harmony prevailed."74 He
and his counterpart, Mexican Commissioner Jose Salazar Ylarregui,
knew each other's skills through their work together as surveyors during the Weller-Bartlett-Campbell and Garcia Conde commissions. As
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the official representatives of their respective governments, as well as
personal friends, they attained a high level of respect and conciliation
in their congenial dealings. Their vow of commitment, contained in the
journal of the joint commission dated 4 December 1854, reveals a
mutual dedication to settling once and for all the "initial point of said
boundary on the Rio Grande," stipulated by the Gadsden Treaty/EI
Tratado de La Mesilla to lie at 31 0 47' north latitude. The two agreed
to ascertain this point and to "eliminate any differences or errors, by the
methods best known to science, and conclude the final result." By 10
January 1855, the necessary observations were finished, and the margin
of difference between the two countries' independent calculations was
found to be only eighty-four hundredths of one second. A simple resolution amounted to taking the mean between the two measurements,
and the terminal point was marked at three miles. "north of Paso"
instead of at the old Bartlett-Garcia Conde compromise point that lay
forty-two miles to the north.7 5 With U.S. and Mexican military and
civilian personnel in attendance, the event was commemorated with
appropriate ceremony. Another glass bottle-impressed into service as
the container for two copies of this agreement on the initial point-was
buried under the center of Eastern Boundary Marker Number 1.
Committed to the expeditious end of the "running and marking,"
one team of U.S. surveyors under Emory worked west from the Rio
Grande, and another under Lieutenant Michler worked east from San
Diego to the Colorado River and on through the desolate country to the
junction of the lllth meridian with the parallel of 31 0 20' north latitude. Despite Salazar Ylarregui's short imprisonment by Mexican revolutionaries for ostensibly "embarrassing" his government by his public complaints over lack of funds to support its commission's work, and·
his allegiance to the deposed President Santa Anna, Mexican and U.S.
teams worked in parallel, and there were no further delays.76
Successful cooperative efforts did not alleviate logistical problems
in the actual work. Weather was the principal culprit on Michler's sectionof the line. "Our lucky stars," wrote the lieutenant in his contribution to the Report, "did not prove to be in the ascendency [sic]; first,
clouds obscured them, and then the rising waters of the Colorado did
not leave us long undisturbed." Heavy downpours so flooded the area
of the Gila and the Colorado in March that the team was forced to ever
higher ground to keep men and instruments dry. "Behind us lay a desert
of sand forty miles across, and in front was spread a sheet of water sev-
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eral miles in breadth." Michler continued, "From fifteen hundred feet
the Colorado had widened to at least five miles."77 Work progressed,
but on soggy, snake-infested ground; by April, scorching heat had dried
all water holes. Michler and his equally sorely tried Mexican counterpart, Captain Francisco Jimenez, endured sandstorms and thirst to finally finish their work.
Both commissions' parties joined ina concerted effort to connect
the line from the lllth meridian to the Colorado. By 14 August 1855,
they had surveyed, marked, and fixed the boundary line's most arduous
segment. By October, when all measurements were complete and markers had been placed at specific points, the "serpent" line was finally
laid. Both commissioners agreed to the unconditional acceptance of "all
monuments, mounds, lines, and points" established by all parties, and
on 18 December 1855, Emory was able to notify Secretary of Interior
McClelland that "the field-work of the boundary commission is therefore at an end. "78
When they met in Washington in June 1856, the two commissioners agreed to the formal execution of the general map of the boundary
and the voluminous number of detailed sectional maps made by their
respective teams. All topographical and astronomical data compiled by
the commissions would be exchanged, and Emory and Salazar
Ylarregui would sign all maps. In their joint resolution, the two commissioners agreed that the "maps and views [in duplicate] ... shall be
regarded as the true line, from which there shall be no appeal or departure."79 From the U.S. surveying data, Emory had prepared four boundary maps (on the scale of 1160,000) and fifty-four detailed, regional
maps in addition to the master map of the entire Trans-Mississippi
West; these were filed with the Topographical Bureau and the
Department of Interior, but not included in the commission Report. 80
The maps, in effect, "were the boundary, and so remained for another
generation."81
Mathematical and astronomical computations were areas in which
politics played no part, although any "error in the latitude or longitude
of either extremity, of a few seconds, would produce a great departure
of the line from the point it was intended to strike."82 Such errors might
lead to future political consequences similar to those stemming from
the inaccuracies of Distumell's map. The U.S. commission possesed
the best equipment available (and, in some cases, the largest that could
be conveniently transported overland). In Emory's judgment, the
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Mexican commission had been supplied with inferior equipment, even
though many of its instruments were of the same type as those used by
the United States.
Local variations in the mountain, desert, and riverine terrain dictated the type of instrument and method used for computations, and the
adversities of the landscape (and weather) are all but absent in the
amazing precision of the hundreds upon hundreds of calculations made
in the field. For example, in writing of the "straight line" boundary
between the junction of the Gila and Colorado rivers to San Diego (a
distance of about 148 miles), Emory noted that "peculiarities" of the
country-abrupt changes in the levels of the terrain-made the sure but
slow method ofmeasurement by trigonometric triangulation impracticable.
Linear observations were made from the many primary and secondary stations along the line. On clear nights, longitudes were determined by two telescopes used to observe the transit of the moon and the
moon-culminating stars, with more reliance placed upon the former as
the multiple nightly observations at the principal stations were carried
on through three lunations. 83 A more prosaic means of measurement,
but one Emory described as a "beautiful and accurate mode of obtaining differences of longitude," was the use of gunpowder flashes to be
observed simultaneously at two points. Such a method was deemed
impractical early on and its use was limited due to the difficulties of the
terrain and the possibility of danger from Indians, whom Emory bluntly referred to as "bands of savages."
Latitudes were determined with the aid of the zenith telescope and
reliable Gambey sextants. The forty-six-inch focal length zeriith, an
English instrument, was one familiar to Emory through his experience
on the Northeastern Boundary Survey where he found it to be excellent
for accurate operations in the field. He could not help but note, however, that the results thus obtained required extensive corrections in the
declination of stars as shown in the British Association catalog to which
the survey's field observations had been compared.
Measurements were taken' for terrestrial magnetism, and meteorological phenomena were confirmed; geodetic calculations were made
using a transit of thirty-six-inch focal length (also of English manufacture) and two others of shortt'<r length, azimuth circles, barometers, box
and pocket chronometers, and compasses. As Emory was careful to
remind the readers of the Report:
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[I]t will be seen by those conversant with geodetic matters, that
the determination [he] had undertaken was of no ordinary kind,
and required for its success the most accurate and elaborate
observations, and a skilful application of those observations by
analytic formulae, involving the figure of the earth and other
elements, a perfect knowledge of which has not yet been
attained. 84
Those who labored along the boundary line did approach perfection,
perhaps, for when the field computations were subjected to "careful
revision" in Washington, they "disclosed no considerable error."85
Second only to mapping and measuring the boundary line in the
acquisition of positive, definitive information about the Southwest was
the body of biological and natural science data that accrued through the
activities of the "soldier-scientists" of the Corps of Topographical
Engineers and the government~sponsored scientific experts attached to
the commission. In sheer quantity, the "new" as well as "confirmational" data obtained in the contiguous areas of the line far exceeded the
significant number of artistic works generated by the survey. The
botanical, zoological, and mineral specimens collected would later be
analyzed, identified, and classified by several of the nation's leading
natural scientists, including savants such as John Torrey in Princeton,86
George Engelmann in St. Louis, and Spencer Fullerton Baird at the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington. Each of these men was a
respected expert in his field and an active participant in the lively
debates concerning natural science and its classificatory systems that
engaged the interest and curiosity of both the scientific community and
much of the general population in the pre:"Darwin years at mid-century.
In the decade before the Boundary Survey, several independent
naturalists had made forays (with the limited financial backing of
Eastern specialists) into the botanically virgin territory of the
Southwest, availing themselves "of whatever protection they could
find, accompanying trading, exploring, even 'sporting' expeditions."87
But now, Princeton's Torrey and Harvard's Asa Gray (the two dominant
figures in American systematic botany for more than fifty years) and
the Smithsonian's Spencer Baird could rely upon a steady supply of
specimens gathered under the benevolent Federal umbrella without
making personal financial commitments of their own.
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Like the selection of the United States commissioners, the appointments of the survey's official scientific field staff was complicatedsimilarly colored by personal' and professional "politics," favoritism,
and animosities, less so by science-based disagreements. Dr. Charles C.
Parry, the British-born "veteran botanist and tireless explorer" served
the commission as geologist and botanist intermittently between
September 1849 and the autumn of 1852. 88 Parry's scientific acumen
and abilities in field botanizing already had been proven, for he had
served in the (not unusual) dual capacity as surgeon-naturalist on David
Dale Owen's geological exploration of the Northwest in 1848. (He
would later serve in a similar capacity on the Pacific Railroad Survey
along the 35th parallel.) Parry had the endorsement of Torrey, whose
enthusiastic respect for his abilities was well founded. In addition to his
avid desire to associate with an important expedition, Parry really was
one of the best qualified candidates for the commission's scientific
team.
Asa Gray, however, favored the Yale-educated collector, Charles
Wright, who had gone to Texas in 1837 and later worked with Gray at
Harvard in 1848-1849. As the work to be done was deemed sufficient
to support more than one "official" botanist, both men were finally sent
to the field. Wright worked along the border from Texas to present-day
Arizona, and Parry worked the California-Arizona section. The specimens each man gathered went to different savants, however. Parry's.
many valuable specimens were forwarded to Torrey and Engelmann to
be cataloged for inclusion in the Boundary Commission's final Report;
but Wright sent his collection to Gray, who arranged for its private publication (in 1852 and 1853) as Plantae wrightianae. Technically,
Wright's collection belonged to the commission. Emory, who had
retained Wright on behalf of Commissioner Weller, was irate over the
preemption of credit to the commission, which, he noted sternly, had
.
both paid and provided Wright the means of collection.
George Thurber came with strong professional recommendation
(from John Whitman Bailey at West Point and others) as botanist of the
survey under fellow Rhode Islander Bartlett. (His official title was
"Computer.")89 Bartlett professed at the start of his tenure that it was his
intention to have "a full scientific corps," and, indeed, for a time,
Thurber, Parry, Wright, Dr. John Milton Bigelow (whose title was
"Surgeon and Botanist"), and Dr. Thomas H. Webb (secretary to the
commission and amateur scientist) were in various areas of the field
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actively collecting, as were the military amateurs. 90 Through Bartlett's
independent direction, the specimen collections of Thurber and Webb
(who had traveled with Bartlett on his junkets to Sonora, Chihuahua,
and California) remained under Bartlett's control after his dismissal as
commissioner, a situation that provoked Emory to another outburst.
With just cause, Emory viewed Bartlett's retention of these specimens~in violation of an order from the Secretary of Interior directing
Bartlett to hand over to Emory "all records, books, papers, and other
public property of every description whatever remaining in [his] possession"~as an attempt to use the labors of others as embellishment for
his own Personal Narrative. Bartlett had requested the Secretary of
Interior's authorization to enable him to retain such specimens for
"coordinating, careful cataloguing, and publishing" (at a personal profit) before relinquishing them to the government.9I The effect of that
request, Emory claimed, was "to take from myself and my able assistants our vast and magnificent notes and collections (made in many
cases gratuitously for the benefit of the Government in addition to our
regular duties)," and to offer them to their rightful owners~the government~"second hand." Rightly, Emory contested the propriety of
Bartlett, or anyone else, profiting personally from the fruits of his
"labors and those of our trusty assistants" while in the employ of the
Boundary Commission. 92
Thurber's collection of new genera and species, gathered mainly in
Sonora, were published by Asa Gray in 1854 as Plantae novae thurberianae in a volume of Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences. 93 Bigelow's collections, however, along with those of Parry
and the "soldier-scientists," did find their way to the laboratories of the
Eastern savants and were duly incorporated in the commission's final
Report. Earlier, Bigelow generously but rather naively suggested that
the publication of a "union" of all the collections would be the proper
means to give each collector his rightful recognition. His appreciation
of the small army of laborers in the field was apparent and reflected an
altruistic wish to see credit given where due: "the humble collector who
undergoes much fatigue and privation as well as danger should not be
forgotten or neglected in the roll: for if we cannot make the music we
are necessary in raising the wind so essential in successfully playing the
organ of fame."94 In the end, however, Bigelow felt his work had been
"misappropriated" by the later commission and he himself "completely fleeced."95
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In their "multiple duty" roles, John Henry Clark, "Zoologist and
Assistant Computer," and Arthur Schott, whose formal title was
"Assistant Surveyor," gave valuable service to the commission during
their period in the field: Clark, a former student of Baird's at Dickinson
College, and Schott, a German "protege" of Professor Torrey,96 were
largely responsible for gathering vertebrate specimens. Their efforts
resulted in an impressive collection that contained about one hundred
hitherto unknown species. 97 Schott, the physician-naturalist, must be
judged the commission's best master of many trades, for his scientific
interest and acumen extended from vertebrates to Orthoptera and
Coleoptera (orders of Insecta) and to the fields of ethnology and geology. Furthermore, his artistic talent proved second to none in the
Report.
In the absence of a camera lucida or daguerreotype equipment,
graphic documentation of the survey's work and the Southwest's landscape and exotic features depended on the sensitive eye and ability of
the artists who accompanied the teams of surveyors. In most cases, the
topographical art (the recording of the markers and their surroundings)
as well as the illustrative art (the general landscape representations and
portraiture) generated by the survey's documentary artists and other
unofficial artists of the commission staff was conceptual, unlike the
finely detailed perceptual renderings of the scientific specimens contained in the final Report. Not surprisingly, renderings of landscapes
typically revealed a nineteenth-century Roma,nticism in the individual
artist's ideology and subjectivity. That is to say, landscape images were
more idealized than real, often with an order imposed on nature that
reflected atypical Romantic ideal that nature could and should be
improved upon. Despite the "real" geographic panorama that surrounded, and many times overwhelmed him, the artist could present (and
sometimes rearrange) the wilderness in such a picturesque way as to
convey a more pastoral vision of God's handiwork. And, by the conventional inclusion of foreground "staffage" elements-human and
animal figures-.,-----he created comprehensible scale as he offered to midnineteenth'-century "back-East" Americans an exotic atmosphere full of
cultural and ecological prospects more visionary and benign, less
threatening and alien. 98
Similarly, portraiture of Southwest Indian subjects presented
peaceful, benign countenances rather than more aggressive, hostile
faces. In the documentary portrait art of the Boundary Survey, sub-
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jects-male and female-were chosen not from the Apache or
Comanche tribes with whom the commission staff frequently had
unfriendly encounters, but from such tribes as the Pimas, CocoMaricopas, Papagos, and Diegefios, with whom its members had
friendly dealings. If such images were artistically selective, they were
more likely consciously politic rather than intentionally deceptive. If
the old settled "civilized" Eastern United States was to relate positively to the strange, unsettled new territory, the "primitive" Southwest
should be seen as mysterious and alluring but not forbidding or frightemng.
Augustus de Vaudricourt, an "eccentric Louisiana Frenchman,"99
was the official draftsman during the Colonel McClellan period under
Commissioner Bartlett. A lithographer who also had taught both art and
piano, Vaudricourt had a reputation for intemperance that may have
matched McClellan's own. He was working in Washington for the
Corps of Topographical Engineers when he came to the attention of
Secretary of War Jefferson Davis. Upon Davis's personal recommendation, Vaudricourt joined the survey,lOO but after McClellan's dismissal
and Bartlett's failure to pay Vaudricourt for his services as
"Draughtsman, Field Sketcher, Commissary, Quarter Master,
Interpreter, Runner, etc., etc., etc.,"lOl the artist brought suit in San
Elizario against the commissioner. Unsuccessful in his prosecution, and
embittered against Bartlett, the commission, and the United States, the
Frenchman worked for a time in Mexico for that government's commission. "[A]fter two years of service on the boundary, the Mexican
side of the border absorbed him like water on a dry jornada."102 The
many Southwestern views Vaudricourt executed are "almost entirely
unlocated" and only two of his scenic views-the plaza and church in
EI Paso and the Rio San Pedro-are included in the Report. 103 Onethe river view-is presumed to be a misattribution thought by some
actually to be the work of Bartlett.
As Vaudricourt's successor, Bartlett selected Henry Cheever Pratt,
his personal friend and a Boston artist of the Hudson River School of
landscape painters. Pratt accompanied Bartlett on the MexicoCalifornia excursions, executing en route a quantity of sketches he later
converted to watercolor views of river, mountain, and desert landscapes
and of "peaceful natives who were agriculturalists already converted to
European ways."104 An accomplished amateur painter himself, Bartlett
was to become one of the more important artists of the Boundary
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Survey period. With the possible exception of the view attributed to
Vaudricourt, however, none of the more than two hundred cultural, geographical, and botanical drawings and watercolors he executed in the
field was included in the commission's official Report of the United
States and Mexican Boundary Survey. Instead, Bartlett would include
his own work in his expanded field journal titled Personal Narrative of
Explorations and Incidents in Texas, New Mexico, California, Sonora,
and Chihuahua, a substantial and definitive commentary commercial1y
published in two volumes in 1854. 105 Ironically, but perhaps not surprisingly, only a small portion of Pratt's work and none ofVaudricourt's
.
was used by Bartlett in his Narrative. 106
Emory's assistant surveyor from 1853 to 1855, Arthur Schott, was
to see his important artistic record illustrate the official Report as
woodcuts and colored ethnological plates. As a draftsman accompanying Lieutenant Michler on the final western segment Of the line, the
German-born-and-trained Schott made both topographical sketches and
panoramic landscape views as well as watercolors of "typical" indigenous inhabitants. Schott's skilled eye for detail was evident not only in
the "strangely streamlined views" of his Indian portraiture,107 but also
in the "large and interesting collection of botanical plants, and of natural history ... and the views of the scenery along the line."108 Some of
his "recording" landscape views made along the western sections of the
boundary are semi detailed line drawings. But other panoramas are
strangely colored more by an expressionist's interpretation than by a
conventionally pastoral point of view (Fig. 3). His portraits of
Southwestern Indians show a somewhat naive nostalgia for romanticized exotic figures depicted as "already converted" in the same sense
as were those of Pratt (Fig. 4).
John E. Weyss (or Weiss as it was variously spelled) was
Commissioner Emory's other official artist. As Schott accompanied
Lieutenant Michler's party, the Austrian emigrant Weyss went with
Emory's party along the line. In addition to several fully detailed
panoramas, he rendered a less utilitarian and more Romanticized series
of sketches. Commencing at the Rio Grande and terminating at the
111 th meridian, Weyss's drawings recorded evidence of the location of
the line in the event markers or monuments were removed or eroded.
Much like Schott's boundary line views, those of Weyss concentrated
on the pertinent details of scenes either looking at or looking from line
markers. In the former, the foreground flags, markers, vegetation, and
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Figure 3. Las Isletas-Falls of Presidio de Rio Grande. From William H.
Emory, Report on the United States and Mexican Boundary Survey, 2 vo1s.,
34th Cong., 1st sess., House Exec. Doc. 135 (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1857-1859), 1:op. 68. Arthur Schott, artist.

topographical features are sharply defined; in the latter, there is less
defined contrast. In both, the receding background topographical features are sketched in outline. Even in these less artistically elaborate
"working" views, both Weyss and Schott made succinct incremental
additions to an emerging conceptual vision of the strange and exotic
Southwest. Such a vision was entering the broad national "expansionist" consciousness at mid-century, conveyed in much the same way as
the dramatic portrayals of Indians of the Rocky Mountain and Plains
West by Karl Bodmer, George Catlin, and Alfred Jacob Miller in the
1830s and 1840s.
As the Boundary Survey's last commissioner, Major Emory was
responsible for the lengthy, comprehensive summation of the years of
work expended in establishing the definitive position of the new
Southwestern international boundary.109 Compiled under the order of
the Secretary of Interior and printed as separate documents for the
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Figure 4. Papago Indian women. From William H. Emory, Report on the
United States and Mexican Boundary Survey, 2 vo1s., 34th Cong., 1st sess.,
House Exec. Doc. 135 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1857-1859), 1:op. 122.
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House of Representatives and the Senate, the official Report on the
United States and Mexican Boundary Survey-in large quarto volumes-was a handsome testament to the Federal government's interest
(and ultimate faith) in its costly investment in surveying. 110 Yet the
Boundary Survey was also a public and politic recognition of the significance that attached to the ancillary scientific data that emanated
from the commission's'primary work. Unique in its thoroughness and
extent, the encyclopedic Report would be a major contribution to the
body of topographical, scientific, and cultural information being
amassed in the years immediately before the Civil War. III (Another
costly investment was made in the publication: ten thousand copies of
the first volume, but only three thousand of the second and third parts,
were printed between 1857 and 1859.)
As the "capstone report upon an ostensibly diplomatic and scientific venture that had turned into a nightmare of political infighting and
diplomatic blunders," I 12 the Report was, nevertheless, a cogent, if overwhelming, assemblage offacts and commentary. In addition todescriptive narratives on the boundary geography by Emory and Michler,
Volume One contained the large master map (but not the four regional
maps that had been prepared) showing the United States and its territories between the Mississippi River and the Pacific Ocean,lI3 and another, in twelve colors, showing the general geological features of the
same area. 114 (Emory included one technical map showing lines of declination, dip, and horizontal force.) The exhaustive reports on astronomy and geodesy were accompanied by numerous tables of precise
observations on distances tabulated from all the many points (surveying camps and stations) on and near the line, determined latitudinally
and 10ngitudinaJly. James Hall, the state geologist ofNew York and the
"doyen of American geology of his day,"115 wrote the description of
paleontology and geology of the boundary region, while his assistant,
T. A. Conrad, described the Cretaceous and Tertiary fossils unearthed in
the area. A general report on geology was prepared by Dr. Parry, with
more specific data on the geology of the contiguous sections of the line
detailed by both Parry and Schott.
Volume One also contained the many engravings (steel, stone, and
copper) and woodcuts of the landscape sketches commission artists had
made, and Schott's few of indigenous peoples. 116 Considering the need
to provide as near complete a visual record as possible of the relevant
flora, fauna, and fossils, the Report, understandably, could contain only
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a small sampling of the vast quantity of artistic representations made by
the survey draftsmen. Of the hundreds of sketches and watercolors executed in the field, only 106 found their way into the official document. ll ? Better represented than any other artist in the Report, Schott
nevertheless could complain as early as 1854 that his drawings were
being copied by a Washington draftsman "who was never out in Texas"
and could for that reason "not be able to finish those sketches as they
ought to be done." He was forced to admit, however, that the lithographs were "not bad."118 The Corps of Topographical Engineers and
the independent lithography firms that were responsible for the execution of all illustrative materials in the Report subscribed to high standards of unembellished accuracy, and those standards compelled Schott
to his somewhat reluctant concession to the ultimate quality. Some
"looseness and spontaneity of originals," however, was necessarily lost
"in tight, tidy copies."119
In addition to his personal resume of events relating to the survey
from its inception, Major Emory's literary contribution consisted of a
narrative description ofthe country, general notes on the area's geological features, and the journal of the Joint Commission (the record of his
dealings as Commissioner with Mexican Commissioner Salazar
Ylarregui) covering the period from December 1854 to June 1856.
Emory also had "the honor" to submit a tabulation of all the Federal
appropriations for the commission's years of work, carefully noting
dates, amounts, and the relevant Federal statutes. From the first appropriation under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (12 August 1848) of
$50,000 advanced to Commissioner Weller to the last itemized sum
under that same treaty (3 March 1855), the Government spent
$787,112.00. Seven of the fourteen appropriations were specifically for
"running and marking" under Weller, Bartlett, and Campbell, and
totaled $628,012.00. Pay arrearages and expenses and sums for engraving maps and other survey materials for the same period accounted for
$159,000.00. Two final "running and marking" appropriations (14
August 1854 and 3 March 1855) following the Gadsden Treaty added
another $239,580.00. Emory and Michler had disbursed the Gadsden
monies, and both reported unexpended funds left in April 1856 amount- .
ing to a combined credit of $47,004.59. Another $51,450.00 in
Boundary funds remained in the U.S. Treasury, appropriated but not
drawn. Emory's precise accounting also included another sum·
($37,345.54), allocated but not spent, for office work. Regarding these
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latter funds, Emory attested that there had been "no defalcations."12o
The two-thousand-mile line had cost the government close to one million dollars.
Preceding these official portions in the Report were prefatory
remarks in which Commissioner Emory acknowledged that "compliance with . . . instructions has necessarily extended this report very
much beyond the limits of the record necessary to show the official acts
of the joint commission." The requisite formal remarks about "following orders" of the Secretary of Interior did not preclude his personal
note of satisfaction at the seeming "proof' of his initial opinion from
1846 121 as to a southern (Gila) railroad route through the newly
acquired territory-"the most practicable, if ... not the only feasible
route, by which a railway can be carried across the 'Sierra Nevada' and
its equivalent ranges to the south."122 He also permitted himself an
unabashed note of military pride in his work. "I have considered," he
wrote, "that the time has come when hypothetical geography should
cease, particularly when the graphic representation of a country is confided to the hands of the officers of the United States army."123
Not the "long series of unseemly opera boufJe fights, squabbles,
and wild adventures along the old Rio Grande and across the ApacheComanche country of the Southwest" that was Commissioner Bartlett's
Personal Narrative, 124 the Report, as Emory wrote it, was less colorful
and spontaneous, with very little added to "spice up" his narration. 125
With some exceptions, Emory's prose tended generally toward a factual recounting rather than inspired interpretation; but in its "terse understatement" and orderly thoroughness,126 it provided historical documentation of the life and work of the commission and a graphic, unromanticized portrayal of the Southwest into which some sense of
adventure occasionally crept. If at times his account of the commission's operations seems "heavily slanted" and "an argument for his own
position rather than a balanced account,"127 this occurs principally in
passages where he makes accusatory and self-justifying comments
about Commissioner Bartlett, with whom he never had easy dealings
and about whom he had always been critical and gruffly outspoken.
Volume Two of the Report, in two massive parts, contained the scientific analyses and classifications of the hundreds of botanical and
zoological specimens the survey teams had collected at such high cost
to the government. Dr. Parry was assigned the task of preparing the
general commentary on the geographical distribution of the specimens,
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but the other portions of Volume Two were the provinces ofthe Eastern
savants: Torrey the botanist; Engelmann the cactaceae specialist; Baird
and Charles Girard, his assistant at the Smithsonian Institution, the
zoologists.
The data presented in the scientific reports were truly overwhelming, both in minutely detailed prose descriptions and in plates. By far
the greatest number-more than twenty-six hundred-of specimens
classified were botanical. Species of fish and birds each numbered
about four hundred. Of reptiles and mammals, nearly 350 specimens
were described, and of cactaceae, about 135. Many of the species and
genera identified as "new" were formally designated with names ofvarious commission members, thus memorializing those who "discovered" them or those to whom such scientific honor was adjudged "due."
For example, Emory saw his name appended as Emoryi to a softshelled turtle, a snake, and a trout, to a tree, a bush, a leguminous dalea,
and three types of cactaceae. 128 Bartlett's Chief Astronomer Graham,
too, was commemorated in the naming of a Grahamii snake and another Gila fish, as well as a lizard and two specimens of cactaceae. Schott,
Parry, Wright, Thurber, Whipple, Torrey, Engelmann, and Mexican
Commissioner Salazar also were honored in the scientific classifications. Perhaps not surprisingly, Commissioner Bartlett was not (Fig. 5
and Fig. 6).
The reports on geology were particularly significant for the new
information they presented and, not incidentally, for the informed suppositions contained therein. In the recording and attempted reconstruction of the geological history of the Southwest in the vicinity of the
boundary, theories of causality came into play. Concluding his portion
of the report on geology, for example, Schott employed a poetic (but
not Creationist) metaphor that hints strongly of an acceptance of the
then-controversial doctrine of uniformitarianism, grounding his commentary on the area's mountains. "[E]ach sierra and cordillera," he
wrote, "may ... be considered as one page in the great book of creation.
Few of them have been fully opened so as to permit a satisfactory reading of their pages; whilst their greater number still remain closed, with
just one edge turned up." He summed up, firm in the opinion that
"[c]onsidering such facts [as he reported], we cannot doubt that the
regions here spoken of have not yet passed through all the phases of
their destiny."129
.
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Figure 5. Gila grahami. From William H. Emory, Report on the United
States and Mexican Boundary Survey, 2 vols., 34th Cong., 1st sess., House
Exec. Doc. 135 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1857-1859),
212, Ichthyology Plate 24.
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Figure 6. Opuntia emoryi. From William H. Emory, Report on the United
States and Mexican Boundary Survey, 2 vols., 34th Cong., 1st sess., House
Exec. Doc. 135 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1857-1859),
2/1, Cactaceae Plate 70.
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Of the nearly one hundred fossil specimens collected largely in
Texas by Emory and Schott, T. A. Conrad found polyp, bivalve, and
univalve shells that he judged to be chiefly Cretaceous in origin, but
none to be of the Jurassic or any formation older than the "grand epoch
of the chalk." Conrad noted only a few shells he could date to the
Eocene epoch and concluded that while the Eocene strata did occur in
western Texas, the Cretaceous strata of Texas could not be considered
synchronous with either of the similar strata known as the New Jersey
and Alabama species.!30
Geologist Hall noted strong, subtle analogies between igneous and
metamorphic rocks and minerals observed in the Southwest and those
specimens already known in the Appalachian formations. Hall committed himself to the opinion that "the lithological character and mineral
products are identical with the rocks of the Appalachian chain ... [and]
correspond likewise with rocks known to be of that age in other parts
of the world." The bands of shaly limestone he traced as continuations
of those seen as far east as Pennsylvania, increasing in a westerly direction to become the prominent limestone of the Rocky Mountains. From
the evidence of coal deposits, Hall inferred the earlier existence of "a
broad ocean at the far west and southwest" and that during the oscillations that occurred (during the Carboniferous period) "there was a time
when the whole area became depressed so as to allow the waters of the
southwestern ocean to flow over all the coal-measure area."!3!
Schott, too, observed that the Tertiary ridges (near Carrizo Creek in
California) "form the real edge of the Desert ocean, which, no doubt,
was once the bottom of a wide salt-water ocean." The washing of tidal
oscillations,in Schott's opinion, caused the dunelike depositions, and,
in apparent confirmation of that view, "an isolated group of seabeachloving palms" remained in place. 132
Emory, in his general description of the country traversed, also
spoke of a desert ocean, but in a more hypothetical way, and related his
comments to the "remarkable depression in the continent" along the
32nd paraliel he had first observed in his 1846 "Military
Reconnoissance." In what was really a further justification of his position on the suitability of the southern rail route, he stated that it would
be possible to pass through the Sierra Madre and Rocky Mountains
along this parallel
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almost on the level of the plateau; so that if the sea were to rise
4,000 feet above its present level, the navigator could cross the
continent near the 32 nd parallel of latitude. He would be on
soundings of uniform depth, from the Gulf of California to the
Pecos river. He would see to the north and to the south prominent peaks and sierras, and at times his passage would be narrow and intricate. At El Paso, he would be within gun-shot of
both shores.!33
"[V]olumes like [Emory's] Report on the United States and
Mexican Boundary Survey . .. introduce us to a lost exotic_horizonother worlds of men and things that once lived together or collided with
each other in such a way as to bring us to the place where we are
now."134 The zone of the Boundary Survey had provided the arena for
the more assertive contests amongst men, terrain, and the many natural
forces of adversity and the more passive, "gentle conquests" of the
Southwest's nature as well.
In its wealth of subjective interpretations and objective analyses,
the mammoth Report recreated both vivid adventure and mundane routine of the survey process and the natural and "political science" that
attended it. Offering a full accounting of the years of activity, and a
thorough documentation of all things indigenous to the terra incognita,
the weighty tomes of the Report provided answers to receptive readers
in both general and political populations intent on understanding~and
in some cases exploiting-the vast new domain ofthe United States.
But, at the same time, the Report opened a similarly vast area of questions about the Southwest's unique, distinguishing physical features, its
rich and varied cultural past, and, perhaps most important, its economic future.
The United States-Mexico boundary, for all its cultural permeability and basic geographical undetectability, would, in the next century,
separate politically compatible nations whose economies would
become far more interdependent and complex. In terms of the boundary's natural space, the climatically and geographically inhospitable
zone would be irrigated, cultivated, staked, and populated in numbers
unimaginable 'to the surveyors and scientists of the Boundary
Commission who trekked the arid terrain in the mid-nineteenth century.
But the line as painstakingly run and marked would not remain an
unchanging dividing line, as the Gadsden Treaty/El Tratado de Mesilla
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had required. As Emory had predicted, rivers used as national boundaries were no less subject to meandering changes of course than any
others. And, despite the assiduous attempt at accuracy, errors did exist
in some calculations. By the 1880s, much of the Southwest-excepting
its climate and ruggedness of terrain-as Bartlett and Garcia Conde,
Emory and Salazar Ylarregui had experienced it, had and would continue to change. New settlements along the line and the deterioration
and despoliation of the "durable" markers made much of the boundary
difficult to recognize at best.
In 1882, a new survey of the line was deemed necessary "to better
distinguish the border," and in 1891, new commissions (both Mexican
and American) were instituted to accomplish the work. Surveyors
began at El Paso, reestablishing International Boundary Monument
Number 1 and proceeded west to San Diego, increasing in the process
the original fifty-two line markers to 258 (a number subsequently
increased to 276). In the resurvey, the new "eye" of photographic
equipment made that of the artist unnecessary. New techniques and
advanced surveying equipment allowed more refined observations than
had been possible by the earlier commissions, but astral observationsas well as the stars-were as they had been in the 1850s. The recomputation revealed several minor inaccuracies in the old survey, but the
advantage of a slight gain of territory to one country was generally offset by a small gain to the other. The areal discrepancy ascertained by
the new commissions amounted to 320 square miles, the aggregate of
many small parcels or "strips." When compared to the territories
involved in the two nineteenth-century treaties, it was an area of "disputed" borderland both countries could accept. 135 It seemed politically
expedient to let the "serpent" lie undisturbed.
The author wishes to express her gratitude to Professor Richard
White, Stanford University, for his invaluable advice on this article.
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Institute of Historical Cartography, 1959),3:207; W. 1. Ghent, The Early Far
West (New York: Tudor Publishing Co., 1936), 363. The proper name "EI Paso
del Norte" was, according to Ghent, not always used. More common was the
shortened form EI Paso. The settlement was the site of present-day Ciudad
Juarez, Mexico, not the later city of EI Paso directly across the Rio Grande in
Texas.
6. Leon C. Metz, Border: The U.S.-Mexico Line (EI Paso, Tex.: Mangan
Books, 1989), 38-39; Garber, The Gadsden Treaty, 11; Goetzmann, Army
Exploration, 155-56, 173-79. The map was first issued in 1846, seven editions
appeared in 1847, and later editions were printed in 1848, 1849, 1850, and
1851. Fortunately, none differed significantly from the first, for different 1847
editions were attached to each country's copy of the Treaty. Wheat, Mapping
the Transmississippi West, 3:36-37,45.
7. Garber, The Gadsden Treaty; 13. Disturnell placed the Rio Grande two
degrees too far west.
8. In the campaign advancing Polk's candidacy for president on the
Democratic party ticket in 1844, the slogan signified Polk's stubborn, chauvinistic attitude toward United States territorial expansion in the Northwest.
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Polk reached a compromise with Great Britain in 1846 by which the Oregon
Territory boundary was set at the forty-ninth paralleL
9. Forty-two miles represented the thirty-four miles of Disturnell's halfdegree error, plus the eight miles Garcia Conde insisted should be beyond that
to be "north of the town called Paso." Metz, Border, 39; Garber, The Gadsden
Treaty,13.
10. Metz, Border, 40; Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 175.
II. Robert V. Hine, Bartlett s West: Drawing the Mexican Boundary (New
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1968), 33; Wheat, Mapping the
Transmississippi West, 3:228-29.
12. Garber, The Gadsden Treaty, 15; Metz, Border, 65-66. One of the most
outspoken critics was Democrat John B. Weller, first United States commissioner to serve on the survey and senator from California at the time ofratification.
13. Garber, The Gadsden Treaty, 16.
14. Thomas Hart Benton, former senator, but then congressman from
Missouri, was one ofthe "ardent" opponents of the southern railroad route; he
opposed the treaty and fought the appropriations bill in the House of
Representatives. An anti-slavery Democrat, Benton was an advocate for a central rather than a southern transcontinental route. Garber, The Gadsden Treaty,
140-44; Metz, Border, 84-85.
15. Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire, 263.
16. Metz, Border, 84.
17. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 157.
18. Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi West, 3:209; Emory, Report,
1:1.
19. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 157.
20. Hine, Bartletts West, 4. Weller's chief surveyor was the civilian
Andrew B. Gray, with Emory as chief astronomer and head of the
Topographical Scientific Corps and Lieutenants Amiel W. Whipple and
Edmund L. F. Hardcastle of the Corps of Topographical Engineers as Emory's
assistants. The commission personnel numbered thirty-nine; the Army escort
numbered approximately 105. Metz, Border, 11, 13; Goetzmann, Army
Exploration, 158; Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi West, 3:209.
21. Metz, Border, 20, 22.
22. General Taylor earned his heroic nickname through his exploits during the Mexican War.
23. Hine, Bart/etts West, 4.
24. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 158.
25. Emory, Report, 1:6.
26. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 163, 164; Metz, Border, 24. At the
time of Weller's discharge, the Boundary Commission had been transferred
from the authority of the Department of State (under Secretary John M.
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Clayton) to the Department of Interior (under Thomas Ewing). In addition to
the charge that the commission was poorly organized, rife with dissent, and its
personnel unknown to the Secretary of State, Clayton charged Weller with
extravagance and neglect in submitting accounts of his work. Goetzmann
points out that while some charges were legitimate, the dissension could be
. laid at the door of Congress because of the commission's "mixed body" of
appointees. Metz cites 19 December as Weller's dismissal date; this later date
coincides with Fremont's delay of Secretary Ewing's letter.
27. Ferol Egan, Fremont: Explorer for a Restless Nation (Garden City,
N.¥.: Doubleday and Company, 1977),61, 508. Egan points out that despite
this legendarily proportioned "Pathfinder" appellation, Fremont always relied
on "dependable" guides during his several expeditions through the West. The
legend was invoked by Fremont's political promoters in his unsuccessful campaign (as the first candidate of the new Republican Party) for the presidency
.
in 1856.
28. The first Mexican Commissioner, Pedro Garcia Conde, was both a military officer and engineer with broad experience in both realms.
29. Donald Jackson and Mary Lee Spence, eds., The Expeditions ofJohn
Charles Fremont, vol. 2 supplement, Proceedings of the Court Martial
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1973), 157-61. Emory was called as an
"unwilling or adverse witness" by the defense, the judge advocate having stated that the prosecution did not require him as a witness for General Kearny.
Fremont proposed to establish Emory's hostility at the outset, then crossexamine him, possibly with an eye to impeaching his testimony. The court
wisely limited the interrogation of Emory to questions of fact and disallowed
any imputation of hostility of the witness.
30. Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi West, 3:219.
31. Matilda Bache Emory to her husband William H. Emory, II January
1850, Emory Papers, Yale Western Americana Collection, Yale University
Library, New Haven, Conn. Hereafter Emory Papers.
32. Clayton to Emory, Washington, 28 November 1849, Emory Papers.
33. Undated draft on Boundary Commission, ca. July 1850, Emory Papers.
34. Emory, Report, 1:5, 6, 8.
35. Hine, Bartlett's West, 4.
36. Metz, Border, 25. Fremont, a Whig,was elected in 1850, but ironically, he was replaced in 1851 by the Union Democrat senator from the new state,
John B. Weller.
37. Hine, Bartlett's West, 9. Bartlett himself referred at least once to the
region as terra incognita. Bartlett to Naval Lieutenant Isaac G. Strain, 3
February, 1851, John R. Bartlett Papers, Huntington Library, San Marino,
Calif. Hereafter Bartlett Papers.
38. As a bibliographer, Bartlett compiled a highly respected Dictionary of
Americanisms: A Glossary of Words and Phrases, Usually Regarded as
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Peculiar to the United States (1848), a compendium published in four editions.
His The Progress ofEthnology appeared in 1847.
39. Bartlett Papers.
40. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 169.
41. Metz, Border, 31.
42. Metz, Border, 32-33; John R. Bartlett, Journal of the Advance Party .
of the Mexican Boundary Commission, Bartlett Papers. The Lipans, in their
dealings with the Americans, were more like the peaceful Pima, Diegefio, and
Maricopa Indians than the Mescalero, Mimbrefio, and Chiricahua Apaches.
43. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 171.
44. Strain later filed his own charges against McClellan for "drunkenness
and conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman." Metz, Border, 34.
45. Hine, Bartlett s West, 20.
46. Hine, Bartlett s West, 83.
47. Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire, 262.
48. References throughout the literature on the· Boundary Survey contain
variant spellings of Jose Salazar Ylarregui's name. In the documents contained
in the Journal of the Joint Commission of the United States Report, it is Jose
Salazar Y Larregui.
49. Hine, Bartlett s West, 32. Whipple formally endorsed the compromise
even though he was not in complete agreement with the established point.
50. Graham had served on Major Stephen Long's expedition to the Rocky
Mountains in 1819-1820 and had led the work on the Northeast Boundary
Survey between Canada and the United States in 1843-1844; both he and Gray
had served on the Texas-United States boundary survey in 1840-1841.
Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 130; Metz, Border, 44.
51. Hine, Bartlett s West, 25.
52. Emory, Report, I: 1O. Emory learned of the work while in Washington.
In his personal account in the Report, he claimed that the Whig Secretary of
Interior A. H. H. Stuart had applied tp the Department of War (under Secretary
Jefferson Davis) for his (Emory's) reassignment as commission astronomer,
but through the intervention of the Corps of Topographical Engineers, another
officer was named in his place. The officer was Graham, but was not so identified by Emory.
53. Emory, Report, I: II.
54. Metz, Border, 56; Hine, Bartlett s West, 47.
55. Emory, Report, 1: 12; Goetzmann, introduction to Emory, Report,
l:xxi. .
56. "Torturing the treaty" refers to language used by Emory in the Report
by which he meant that the line projected by the United States surveyor westward from EI Paso would strike the tributary source of the Gila River far
enough south to encompass land along the 32nd parallel that, in Emory's opin~
ion, offered the only "practicable" route for a railroad within United States ter-
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ritory. Emory believed the best route lay south of the original Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo line as well as Bartlett's compromise line. Emory, Report,
1:17,21,51; Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 193.
57. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 186-88..
58. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 193.
59. Joseph Richard Weme, "Surveying the Rio Grande, 1850-1853,"
Southwestern Historical Quarterly 94 (April 1991), 546.
60. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 194.
61. Emory to Secretary of Interior McClelland, 8 October 1853, Emory
Papers.
62. Emory to Secretary of Interior McClelland, 8 October 1853, Emory
Papers.
63. In Mexico, the treaty was known as El Tratado de La Mesilla.
64. Robert V. Hine, "Preface-A Border Redrawn," in Drawing the
Borderline: Artists-Explorers and the U.S.-Mexican Boundary Survey, ed.
Dawn Hall (Albuquerque: The Albuquerque Museum, 1996), ix.
65. Although the surpame was spelled differently, Secretary McClelland
and Colonel McClellan were brothers. See Hine, Bartlett's West, 83.
66. Edward S. Wallace, The Great Reconnaissance (Boston: Little, Brown
and Company, 1955), 96. The party included Lieutenants Nathaniel Michler
and Charles N. Tumbull of the Corps of Topographical Engineers"the surveyor-artist-naturalist Arthur Schott, and ,Tyler W. Chandler. John H. Clark, the
principal assistant astrorlOmer, also acted as field naturalist.
67. Emory, Report, 1:25.
68. Metz, Border, 57.
69. Emory recorded this long march in Notes of a Military Reconnaissance
from Fort Leavenworth in Missouri to San Diego in California, 30th Congress, 1st
sess., S. Doc. 7 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1848).
70. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 129, 269. President Polk's Secretary
of the Treasury during the Mexican War and fOl111er senator from Mississippi
(1835-1845), Walker was Emory's brother-in-law and president of the Atlantic
and Pacific Company that hoped to build a railroad from Vicksburg to El Paso
and on to Califomia along the 32nd parallel. The Bache affiliation had further
distinction through its connection to Benjamin Franklin.
71. Emory would go on to have a distinguished career during the Civil
War, rising in rank to major general, United States Army, retiring in 1876 as
brigadier general.
72. Metz, Border, 87. This characterization is at odds with Emory's extensive military and perso'nal friendships.
73. Emory, Report, 1: 17; Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 184.
74. Emory, Report, 1:25. One minor "eruption" occurred when Michler
failed to arrive at the agreed rendezvous at the junction of the III th meridian
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and the parallel of 31 0 20' north latitude, and an angry, impatient Emory was
kept waiting. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 196.
75. Emory, Report, 1:26; Metz, Border, 90.
76. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 196; Metz, Border, 90; Goetzmann,
introduction to Emory, Report, I :xxiii. Salazar Ylarregui returned to the line
but without any additional appropriations, after spending about a month in a
Chihuahua jail.
77. Emory, Report, 1: 113.
78. Emory, Report, 1:35.
79. Emory, Report, 1:38.
80. Goetzmann cites fifty-three such maps. Goetzmann, introduction to
Emory, Report, 1:xxvii. Wheat, however, enumerates fifty-four in Mapping the
Transmississippi West, 3:242. Forty-five of these covered the line from the
mouth of the Rio Grande to the mouth of the Gila and were on the scale of
1160,000; nine covered the line from the Colorado River to the coast and were
on a scale of 1/30,000.
81. Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi West, 3:241.
82. Emory, Report, 1:5.
83. A period averaging twenty-nine days, twelve hours, forty-four minutes, and 2.8 seconds that elapses between two successive new moons; it is
more commonly known as a synodic or lunar month.
84. Emory, Report, 1: 5.
85. Emory, Report, 1:175.
86. Wayne Hanley, Natural History in America (New York:
QuadrangleiNew York Times Book Co., 1977), 200-201. The first American
botanist to adopt a "natural system," Torrey had accompanied Major Stephen
Long's expedition to the Rocky Mountains in 1820; the plants he collected
were then classified in accordance with that natural order. He also cataloged
the many specimens gathered on the several expeditions of John C. Fremont
and reported on the many "quite new" plants collected during Lieutenant
Emory's military reconnoissance. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 143. Torrey
listed eighteen new species and one new genus from the reconnaissance, one
of which (a variety of evergreen oak) he named Querus Emoryi.
87. Susan Delano McKelvey, Botanical Exploration of the TransMississippi West, 1790-1850 (Corvallis: Oregon State University Press, 1991),
991. Friedrich Adolph Wislizenus, for example, had unofficially accompanied
Colonel Alexander Doniphan and his contingent of Missourians in their march
into Chihuahua in the early days of the Mexican War. His "Memoir," with a
botanical appendix written by Dr. Engelmann, was printed as a Senate document in 1848. Another naturalist, Augustus Fendler, sent his col1ection of
plants to Asa Gray, who published Plantae Fendlerianae Novi-Mexicanae.
McKelvey, Botanical Exploration, 944, 1020.
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88. Joseph Ewan, Rocky Mountain Naturalists (Denver: University of
Denver Press, 1950),278.
89. Ewan, Rocky Mountain Naturalists, 221. Thurber was a "practicing
pharmacist whose search for new vegetable drugs had already led him to
prominence among botanists, though in 1850 he was only twenty-eight years
old." Hine, Bartlett's West, 13.
90 Andrew Denny Rodgers, III, John Torrey: A Story ofNorth American
Botany (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1942),222.
91. Hine, Bartlett's West, 88.
92. Emory to General Robert B. Campbell, Washington, 21 April 1854,
Emory Papers.
93. James L. Reveal, Gentle Conquest: The Botanical Discovery ofNorth
America (Washington, D.C.: Starwood Publishing, 1992), 138.
94. Rodgers, John Torrey, 225.
95. Hine, Bartlett's West, 88.
96. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 182.
97. Samuel Wood Geiser, Naturalists of the Frontier (Dallas, Tex.:
Southern Methodist University Press, 1937),320.
98. David. 1. Weber, Richard H. Kern: Expeditionary Artist in the Far
Southwest, 1848-1853 (Albuquerque: University ofNew Mexico Press, 1985),
275-77. Like his brother Edward "Ned" Kern, Richard Kern was a topographer
and artist. Both accompanied John C. Fremont on his third and fourth expeditions. In 1853, Richard Kern was in Captain John W. Gunnison's expeditionary
force exploring fOf a railroad route along the 38th parallel. Gunnison and Kern
were both killed by Pahvant Indians in Utah. Gary Sweeney" "Drawing
Borders: Art and the Cultural Politics of the U.S.-Mexico Boundary Survey,
1850-1853," in Hall, ed., Drawing the Borderline, 23, 35. Such figures, especially in the art of Bartlett and Pratt, were meant "to visually authenticate and
contextualize their [the artist-explorers'] passage through the region." As such,
they established a cultural, and particularly social, signification.
99. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 205.
100. Hine, Bartlett's West, 15.
101. Hine, Bartlett's West, 28. Vaudricourt to Bartlett, 28 February, 1851,
Bartlett Papers, John Carter Brown Library, Providence, Rhode Island.
102. Hine, Bartlett's West, 74.
103. Sweeney, "Drawing Borders," 33.
104. Sweeney, "Drawing Borders," 33.
105. Hine, Bartlett's West, 84. Bartlett tried to have his report-the first
comprehensive scholarly treatment of the Southwest-published at government expense, but the Senate declined to fund the project on the grounds that
the survey was not finished, and that Bartlett would use the report as a personal
justification rather than as an objective recounting of the survey's work under
his troubled tenure.
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106. Hine, Bartlett's West, 74, 86. Bartlett had tried to interest U.S. Army
Captain Seth Eastman in joining the commission staff as an artist, but at the
time, Eastman was engaged in completing the engravings and lithographs for
Henry Rowe Schoolcraft's definitive, six-volume study, History of the Indian
Tribes ofthe United States. Bartlett later employed Eastman to convert thirteen
of his survey sketches to watercolors, ostensibly for inclusion in the Personal
Narrative. None was used.
107. Goetzmann, introduction to Emory, Report, I :xxvii.
108. Emory, Report, 1: 124.
109. Emory's report was not the only one submitted to Congress.
Commissioner Bartlett made an official report in 1852, and Whipple, Graham,
and Gray made theirs in 1851, 1853: and 1855, respectively.
110. 34th Cong., 1st sess., S. Doc. 108, Serials 832-33, and H. Doc. 135,
Serials 861-62.
111. The only report on the Mexican Commission is one written by Jose
Salazar Ylarregui during his tenure as surveyor: Datos de los trabajos
astronomicos y topograjicos, dispuestos en forma de un diario. Practicados
durante el ano de 1849 y principio de 1850 por la Comision de Limites
Mexicana en la linea que divide esta Republica de la de los Estados-Unidos
(Mexico, 1850). It contains two maps (the confluence of the Gila and Colorado
rivers and the port of San Diego), but covers only the first year of the commission's activity. See Henry R. Wagner and Charles L. Camp, The Plains and
the Rockies, 4th ed. (San Francisco: John Howell-Books, 1982),378.
112. Goetzmann, introduction to Emory, Report, 1:ix.
113. Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi West, 3:244. The map, on the
scale of 116,000,000, was a compilation of the surveys made under the authority of Emory and Lieutenant G. K. Warren's Pacific Rail Road Survey, General
Land Office, and the Coast Survey maps. Goetzmann points out that Emory's
representation of the Southwest was the most accurate to that time; absent
from the map, however, were possible railroad passes north of the 32nd parallel. .see Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire, 314; Goetzmann, Army
Exploration, ·199.
114. George P. Merrill, One Hundred Years of American Geology (New
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1924), 338. This was the earliest colored
map of the region to be published by the Federal government. Interestingly, the
area of the Great Basin is singularly blank-truly a geological terra incognita
at the time.
115. Goetzmann, introduction to Emory, Report, 1:xxviii.
116. There were nine colored stone engravings made from Schott's paintings of both male (including several chiefs) and female Indians.
117. Weyss and Schott each had thirty-six outline sketches of views along
the boundary in the Report.
118. Weber, Richard H. Kern, 269.
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119. Weber, Richard H. Kern, 271.
120. Emory, Report, 1:21-22.
121. Emory believed his opinion had been supported by the results of the
Pacific Railroad Surveys organized under the Department of War in 1853. The
routes surveyed were between the 47th and 49th parallels, along the 38th, the
35th, and the 32nd parallels.
122. Goetzmann, introduction to Emory, Report, Lxiv.
123. Goetzmann, introduction to Emory, Report, Lxiv.
124. Goetzmann, introduction to Emory, Report, 1:xiv.
125. Goetzmann, introduction to Emory, Report, 1:xxiv.
126. Goetzmann, introduction to Emory, Report, 1:ix.
127. Goetzmann, Army Exploration, 469.
128. The Gila emorii trout was one Emory had first seen in 1846 and
believed to have no scales. Later, when Bartlett and Pratt traveled along the
Gila, they saw the same trout but found "ridiculous" the claim that it lacked
scales. Emory also had noted the Echinocactus emoryi during his 1846 reconnaissance, but the Cereus emoryi (found near the San Diego coastal area) and
the Opuntia emoryi from the Sonoran area were new subgenus and species,
respectively. '
129. Emory, Report, 1/2:76-77.
130. Emory, Report, 1/2: 141.
131. Emory, Report, 1/2: 120, 125.
132. Emory, Report, 1/2:92.
133. Emory, Report, 1:41.
134. Goetzmann, introduction to Emory, Report, Lxxx.
135. Metz, Border, 95-116.
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The New Mexico Historical Review proudly
reannounces the Eleanor B. Adams Prize
forthe best article appearing in the Review
on her specialty: northern New Spain and
the Spanish Borderlands.
Awarded biennially, the $500 prize honors Professor Adams, editor of
the Review from 1964 to 1975. Judges for the 2000-2001 prize are
John L. Kessell, Richard E. Greenleaf, and Marc Simmons. The first
winner will be announced in the April 2002 issue.

Friends ofProfessor Adams and the Review who wish to make tax-deductible memorial
gifts to the prize fund are urged to send them to The Adams Prize, UNM Foundation,
Hodgin Hall, University ofNew Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131.

Book Reviews

The Chaco Meridian: Centers ofPolitical Power in the Ancient Southwest. By
Stephen H. Lekson. (Walnut Creek, Calif.: Altamira Press, 1999. 235 pp.
Illustrations, maps, notes, appendixes, bibliography, index. $23.95 cloth,
$17.95 paper.)
The ruins at Chaco Canyon and Aztec in northwestern New Mexico and
those at Paquime (Casas Grandes) in northern Chihuahua are arguably the
three most important prehistoric sites in the greater Southwest. All three were
large, finely constructed communities that apparently exerted a great deal of
influence on the region. All three happen to be located along essentially the
same meridian of longitude. In The Chaco Meridian, archaeologist Stephen
Lekson argues that the north-south alignment of these three important sites is
no accident, but rather the result of planning by a migrating elite that chose
Chaco, Aztec, and Paquime as consecutive seats of power when drought forced
them to relocate.
Lekson, who has written extensively on Chaco and other prehistoric
Native American cultures of the Southwest, freely admits that his thesis is difficult if not impossible to prove and expects few scholars to believe it. That
said, he goes on to build a strong case for the idea that the alignmentof the
three sites is not mere chance.
The facts that allow us to link Chaco, Aitec, and Paquime are already well
known to archaeologists, according to Lekson. Each site is thought to have
been a primary economic and political center, and their time periods follow
sequentially from Chaco (ca. 900-1125 C.E.) to Aztec (ca. 1110-1275 C.E.) to
Paquime (ca. 1250-1450 C.E.). Each site is thought to have been the center of
a "prestige economy" based on control of the distribution of exotic Mexican
goods including seashells, copper bells, and macaws (or their feathers).
Abstract spatial geometry and long, straight lines were important in Chacoan
belief systems. The Chacoans knew how to find north and how to extend very
long lines from a starting point over varied terrain, as evidenced by the laying
out of the "Great North Road" for fifty-nine kilometers from Chaco almost due
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north toward Aztec. Certain architectural features occur at all three sites,
including colonnades, room-wide platforms, stone disk post foundations, platform mounds, tri-walled structures, and T-shaped doors. Each site shows evidence of cardinal alignment being important in its intemallayout. In addition,
the oral traditions of Zuni and Acoma pueblos mention an event when the
ancestral people split into two groups, with one group moving south to a place
Lekson suggests was Paquime.
To counter claims that Chaco and Paquime are too different in pottery,
construction techniques,and site layout to have been created by the same people, Lekson relies on his theory that only an elite moved from Chaco to Aztec
to Paquime. The base populations ruled by this elite would have had their own
traditions which account for the basic differences in archaeological remains.
The elite, which emerged at Chaco, legitimized itself in the eyesoflocal populations by referring back to Chaco. Locating their new power centers along
the same meridian as Chaco, Lekson argues, was the elite's way of doing this.
Lekson makes a strong case for his thesis despite his highly informal style
of writing. In the end, though, it is easier to believe that an elite moved the
ninety kilometers between Chaco and Aztec than the 720 kilometers between
Aztec and Paquime. Yet, while there is not enough evidence to prove that
alignment of these sites along the "Chaco Meridian" was intentional, we can
no longer discount the possibility.
Gary Van Valen
University ofNew Mexico

Battle Cries and Lullabies: Women in War from Prehistory to the Present. By
Linda Grant De Pauw. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1998. xvii +
395 pp. Photographs, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth.)
In this cleverly titled book, De Pauw intends to retrieve and illuminate the
forgotten or ignored experiences of women and war throughout the globe from
prehistoric to contemporary times. She also hopes to point to a number of topical "trails" that others might follow. I agree wholeheartedly that a comprehensive narrative and coherent analysis of the history of women and war is
needed. This volume contains some interesting information and individual
vignettes, but the pieces selected are so asymmetrical and unconnected that
they resemble the effects of a poorly aimed shotgun. Consequently, the book
fails to provide a consistent narrative of the history of war or the social and
political context in which warfare occurs and women act.
At the outset, De Pauw insists that her writing will not be "a gendered
analysis of war" (p. xiv). But, after reading this book, I would conclude that
contrary to this claim, her evidence reinforces the argument that war is indeed
dependent on and a reflection of gender. The most consistent topics appearing
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throughout the book have to do with issues of sexuality, gender identities,
prostitution, cross-dressing, and the roles of women camp followers or army
wives. Additionally, De Pauw notes that war can be a "cultural invention [serving] to define gender" (p. 14) and specifically discusses metaphors of masculinity associated with warfare in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen~
turies (p. 209).
For those with an interest in the history of the U.S. "frontier," the
Southwest, or Latin American history, the pickings in this volume are slim. De
Pauw briefly discusses "indian-style fighting" in colonial America and devotes
five pages to Native women warriors in North America and army wives and
laundresses on the nineteenth-century Western frontier (pp. 174-79). Latin
America is represented by the swashbuckling actions of cross-dressing
Catalina de Erauso, a few pages on the Spanish American War, and several
sentences on the more contemporary revolution in Nicaragua and "The
Shining Path" in Peru.
The strongest portions of the book focus on the period of the American
Revolution, as one might expect since this is De Pauw's specialty. Her examination of the legend of Molly Pitcher is particularly enlightening, and one
only wishes that the author had given other individuals and relevant sources
the same scrutiny and analysis.
Jane Slaughter
University ofNew Mexico
Laboring in the Fields of the Lord: Spanish Missions and the Southeastern
Indians. By Jerald T. Milanich. (Washington, D. c.: Smithsonian Institution
Press, 1999. xi + 205 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $26.95 cloth.)

In Laboring in the Fields of the Lord, Dr. Jerald T. Milanich, curator of
archaeology at the Florida Museum of NatUral History at the University of
Florida, presents a concise, scholarly account of the history and archaeology
of the Christian Indian missions of Spanish colonial Florida. Written for the
educated public, this 195-page story of the Florida missions ranks among the
most informative summaries on the .subject. The book takes the reader on a
swift tour of the century-old archaeology and historiography of the Florida
missions, before settling into a lively, fast-paced, fact-filled narrative of the
Southeastern missions and their Native American inhabitants.
Laboring in the Fields of the Lord describes the efforts of Jesuit and
Franciscan missionaries in Florida to Christianize and educate Native
Americans and to incorporate them into Iberian society. The expansion of the
mission field in Florida, in tum, made possible the Spanish colonization of the
southeastern borderlands of North America. Between 1565 and 1763 more
than 150 missions were established within a region that stretched from pres-
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ent-day Miami to Chesapeake Bay and from St. Augustine to Apalachicola. At
the peak of the mission system in the mid to late 1600s, twenty-six thousand
Indians lived in forty missions spread across coastal Georgia and northern
Florida. For two hundred years, from the founding of St. Augustine in 1565 to
the end of the first Spanish occupation of Florida in 1763, the mission Indians
provided a labor force essential to the survival of the Spanish colony. They
produced much of the food that fed the friars and the garrison, operated the
river crossings along trails and roadways, transported goods throughout the
colony, and helped to construct forts and mission buildings.
The success of the Spanish in establishing Christian Indian settlementsin
the colony was such that the English considered the Florida missions a formidable obstacle to their expansion in the southeast. Convinced that the missions
were thinly disguised military outposts, the English encouraged their Indian
allies to raid the missions and incite rebellions in the hope of obliterating the
Spanish presence in the region. Attacks by pirates and hostile natives succeeded in forcing the abandonment of the missions of coastal Georgia in the late
1600s, but the final blow to the Florida system came in 1702 when Governor
James Moore of Carolina launched his first attack on St. Augustine. Although
he failed to take the town, he succeeded in destroying the mission system of
Florida.
The story of the Florida missions, one of the early chapters in the history
of the United States, is not well known outside the field of Borderlands studies. Most of the books and articles written on the subject have been published
in academic journals or by university presses with limited readerships. The
publication of Laboring in the Fields of the Lord by the Smithsonian
Institution will bring this missing chapter of American history to a broader
audience.
Although Dr. Milanich does not cite his sources in the text, the reader may
be assured that Laboring in the Fields ofthe Lord, like all of his work, meets
the highest academic standards in the field. The book provides a bibliography
that will serve as an excellent guide to further reading about mission history
and archaeology.
Cecile-Marie Sastre
Castillo de San Marcos and Fort Matanzas National Monuments
Distant Horizon: Documents jrom the Nineteenth-Century American West.
Edited by Gary Nay. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1999. xiii + 467
pp. Notes, index. $22.00 paper.)

Gary Noy's love for the history and the myths of the American West show
through his choice of documents from the nineteenth century. First, Noy presents works that reflect the "spirit" and the "myth" of the West, choosing writ-
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ings from Meriwether Lewis, Walt Whitman,. Willa Cather, and others.
Cowboys appear in the first and last of his eleven chapters, which include such
topics as mining, railroads, women, people of color, explorers and mountain
men, townsfolk and farmers, Native Americans, soldiers, outlaws, and law
enforcers. Throughout, he intersperses interpretive pieces (including his own
fascinating essay on Tommyknockers in mines) with contemporary letters,
essays, lists, poems, newspaper articles, and legal understandings, such as the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the Homestead Act, the Chinese Exclusion Act,
and the Dawes Act. Chapter Six, however, presents one body of Native voices
from various tribes and epochs called "The People."
Prefacing each selection, Noy's editorial remarks provide brief and pertinent comments that help the reader place the piece in context and time. A good
index and an inclusive table of contents help the reader find materials. The
book lacks an introduction that could have offered thematic interpretation that
the preface did not state.
Noy's selections echo the romantic West, a place where Indians and buffalo became displaced by fur trappers, outlaws, soldiers, and sod busters. Noy
offers only paltry reference to the ecological changes to the land. Nor does he
mention the art, shown in William Goetzmann's West of the Imagination, or
any of the various advertisements that helped to inspire many pioneers to folIowa Western dream.
.
Noy's unstated theme omits significant players in the nineteenth-century
Western scene, He excludes timber, retail, and other commercial endeavors
that created capital growth in the region. His pieces do not describe major
urban developments, the exploration or mapping activities of the Federal government, the differences in cultural and legal understandings in the Hispanic
Southwest, the local governments that organized new states, the establishment
of progressive social institutions, or the cultural activities of Western settlements. The excellent section of Mormon documents finds no counterpart in
Protestant or Catholic missionary efforts in the Northwest, Midwest, or
Southwest.
Even though readers lack a theme for the "roadmap, for a journey back in
time" (p. xv), Noy presents them a valuable, interesting reference book to
many popular topics of the nineteenth-century West. His documentary selections will continue to prove useful to professors, scholars, and history buffs of
the American West.
Carol Lynn MacGregor
Boise State University
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William H. Emory: Soldier Scientist. By L. David Norris, James C. Milligan,
and Odie B. Faulk. ( Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1998. 358 pp.
Illustrations, map, bibliography, index. $ 29.95 cloth.)
William H. Emory has long been an important historical character to
scholars of the American West, Borderlands, and Civil War. This new biography offers a more comprehensive account of Emory's forty-five years as a military officer, scientist, and botanist.
The authors' reliance on Emory's personal papers allows them to chronicle the personal dimension of many familiar historical events. Emory emerges
as an admirable figure whose integrity and sense of duty allowed him to
accomplish remarkable feats against incredible odds. In a career plagued by
government corruption, lack of effective leadership, and factional strife,
Emory unceasingly performed above reasonable expectations.
Emory's career had significant influence on the study of the Southwest,
the Civil War, the impeachment trail of President Johnson, and Reconstruction.
During Emory's work mapping the new American border after the Mexican
American War, he compiled an important record of Southwestern exploration
that anticipated future areas of study by focusing on Native Americans and
aridity. As a Civil War commander, he rose to the rank of brevet brigadier general and was repeatedly commended for rallying his troops in the face of the
enemy. Testifying at Johnson's impeachment trial, Emory countered the emotions and politics of the moment with the simplicity of truth. As an administrator of Reconstruction, he responded to the humiliation of being summarily
removed by Phil Sheridan, the commander he had served with distinction during the Civil War, allowing the events'that followed as his only vindication.
Although this biography details these and other worthy accomplishments, the
authors' more lasting contribution is in the way they accentuate the underlying
values that guided Emory's life.
In short, this new biography succeeds in making Emory come alive to a
new generation of historians. The importance of Emory to the study of the
Southwest, his contributions to the Civil War, and his frustrations during
Reconstruction remind the reader that the individual plays a vital role in history. The integrity, resilience, and sense of duty Emory exemplified speaks to the
values we hold in common and to the aspects of the human character best
brought to light by historical inquiry.
Thomas 1. Budd Mucci
University ofNew Mexico
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Land of Enchantment, Land of Conflict: New Mexico in English-Language
Fiction. By David L. Caffey. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press,
1999. xiv + 235 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth.)
This exercise in literary archaeology, "involving the excavation and sifting of a major portion of the English-language fiction set in New Mexico
from 1826 to the present" (p. 7), serves to review the large amount of fiction
set in New Mexico. Caffey's review oflate-nineteenth-century works is particularly interesting-who reads Old Hicks the Guide; Or, Adventures in the
Camanche Country in search ofa Gold Mine anymore, as the American public evidently did in l848? This first English-language novel about New
Mexico, like many of its successors, focused upon cultural conflict, the main
theme of New Mexican literature, according to Caffey. Many of the early
novels condemned the Anglos for destroying the pristine condition of the
region. The squatter "Red Cedar" in Gustave Aimard's (pseudonym of Oliver
Gloux) novel The Trail Hunter might be seen as the original land developer/property thief. If alive today, he would have voted for Gary Johnson in the
last two elections.
Dime-novel formulas seemed to fit New Mexico's spectacular scenery
well into the twentieth century, just as its cultural conflicts gave the stories
natural drama. In the 1930s, these conflicts were easily molded into socialist
realism, particularly by Lars Lawrence, a New York dramatist and sometimes
Hollywood scriptwriter (not well covered here) whose Morning Noon and
Night was but one of a trilogy of novels about the 1935 Gallup coal strike,
that bellwether episode of Depression-era militancy. The poet John Collier
(later Commissioner ofIndian Affairs under FDR) and Oliver LaFarge
(Laughing Boy, 1927, and The Enemy Gods, 1937) portrayed Native
lifestyles without cultural bias, and Edward Abbey became like an anarchist
in his defense of the region from further ravages.
Caffey's book is most interesting for its categories, particularly the village chapter, which gets deeply into culture. The "Agricultural West," though
less inspiring, is nevertheless very original, as are the chapters on the
"Hollywood West" and "Living with the Bomb." In short, an essential survey
of the literature on New Mexico and a good read.
Robert Kern
University ofNew Mexico
John Muir: To Yosemite and 13eyond. Edited by Robert Engberg and Donald
Wesling. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1999. xv + 167 pp.
Illustrations, index. $12.95 paper.) .
This concise collection Of primary documents from John Muir's crucial
Yosemite years will be welcomed by those interested in the life and work of
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this central figure in the history of American environmental thinking. The editors have assembled a collection of correspondence, journal entries, articles,
biographical sketches, and other "writings of various sorts" pertaining to
Muir's experiences in Yosemite between 1863 and 1875. The editors' stated
goal is to bring together a "composite autobiography" that picks up where
Muir's own autobiography leaves off after his departure from the University of
Wisconsin. Muir died before he was able to write a companion volume himself, and the editors attempt to "imagine what his book would have contained"
(p. xiii). The editors provide a very brief chronology of Muir's life between
1863 and 1875 and an introduction to Muir's life, work, and philosophy. Brief
interpretive passages appear at important transitions between the various sets
of documents that guide the reader through these years.
Although there is real merit in this collection-the documents are
thoughtfully selected and brought together for the first time-the book covers
little new ground for Muir scholars, and at times the editors seem unaware of
the more recent literature on Muir. In their preface, the editors claim that this
collection represents the "first book in ... forty years ... to contain materials
taken from Muir's unpublished manuscripts" (p. xiii). This statement is somewhat misleading because most of the material in the book has been used by
other scholars and has appeared, at least in the form of a note, in several other
published sources. In the notes and "Selected Readings" section of the book,
the editors inexplicably reference no recent published sources on Muir.
Michael Cohen's 1973 dissertation on Muir is cited, but not his more comprehensive 1984 book on the same subject. Other scholars who have extensively
researched Muir's life and philosophy and used the same sources from which
the editors draw much of their material, such as Stephen Fox, Frederick
Turner, and Max Oelschlaeger, are not cited at all. Despite these shortcomings,
strong interest in Muir and the environmental movement insures that many
will welcome the chance to have these valuable primary documents collected
in one easily accessible source.
Andrew Kirk
University ofNevada, Las Vegas
Windows on the Past: Historic Lodgings ofNew Mexico. By Sandra D. Lynn.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1999. 208 pp. Color and
halftone photographs, map. $24.95 paper.)

This picaresque tour of New Mexico's historic hotels examines fifteen of
the state's lodging houses, most of which are still in use as hotels. The book
ranges geographically from Vermejo Park and Raton to Las Cruces, stopping
at many places in between. The author recounts the tales of the characters who
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peopled the hotels over the last century, as well as the role the hotels played in
the life of each town.
Lynn contends that the hotels did more than just serve the needs of
tourists. She argues that the inns became repositories for community identity,
shaping the towns they served. Although Lynn's thesis is persuasive in the
cases of La Fonda in Santa Fe, the Alvarado in Albuquerque, and the Stratford
Hotel in Shakespeare, she fails to prove her point for every hotel she discusses.
Nonetheless, the author's lively tales of small towns with even smaller
hotels bring the book to life. The vignettes of people who patronized the public houses paint great pictures of New Mexico and the lively characters who
inhabited it, from. Lucien Maxwell to Thomas "Black Jack" Ketchum to Ted
Turner. Frequently more legend than history, some of the tales have nothing to
do with the hotel-like the story of Judge McComas of Shakespeare (p. 64)but add to a sense of New Mexico as the "wild West."
The best part of Windows on the Past, however, is Lynn's discussion in the
first three chapters of Fred Harvey and the role he played in developing New
Mexico as a tourist center. Giving the reader a brief history of the Santa Fe
Railroad, the author illustrates Harvey's partnership with the line. The chapters
on the Alvarado Hotel and La Fonda in Santa Fe exhibit the potential to examine how Harvey, an outsider, defined New Mexico for generations of travelers.
Lynn does not maintain this level of analysis, however, and her subsequent
chapters become anecdotal and disjointed.
Lynn's writing style! also inhibits the cohesion of the book. She does not
argue from any point of view, and her conversational writing is vague and hard
to follow. Lynn has trouble integrating anecdotes into a chronological narra"
tive. Thus, the story jumps around in time and place, providing little structure
or analysis. Her discussion of the ghost Rebecca at the Lodge at Cloudcroft,
for example, flits around like the apparition itself. This book will be of interest to local history buffs, but it has little to offer a student of tourism, architecture, or historic preservation.
Despite its faults, Windows on the Past is an enjoyable read. More travelogue than history text, this book gives the reader a colorful tour of New
Mexico's historic hospitality.
.
Judy Mattivi Morley
University ofNew Mexico
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The Newspaper Indian: Native American Identity in the Press, 1820-1890. By
John M. Coward. (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 1999. viii + 244
pp. Illustrations, notes, index. $39.95 cloth, $18.95 paper.)
The nineteenth-century press inherited an ideology, derived through preceding centuries, that placed Natives in one of two general categories: brutal
savages and noble savages. Though the former stereotype dominated, both
emphasized the racial difference between Natives and white Americans and
stressed the superiority of American civilization, and both persisted in Indian
news stories throughout the nineteenth century.
Coward analyzes the political, economic, social, and cultural forces
behind Indian news and examines the ways the press transformed the Natives
into ideological symbols by which Americans might gauge the progress of
American civilization. He argues that this transformation of Native Americans
into newspaper Indians resulted from the interaction of ideology and developments in the technology and methods of newsgathering throughout the century.
The advent of the penny press in the l830s, use of the telegraph, and
organization of the Associated Press made speed a premium and news a commodity that readers expected to be factual and exciting. Demand for drama and
excitement increased during the Civil War and, later, the Indian wars.
Reporters filed stories that purported to be factual, and the public put faith in
those facts as reflecting the truth about Native America. But the cultural gap
between white Americans and Natives was too wide for journalism to bridge;
thus, what readers accepted as truth was the newspaper Indian, not an accurate
rendering of Native identity.
Coward examines news reporting of specific events in nineteenth-century
Indian history: removal, the Sand Creek massacre, Fetterman's fight, events of
Sitting Bull's life, and the reform movement. By analyzing the social, cultural, political, and economic forces as well as journalistic practices that shaped
reports of these events, he forces the reader to look at them in new light.
Readers will find this book interesting. Every scholar who uses newspaper
sources in the study of nineteenth-century Indian affairs would do well to read
it carefully.
Daniel F. Littlefield, Jr.
American Native Press Archives

Legends ofOur Times: Native Cowboy Life. By Morgan Baillargeon and Leslie
Tepper. (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1998. x + 254 pp.
Illustrations, photographs, maps, chart, references, index. $38.95 cloth.)
Antipathetic stereotypes of Indians and cowboys still persist in the
American and Canadian imagination. Legends of Our Times attempts to illustrate Indians' successful adaptations to ranching and rodeo lifestyles on the
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northern Plains and Plateau during the twentieth century, reconfiguring such
historical myths. In eclectic fashion, the authors allow Indians to tell their stories about their dynamic relations with the animal world over time. The book's
scope is broad, and the narrative sometimes struggles in its categorization of
disparate peoples and experiences. Yet, the pride and sustenance in Indian
"cowboying" shine through.
The book is divided into three sections. Plains and Plateau Indians' traditional, spiritual relationships with animals is first, followed by separate chapters on ranching and rodeo activities. An abundance of first-person recollections, poems, and songs follow the authors' synthesis of these topics. A creative blend of primary sources, including numerous full-page photographs of
material culture, events, and individuals, accompanies the text. Also, identification of tribal groups by indigenous names rather than by traditional signifiers
is utilized to enhance Indians' agency. A convenient list of translations for the
befuddled scholar is provided and so is an excellent map. For these reasons,
this book has a unique place in the paucity ofIndian cowboy literature. Despite
its aesthetic appeal and refreshing approach, there are a few minor problems.
One particular generalization contradicted other evidence. The authors,
like many historians, conclude: "By the late nineteenth century Aboriginal
people in the western United States and Canada had been forced onto reserve
lands" (p. 6). However, there are exceptions to every rule. The historical inset
"At Wood Mountain We Are Still Lakota" provides an insightful overview of
the lesser-known Lakota bands who remained in Canada for nearly half a century without a reserve after fleeing U.S. forces in 1876. Also, several hundred
Plains Chippewa and Cree (Anishnaabe and Nehiyaw) fled Canada after the
Riel Rebellion in 1885, developed a makeshift living in Montana, and were
eventually granted a reservation there by Congress in 1916. One other supposition seems troublesome: The authors reckon that "rodeo became more formally structured. The competition broadened" (p. 180). However, impromptu
rodeos continue to be held in Indian Country as forms of recreation and community gathering today, outside the norms of professional circuits and'exhibitions!
The authors do provide a concise, informed review about the demise of
the buffalo. Among the "several factors" cited for the bison's decimation are
the "growing markets," sport hunting, governments' and soldiers' initiatives,
"concentrated hunting," and "disease" (p. 37). Baillargeon and Tepper often
employ such terms as "complexity" and '''adaptation'' in their careful assessments of larger historical trends rather than simplifying the past. Leaving convenient stereotypes behind, this book's colorful and integrative style satisfactorily thrusts the theme of regeneration into Indian history.
Luke C. Ryan
University ofArizona
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Engendered Encounters: Feminism and Pueblo Cultures, 1879-1934. By Margaret
D. Jacobs. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1999. xiii + 274 pp.
Photographs, notes, bibliographic essay, index. $45.00 cloth, $20.00 paper.)
Engendered Encounters examines the interactions between women
reformers and employees of the Indian Service and Pueblo women at the tum
of the century. Tracing how white women's perceptions of Indian women
reflected their own changing gender roles, Jacobs analyzes how some women
gradually embraced cultural relativism, while others continued to promote
"uplift." Thus, Jacobs highlights women's contribution to the evolution of a
culturally plural Indian policy. While her primary focus is on white women,
Jacobs also offers glimpses into the Pueblo perspective. The result is a wonderfully cogent synthesis of scholarship on race and gender.
Jacobs's narrative opens with women reformers' attempts to "uplift"
Indian women. Here, she effectively summarizes the scholarship on this topic
and analyzes how two Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) employees, Mary
Dissette and Clara True, transmitted ambivalence about gender roles with their
message of "true womanhood." To understand how Pueblo women may have
responded to the BlA message, Jacobs notes how some Pueblo women interpreted "uplift" to suit their own agendas.
The antithesis of the reformers, the antimodem feminists who extolled
Pueblo culture, arrived in Pueblo country early in the twentieth century.
Examining the work of popular writers such as Mary Austin and Mabel Dodge
Lujan (among others), Jacobs argues that these women constructed a static,
romanticized picture of the Pueblos as the antidote to an industrialized and
commercialized modem America. In their celebration of Pueblo women's
alleged power and freedom in their culture, the antimodem feminists viewed
Pueblo women's lives through the lens of white women's changing gender
roles. As these feminists questioned their own ideas about gender, they also
contested attempts to obliterate the idealized Indian culture they venerated.
Rather, they sought to persuade the BIA to "preserve" and "revive" Pueblo culture. While the images these women constructed bore little resemblance to the
realities of Pueblo culture in flux, the Pueblos often manipulated them to their
own purposes. Jacobs notes that scholars of contact and Native American gender roles "often" conclude that women's status and power declined with contact, but that Pueblo women's situation was "a more complex scenario" (p.
178). Here, Jacobs fails to note a growing body of scholarship that undermines
the "declension" model for Native American women. Nonetheless, Jacobs's
well-written book provides an impressive analysis of race and gender in Indian
policy and constitutes a significant contribution to Southwestern history.
Katherine M. B. Osburn
Tennessee Technological University
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Morning Glories: Municipal Reform in the Southwest. By Amy Bridges.
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1997. xiv + 344 pp. Tables,
appendix, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper.)
When discussing Progressive urban reform, historians have relied too
heavily on eastern models, notably New York City and Chicago. Amy Bridges
rectifies this myopia in Morning Glories, a well-researched set of case studies
that redefines the reform paradigm. In most eastern cities, the reformers, or
"morning glories," as George Washington Plunkitt called them, had only limited success, which usually came in the suburbs rather than inner cities. As
Bridges shows, this was not the case in the cities of the So.uthwest. In examining Albuquerque, Austin, Dallas, Houston, Phoenix, San Antonio, San Diego,
and San Jose, Bridges finds that reformers in those cities fulfilled their agendas. "[I]n the towns and cities of th~ Southwest, municipal reformers everywhere designed the institutions of local politics, and advocates of good government ruled for most of this century" (p. 207).
Bridges argues that a set of regional issues, like the lack of capital and the
absence of strong political parties, allowed municipal reformers in the
Southwest to succeed in implementing institutional changes in urban government. From the tum of the twentieth century until the 1970s, the morning glories in Southwestern cities replaced party politics with non-partisan coalitions,
at-large elections, and city managers and commissions. Using an institutional
approach, Bridges shows how the different political rules and structures of the
Southwest enabled reform strategies. With no bosses entrenched in
Southwestern city governments, and with a pro-growth, affluent,
Anglo-American consensus, the cities in Bridges' study had few antagonists to
reform. Southwestern cities also had groups of civic-minded citizens already
mobilized as boosters to bring capital and people to the cities, therefore facilitating reform organization.
The end of big-city goyernment came in the 1970s, when race and class divisions broke up the pro-growth consensus that had governed the cities for most of
the century. Despite growth and annexation, Southwestern city governments
could not keep the upper-middle-class supporters of reform from moving to suburbs in the wake of civil rights upheavals. By 1990, municipal institutions had
again been reorganized, reverting to strong political parties and district elections.
Morning Glories is a well-researched, valuable contribution to the fields
of urban history and political science, highlighting the role of.region in politics. Bridges makes an important argument for including the West in the study
of urban affairs. Bridges gives readers a clearly written, soundly argued reinterpretation of the success oftwentieth-century municipal reform.
Judy Mattivi Morley
University ofNew Mexico
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Wilderness by Design: Landscape Architecture and the National Park Service.
By Ethan Carr. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1998. Photographs,
illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 paper.)

In his book, Wilderness by Design: Landscape Architecture and the
National Park Service, author Ethan Carr meticulously documents the evolution of the Western portion of the United States National Park System. Whil~
the title of the book is accurate in that Carr educates the reader about the role
of design in the formation of national parks and the contribution of landscape
architecture to the National Park Service, this work will be of interest to a
wider audience than just landscape architects. Historians, planners, historic
preservationists, and environmentalists will quickly discover that this book
holds a great deal of valuable information because of Carr's thorough
approach in research and writing.
The introduction contains a brief discussion of the significance of studying national parks as designed landscapes. The remainder of the book is divided into two parts. Part I sets up the context by acquainting the reader with the
historical and theoretical landscape and planning precedents integrally
involved in a study of the American park movement as well as the political and
economic motivations involved in the formation of the National Park System.
Part II incorporates case studies ofthree Western national parks to illustrate the
role of the National Park Service in their design and development.
Additionally, the case studies and Chapter 6 effectively tie in subjects such as
town planning, engineering, regional planning, and recreational planning
(including an informative discussion of state parks) to the history of the
National Park Service and national parks generally. The author is particularly
effective at weaving in the personalities of the dynamic leaders of the National
Park Service which not only gives the book an interesting human dimension,
but also emphasizes the influential role and dedication of these remarkable
visionaries.
Overall, Wilderness by Design provides a realistic and valuable perspective on the importance of design to the legacy of the National Park Systemand
its influence on modem perceptions of scenic beauty. Because images of the
Western United States are often embodied in the national park experience, this
book documents a crucial component of United States history and identifies
the importance of future preservation efforts. Because of the sheer density of
information, the addition of subheadings within the chapters might have
helped to keep the reader's focus. Nevertheless, Carr has not only provided an
excellent theme study, he has written a book that instills in the reader a new
appreciation for national parks.
Wendy L. Price
Mary Washington College
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Irrigated Eden: The Making of an Agricultural Landscape in the American
West. By Mark Fiege. (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1999. xv + 323
pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth.)
In Irrigated Eden: The Making of an Agricultural Landscape in the
American West, Mark Fiege examines the attempted manipulation by man of
nature and the often unpredictable results. Using the Snake River Plain of
southeastern Idaho as his landscape, Fiege portrays the Snake River as a formidable adversary and as an intermittent assistant to the farmers who would
recreate the mythical garden of Eden in the sagebrush desert. Rather than promoting the idea of the river and its environs as the victims of man's greed/capitalism, he argues that the Snake River, in reaction to and sometimes in collusion with man, has established a new environment that supports a revised ecology. Focusing on the first period of white settlement in the area in the l860s
through the 1920s, Fiege provides substantial evidence for this contention. He
explores the implementation of the most rudimentary irrigation systems to the
placing of the first dams and how nature often outmaneuvered the controls
agriculturalists sought to impose. In fact, the author chronicles-with fastidious attention to detail-the intertwining of the natural and the artificial,
instead of simply bemoaning the destruction of nature by humans.
in this interesting mesh of environmental and social history, Fiege
describes the destruction of the indigenous aquatic life as it fell victim to
warming water, dams, canals, silt, and new species introduced to aid the
ever-determined farmers. To counterbalance this, he analyzes the social and
economic structures that developed to accommodate a river that could never
be fully controlled: the process of finding crops (including the Idaho Russet
Potato) that fit the temperamental climate, the evolution of water management,
labor cooperatives, and advertising campaigns. Struggling to assert their control, the settlers also created a leviathan that continues to haunt an extensive
region: the legal river. The Snake River Adjudication Process will struggle for
decades over a host of questions, including: To whom does the water belong?
Are society's needs greater and more important than the maintenance of
non-human species? As man has sought to control, reform, and use nature,
Fiege explains that nature, itself, has had a lasting impact on Western life. The
river (as nature) does not simply abide in the reservoirs and flow through the
laterals; it figures prominently in the mythic fight of man against nature-a
fight that Fiege effectively exemplifies in the often bloody efforts to eliminate
"pests" and allocate diminishing flow. Throughout the struggle, however,
Fiege maintains that the transcendent force has been the farmers' efforts to
reclaim Eden-and to make a tidy profit.
.
For anyone who has driven through or lived in southern Idaho, Fiege's
monograph is especially compelling. Lush fields interspersed with sagebrush
and lava rock reinforce the magnitude of both human artifice and nature's
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resistance. His work should also be considered pertinent in the battle over the
harsh reality of salmon extinction and the growing fears for the local economy. But, recent environmental studies of the Snake, including a conference
(1995) sponsored by the Cecil D. Andrus Center for Public Policy in Boise,
indicate that Fiege, despite his protestations, may be too apologetic in his
analysis of human interference and the subsequent, often catastrophic repercussions. Nonetheless, Irrigated Eden provides an important addition to the
literature and complements other works (particularly Keith Petersen's River of
Life, Channel of Death: Fish and Dams on the Lower Snake) critical to our
understanding of our ongoing relationship with nature.
Hope Ann Benedict
Salmon, Idaho
Vision in the Desert: Carl Hayden and Hydropolitics in the American West. By
Jack L. August, Jr. (Fort Worth: Texas Christian University Press, 1999. 386
pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth.)
Carl Hayden was elected to the United State Senate seven times, and
while this fact alone would make his life an important study, what makes his
career even more interesting is his contribution to the United States political
landscape as a "Senatorial Specialist" in Federal reclamation. In the West, economic growth is synonymous with the utilization of water for not only domestic use, but also farming, mining, and hydroelectric power. Of course, whenever you are dealing with competing users of a scarce resource, there will be
conflicts. Indeed, much can be understood about the history of the West by
analyzing its conflicts over water. The most famous water conflict was
between California and Arizona over the water in the Colorado River. The central figure of this conflict was Carl Hayden.
The whole premise behind August's book is that Hayden's extraordinary
career is best understood in the context of the importance of Federal reclamation to Arizona and the West. Hayden first won election to the United States
House of Representatives in 1911 by arguing that Federal reclamation was the
most important issue facing Arizona, and his career was ended in 1968 with
the authorization of the Bureau of Reclamation's Central Arizona Project.
Hayden commanded respect in the Senate at large through his influence in distributing money for Federal reclamation while still "bringing home the bacon"
to Arizona in the form of Federal reclamation dollars.
August's book is well researched, and he does an admirable job of
explaining the complexities of hydro-politics for the reader. The author maintains a low profile in the book; he generally does not intrude with criticisms or
laudits of Hayden. The book is not a comprehensive biography, and it is not a
bold treatise breaking new ground in the history of water policy of the West.
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This, however, is not necessarily the aim of the book, and I would still qualify it as a must-read for students of the Colorado River and Arizona history.
Daniel M. Davis
American Heritage Center, University of Wyoming
Uphill Against Water: The Great Dakota Water War. By Peter Carrels.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1999. xv + 128 pp. Illustrations, maps,
notes, index. $25.00 paper.)
This fascinating volume reports a struggle on the northern Great Plains
between factions with opposing views regarding appropriate uses of water
pumped from the Missouri River. Its author recounts historical events surrounding the congressional Flood Control Act of 1944 and the completion of
six.mainstem earthen dams along the upper Missouri by 1966. As compensation for the intrusion in South Dakota, Congress paid valley residents for most
of their losses and promised regional benefit from a massive irrigation project
that would pump water from Lake Oahe north of Pierre. U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers and Bureau of Reclamation personnel would channel water into the
northeastern quadrant of South Dakota, where periods of drought long had
demonstrated a need. Mainly at Federal expense, Missouri River water would
become available for urban as well as agricultural uses. Like town and city
managers, farmers would surrender land to accommodate delivery and meet
the costs of local management and distribution.
Rural opponents voiced their opinions as "United Family Farmers."
Commercial developers and construction engineers responded as "Friends of
Oahe." Opponents persuaded Congress to abandon the proposed massive irrigation effort, which according to Carrels would have caused rural bankruptcies
and ecological disasters. "Friends" received a consolation prize entitled. the
WEB Development Association Project, which piped Missouri River water for
use by cities, towns, and livestock feeding operations scattered across northeastern South Dakota.
Peter Carrels has preserved detailed information not only about a vociferous confrontation between opponents and proponents, but also regarding political ramifications for politicians. Among elected officials who lost favor for
their support of the Friends were U.S. Senator George McGovern and
President Jimmy Carter (both of whom soon failed in attempts at reelection).
Among those who adroitly used the Oahe issue to advance budding political
careers were U.S. Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle and South Dakota
Governor Bill Janklow.
Carrels wrote as an amateur historian and local observer from his home
near the center of controversy at Aberdeen. Perhaps the best endorsement for
his effort came from U.S. Senator James Abourezk, who remembered a strain
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in his relationship with McGovern because they voted on opposite sides of the
Oahe issue. As a proponent of rural self-determination, Abourezk worked to
prevent a massive irrigation project. As a professional historian and native of
South Dakota's parched lake district, McGovern spoke out in favor of extensive reclamation. After reading Uphill Against Water, Abourezk remarked that
nearly "everything in this book is right."
Readers are advised to view an NEH-funded film issued at the height of
the controversy entitled "Oahe: A Question of Values" (now available in a
video format issued by Cottonwood Productions, P.O. Box 476, Wakonda, SD
57073, at $39.95 plus $3.00 for shipping).
Peter Carrels addresses the initial phase of the water war, which featured
successful opposition to a proposed reclamation project that threatened economic ruin for families without substantial cash resources to pay for irrigation
delivery systems and aroused concerns about ecological trouble along rivers
and creeks scheduled to absorb reclamation runoff. Persons with interests in
the histories of the American West, river management, reclamation, urban
management, and ecology will enjoy this reliable study written in pleasing narrative style.
Herbert T. Hoover
University of South Dakota
A Generation Divided: The New Left, the New Right, and the 1960s. By
Rebecca E. Klatch. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999. xiv + 386
pp. Illustrations, appendixes, notes, index. $55.00 cloth, $22.95 paper.)

This sociological study of New Left and New Right activists in the 1960s
offers a fascinating, well-researched, and empathic account of young activists
on both sides of the political spectrum. Klatch provides the first comprehensive, comparative account of such activists, and her account is particularly
noteworthy for the attention paid to members of the Young Americans for
Freedom (YAF), the best-known youth conservative movement in the 1960s.
Klatch bases her account primarily on interviews of leading members of
the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) and YAF. Her goal, she says, is
"to recast the way people think about the 1960s by viewing the decade as a
time of ferment for the right as well as the left. ... It is the story about two
wings of one generation" (p. 2).
This underlying claim about "two wings of one generation," which Klatch
takes as a given, is not as self-evident as she would have us believe. By acting
as if SDS and YAF are parallel phenomena, Klatch confuses the politics of the
era. YAF was directly connected to the 1964 Goldwater campaign, and most of
the leading members ofYAF at the time, and later, were active within the conservative wing of the Republican Party. Very few SDS members, and none of
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the people interviewed for her book, played any similar role in the Democratic
Party. Many young members of the late-1960s antiwar movement (such as the
Vietnam Moratorium Committee and the New Mobilization Committee), especially those involved in the McCarthy/Kennedy campaigns of 1968 and then
the McGovern campaign of 1972, would more closely approximate the liberal
twins to the conservative YAF mainstream. Alas, like too many historians of
the Sixties, Klatch fails to reckon with the activist liberal youth of the period
and instead treats SDS as the only stars of the diverse leftist youth movement
of the. era.
Despite this concern, Klatch has written a useful book. Her erstwhile SDS
and YAF members articulately explain how they became politicized, what it
felt like to be politically involved in the 1960s, how each organization worked
through questions of political ideology, and how each dealt with factionalization and orthodoxy. Klatch's sustained focus on the experiences of women and
how each organization handled gender-related issues is both empirically rich
and analytically incisive. For anyone interested in the history of the 1960s or,
more generally, the subjective experience of movement politics, A Generation
Divided is a an important work of scholarship.
David Farber
University ofNew Mexico

100 Years ofFilmmaking in New Mexico, 1898-1998. Edited by Jon Bowman.
(Santa Fe: New Mexico Magazine and the New Mexico Economic
Development Department, 1998. 128 pp. Illustrations, chronology. $38.95
cloth.)
New Mexico Magazine monthly publishes accounts of the myriad ways in
which New Mexico is mistakenly excluded from the rest of the United States.
100 Years of Filmmaking in New Mexico 1898-1998, a joint effort of New
Mexico Magazine and the New Mexico Film Office, demonstrates that within
the film community, New Mexico has a long and well-established place of
importance. Consisting of essays by people involved with the New Mexico
Film Office, film critics, and journalists, 100 Years ofFilmmaking provides a
general history of filmmaking in New Mexico. Further, the text promotes New
Mexico as both a site for future filmmaking as well as a scenic state ripe for
tourists whose imaginations are piqued by this book.
Throughout the text, the authors attempt to convey the sense that New
Mexico has been and remains a special place for films to be made. According
to Joseph Dispenza, the spectacular landscapes of New Mexico attracted early'
filmmakers such as D. W. Griffith and Romaine Fielding. Unfortunately, the
book provides more images of actors in New Mexico than images of the land
itself. For those readers holding a soft spot for Hollywood westerns, however,
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there are plenty of images to demonstrate New Mexico's contribution to the
most ubiquitous film genre of the American West.
Max Evans, whose novel The Hi-Lo Country was recently released as a
major motion picture, contributes his own essay on his involvement in the formation of the New Mexico Film Office. Engaging and informative, Evans provides a blow-by-blow replay of how the film office originated, its purpose, and
its contribution to maintaining New Mexico as a hot locale for filmmakers.
Likewise, Mikelle Casandaey, deputy director of the New Mexico Film Office,
provides interviews with four film directors who have fond memories of New
Mexico, especially the professionalism of the residents when it comes time to
shoot. In another essay, Casandaey provides descriptive accounts of some of
the state's more memorable scenic film locations, sure to inspire filmmakers
and tourists alike.
Elmo Baca's piece on the historic movie palaces of New Mexico serves to
note that despite being a remote state, New Mexico constructed theaters on par
architecturally and ornamentally with those in Hollywood or New York.
Further, Baca points out that New Mexico retains many of its old theaters,
implying that residents and tourists might find them worth viewing. As a final
tantalizer for readers, the text includes an exhaustive filmography of motion
pictures containing scenes of New Mexico from 1898 through 1998. So if
readers cannot travel to New Mexico, they can at least view New Mexico at
home.
100 Years of Filmmaking in New Mexico perfectly serves as a general
account of a facet of New Mexico's history, while simultaneously encouraging
tourists and filmmakers to come see for themselves. Certainly for those unfamiliar with New Mexico's history or landscapes, this text provides an inviting
and informative introduction.
Ben Trujillo
University ofNew Mexico
New Latina Narrative: The Feminine Space ofPostmodern Ethnicity. By Ellen
McCracken. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1999.256 pp. l1lustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper.)
Gramsci's notion of hegemony has become a foundation of sorts for cultural critics who argue that identity and discourse are inextricably intertwined.
This complex relationship between identity and discourse is the subject of
Ellen McCracken's New Latina Narrative: The Feminine Space ofPostmodern
Ethnicity.
A literary critic, McCracken examines literature produced by U.S.-based
Latinas in the last two decades. She is particularly interested in their attempts
to negotiate, maneuver, and resist the hegemonic environments in which
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Chicanos/as, Puerto Ricans, Dominican Americans, and Cuban Americans
have been historically situated. Using both feminist and cultural studies theory as frames for her analysis, McCracken argues that these Latina writers redeploy narrative toward counter-hegemonic ends.
In each of the six chapters, McCracken addresses a variety of structural
and representational constraints placed on Latina lives. Among them are religious practices and symbols, political structures, traditional family relations,
even strategies used by the publishing industry as it commodifies minority cultures. McCracken demonstrates how Denise Chavez, Julia Alvarez, Sandra
Cisneros, Graciela Limon, Demetria Martinez, Cristina Garcia, and many others deftly (and occasionally not so deftly) employ narrative strategies that
invert, subvert, and transgress practices and symbols that have so fully served
to dominate the lives of Latinas.
If there is a problem with this book, it is a certain unevenness of critique.
The book moves back and forth' between breadth and depth-too-brief critiques of many texts/more in-depth critiques ofjust a few texts-without clear
purpose. Despite this, New Latina Narrative does important work. Ellen
McCracken explores the complicated and contested arena between discourse
and identity as it has been transformed by contemporary Latina writers.
Monic'a F. Torres
University ofNew Mexico

Chicano Art Inside/Outside the Master s House: Cultural Politics and the
CARA Exhibition. By Alicia Gaspar de Alba. (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1998. 396 pp. Illustrations, appendixes. $35.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
Having just encountered numerous aspects of the cultural politics that
accompany the research, planning, and implementation of a museum exhibition dealing with Hispano and Latino art of the twentieth century, I found my
own curatorial experience mirrored between the pages of Alicia Gaspar de
Alba's Chicano Art Inside/Outside the Master s House: Cultural Politics and
the CARA Exhibition. It was enlightening (and somewhat therapeutic) to read
this book as I was undergoing many of the same issues addressed by the author
of this interdisciplinary volume.
In this work, Gaspar de Alba presents a case study of CARA Chicano Art:
Resistance and Affirmation, 1965-1985, an exhibition that toured the nation
from 1990 to 1993 and was presented in such "houses" as the UCLA Wight Art
Gallery, National Museum of American Art, and the San Antonio Museum of
Art. The national exhibition was the first major attempt to expose and define
Chicano (as well as Chicana) art which, since the Chicano Movement began in
the 1960s, had been sadly locked out of mainstream institutions.
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The book, divided into three main parts-"Open House," "CARA'S
Politics of Representation," and "Public Reception"-details the struggles and
issues faced by the CARA exhibit organizers in getting Chicano art first
allowed through the front doors and then properly presented inside the master's house (i.e., the academy and art museum worlds). Gaspar de Alba gives
this subject a solid critical and theoretical framework based in feminist and
popular culture theory. By doing this type of analysis, the author demonstrates
how this material can never again be locked out of the academy and the temple.
Color and black-and-white photographs of the installation and its masterpieces provide the reader with a powerful reminder of why Chicano art and its
creators must be included in the mainstream institutions. The overall organization of the book, as well as the two appendixes-one with viewer comments
and the other, an explanation of the organizational structure of the CARA exhibition-helps to bring this important exhibition alive for those who were not
lucky enough to see it on tour. Gaspar de Alba also interviewed CARA participants and delved into the exhibition archives to augment this significant work.
Chicano Art: Inside/Outside the Master s House is a valuable contribution
to Chicano and Latino art history and cultural studies. It will make an excellent text for related classes and research. The book not only provides an
overview ofa museum exhibition (a pivotal one at that!), but also reflects contemporary cultural dynamics and the continuing struggle for inclusion, representation, and artistic equality. Gaspar de Alba puts into words what many people experience every day-the difficulties of getting invited into the "house"
and the hope that you will be asked to stay, only this time, not as a "guest."
Tey Marianna Nunn
Museum ofInternational Folk Art
Santa Fe, New Mexico
An American Family in the Mexican Revolution. By Robert Woodmansee Herr
in collaboration with Richard Herr. (Wilmington, Del.: SR Books, 1999. xlvi
+ 263 pp. Photographs, maps, index. $55.00 cloth.)

This volume traces the experiences of a United States mining family during the Mexican Revolution. Harvard-trained mining engineer Irving Herr
took charge 'of the U.S.-owned El Cubo Silver Mine, near Guanajuato, several years before the 1910 outbreak of the Mexican Revolution. Irving's wife
Luella and t,wo sons Robert and Richard-who are responsible for the publication of this book-soon joined him, and the family made its home in El
Cubo until 1932.
The Herrs were in a position to observe major political and social changes
from the end of the Porfiriato through the post-revolutionary consolidation of
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the Mexican state. By weaving their own memories with the rich letters of their
parents, and using company records and newspaper accounts to flesh out a
coherent narrative, Robert and Richard Herr have created a source valuable for
scholars and students alike. Framed by William French's helpful introduction,
their work offers vivid descriptions of the business of mineral mining, the
social life and interactions of foreign nationals and elite Mexicans, the clientalistic connections between families like the Herrs and Mexicans of more
modest station, the interactions of foreign nationals and revolutionary factions,
and elite U.S. understandings of Mexico and its revolution. The Herrs' experiences reveal how the revolution brought important changes in labor and social
relations even as it left other aspects of power and culture largely unchanged.
The book is richest when it follows the family's firsthand experiences.
Racialist thinking and factual errors such as the assertion that Zapata "continued fighting for [Francisco] Madero's principles" until his death (p. 42) make
it necessary to read Robert and Richard Herr's explanations of Mexican politics more as reflections of their own attitudes than as contemporary scholarship. Nevertheless, this book is an invaluable source when read in the context
of recent secondary literature on the Mexican Revolution and U.S.-Mexico
relations.
Benjamin Johnson
Yale University

The Chiapas Rebellion: The Struggle for Land and Democracy. By Neil
Harvey. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1998. xvii + 292 pp.
Illustrations, maps, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95 cloth, $17.95
paper.)
Neil Harvey's goal is to examine the political impact of the peasant movements that have taken shape since the 1970s in several parts of Chiapas. He
argues that those movements were not only about material resources, but also
about creating a less authoritarian political culture. Peasant organizations in
Chiapas and elsewhere, he contends, constructed a democratic discourse on
which the 1994 rebellion of the Ejercito Zapatista de Liberaci6n Nacional
(EZLN) subsequently built. The result was a precarious opening for democratic change across Mexico, which included the redefinition of citizenship.
Various factors helped shape Chiapan movements. Recent migration into
the Lacandon forest had a democratizing effect not found in the highlands, and
the church played a critical role in organizing peasants there. Activists from the
urban left employed by the government, a 1974 Indigenous Congress, and
members of sundry Maoist groups contributed to organizational momentum in
both the highlands and the jungle. After 1982, the state began to expand in
Chiapas, thereby exacerbating divisions within peasant movements over the
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advisability of alliances with state actors. These divisions undermined their
ability to resist the neoliberal program of Carlos. Salinas de Gortari
(1988-1994). But in 1983, a new group of activists, including Subcomandante
Marcos, arrived to promote the armed option, and the EZLN ultimately tilted
the balance of power, enabling land invasions and demands for indigenous
rights and electoral reform.
Harvey began his research well before the EZLN drew so many others to
Chiapas. Given that head start, it is not surprising that his book is full of
insights into the events that led up to 1994. Perhaps in part because the rebellion forced him to readjust his focus, however, some key concerns are not fully
addressed. There is, for example, good material on the role of the church in the
1970s, but that institution then fades from view. The issue of women's rights,
meanwhile, is merely an underdeveloped addendum. One might also complain
that Harvey's exploration of relations between leaders from the outside and
local peasants is limited; indeed, he depends on Marcos to answer that question for the Zapatistas. Still, this book demands a reading from anyone interested in modem Mexico. It is both a work of impressive research that helps us
appreciate the complexity of the Chiapan conflict-to understand, for instance,
the local politics underlying such events as the 1997 massacre at Acteal-and
a theoretically sophisticated contribution to the literature on popular movements.
Samuel Brunk
University of Texas, El Paso

The Green Republic: A Conservation History of Costa Rica. By Sterling
Evans. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1999. xvi + 317 pp. Illustrations,
maps, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $40.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
Costa Rica has gained a reputation over the past thirty years as a country
with a rich and diverse. environment and a thriving business in ecotourism,
which now brings in more revenue than its traditional exports-coffee and
bananas. Sterling Evans' book (which began as a doctoral dissertation at the
University of Kansas) is a very thorough and evenhanded study of the conservation movement in Costa Rica. Evans divides his book into two parts. In the
first part (181 pages), he traces the history of conservation since the colonial
era, focusing on the past forty years. The second part (69 pages) examines
environmental education, the role of non-governmental organizations, ecotourism, and the National Biodiversity Institute. A useful set of appendixes at
the end of the book provides documents on some environmental controversies,
as well as a list of Costa Rica's presidents, key acronyms, and a breakdown of
the indigenous population of the country.
After a few chapters on the history of science/conservation/environmental
awareness before the twentieth century, this book is primarily the story of key
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individuals, laws, legislation, and political maneuvering in recent decades.
While judicious in his language, Evans's admiration for the founders of the
conservation movement, the national park system, and key environmental
groups is clear. He does a very nice job highlighting the paradoxes that have
often characterized the conservation movement in Costa Rica, in particular, the
juxtaposition of conservation with destruction. Here is a country that has constructed an enormous ,national park system (over 25 percent of the country)
while often rapidly destroying the forests outside those parks faster than any
country in the Western Hemisphere in the 1980s. As Evans points out, Costa
Rica's past has led to an agricultural dilemma, "The problem teeters between
agro-development (for short-term economic prosperity) and environmental
conservation (for long-term protection of national resources)" (p. 43).
Evans's book is a fine survey that should become a standard source for
those interested in the history of Costa Rica or the environmental history of
Latin America.
Marshall C. Eakin
Vanderbilt University
Victoria Ocampo: Writer, Feminist, Woman of the World. Translated by
Patricia Owen Steiner. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1999.
208 pp. Photographs, notes. $19.95 paper.)
. Patricia Owen Steiner offers readers an mtlmate portrait of one of
Argentina's great literary figures and feminists in Victoria Ocampo: Writer,
Feminist, Woman ofthe World. Ocampo was a prolific essayist, literary critic,
and author of a hefty multivolume autobiography. Her subjects ran the gamut
from Dante and Gandhi to her own pampered but restricted childhood. In this
volume, Steiner focuses on Ocampo's extensive writings on feminism and
women writers. Steiner concludes her book with a 'collection of nine vignettes
and three essays that explore women writers, including Abigail Adams and
Susan Sontag, and female literary characters such as Steinbeck's Ma Joad,
Victoria Ocampo also founded the literary journal Sur in 1930 through which
she brought home and translated for Argentina literature from around the
world. Su,r also provided a platform for some of the great writers ofArgentina
and the rest of Latin America, including Jorge Luis Borges, Julio Cortazar,
Mario Vargas Llosa, and others.
The strength of Steiner's work, which uses excerpts from Ocampo's
essays and autobiography, is that it shows how personal experiences and
encounters, particularly her rejection of the social constraints placed upon
women, shaped Ocampo's career as a writer and a feminist Although Ocampo
"had it easy" in the sense that she came from a wealthy family, she chose a
path that brought her into constant conflict with family expectations and social
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norms about the proper place and work of women in Argentine society. Steiner
also does not shy away from the contradictions of Ocampo's life. A tireless
advocate of women's rights, and co-founder of the Argentine.Women's Union
in 1936, she published less literature by women in Sur than one might have
expected. Steiner also analyzes the source of Ocampo's often difficult relationships with fellow Latin American writers, particularly the Chilean Nobel
laureate Gabriela Mistral and the leftist Argentine Alfonsina Stomi. Having
spent much of her youth in Paris, she had to teach herself to write in Spanish
as an adult, and thus it is not surprising that Ocampo generally felt more at
home with her European and North American counterparts. And it is clear from
Steiner's book that it was overseas, in the company of Virginia Woolf and
Waldo Frank, among others, that she found her feminist and literary inspirations.
One drawback of this book is that Steiner provides little background on
the Argentine context in which Ocampo lived. Aside from her conflict with
General Juan D. Peron in the 1950s, which led to her brief imprisonment, little is heard about how Argentina's increasingly tumultuous economic and
political conditions affected her writing and thinking. Finally, Steiner's choice
of Ocampo's feminist writings provided at the end of the book is somewhat
limited as none of the essays or vignettes touches on any issues or writers specific to Latin America or Argentina in particular. For a better collection of
Ocampo's writings on women in the Americas in English, readers are directed
to the selections in Doris Meyer's 1979 biography of Ocampo.
Steiner provides a highly readable portrait of Victoria Ocampo. Despite its
limitations, it is an original and enjoyable book and will appeal to a broad cross
section of readers.
Jonathan D. Ablard
University ofNew Mexico
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American Indian Grandmothers: Traditions· and Transitions. Edited by
Marjorie M. Schweitzer. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1999. viii + 239 pp. Illustrations, charts, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00
cloth, $19.95 paper.)
Assembling the Past: Studies in the Professionalization ofArchaeology. Edited
by Alice Kehoe and Mary Beth Emmerichs. (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1999. vi + 241 pp. Notes, bibliography,. index. $49.95 cloth.)
Before Pecos: Settlement Aggregation at Rowe, New Mexico. By Linda S.
Cordell. (Albuquerque: Maxwell Museum ofAnthropology and the University
of New Mexico Press, 1999. ix + 219 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables,
bibliography, index. $28.00 paper.)
Brujas, Bultos, y Brasas: Tales of Witchcraft and the Supernatural in the Pecos
Valley. Edited by Nasario Garcia. (Santa Fe, N.M.: Western Edge Press, 1999.
xii + 220 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendixes. $16.95 paper.)
Cantos Paraletos. Edited by Mari Carmen Ramirez. (Austin: University of
Texas Press, 1999.312 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography. $50.00 paper.)
Cartographies of Desire: Captivity, Race, and Sex in the Shaping of an
American Nation. By Rebecca Blevins Faery. (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1999. x + 275 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
$39.95 cloth, $18.95 paper.)
Devouring Frida: The Art History and Popular Celebrity ofFrida Kahlo. By
Margaret A. Lindauer. (Middletown, Conn: Wesleyan University Press, 1999.
xii + 218 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, $19.95
paper.)
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Dictionary of Texas Artists, 1800-1945. Edited by Paula L. Grauer and
Michael R. Grauer. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1999. xxiii
+ 240 pp. Illustrations, tables. $34.95 cloth.)
For Freedom s Sake: The Life of Fannie Lou Hamer. By Chana Kai Lee.
(Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 1999. xvi + 253 pp. Maps, photographs, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth.)
From Mission to Madness: Last Son of the Morman Prophet. By Valeen
Tippetts Avery. (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 1998. xii + 357 pp.
Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
Heart of Heaven, Heart of Earth and Other Mayan Folktales. By James D.
Sexton and Ignacio Bizarro Ujpan. (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution
Press, 1999. viii + 152 pp. Notes. $35.00 cloth, $14.95 paper.)
Immigrants in Courts. Edited by Joanna I. Moore. (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1999. xi + 262 pp. Appendixes, notes, index. $19.95 paper.)
Jdonapshe/Let s Eat: Traditional Zuni Food. Compiled by Rita Edaakie.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press and A:shiwi A:wan Museum
and Heritage Center, 1999. xiii + 118 pp. Illustrations, map, bibliography,
index. $16.95 paper.)
Mayan Folktales: Folklore From Lake Atitlan, Guatemala. Translated and
edited by James D. Sexton. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1999. xxxii + 302 pp. Bibliography. $14.95 paper.)
Mythic Beings: Spirit Art of the Northwest Coast. By Gary Wyatt. (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1999. 144 pp. Illustrations, map. $22.95
paper.)
Machado de Assis: Reflections on a Brazilian Master Writer. Edited by
Richard Graham. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1999. xii + 134 pp.
References, index. $25.00 cloth, $11.95 paper.)
Northwest Lands, Northwest Peoples: Readings in Environmental History.
Edited by Dale D. Goble and Paul W. Hirt. (Seattle: University of Washington
Press, 1999. xiv + 552 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, notes, index. $60.00
cloth, $29.95 paper.)
The Sierra Pinacate. By Julian D. Hayden. (Tucson: University of Arizona
Press, 1998. xv + 87 pp. Illustrations, bibliography. $24.95 paper.)
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When Panthers Roared: The Fort Worth Cats and Minor League Baseball. By
Jeff Guinn with Bobby Bragan. (Fort Worth: Texas Christian University Press,
1999. x + 134 pp. Illustrations, index. $29.95 cloth.)
Wilderness Manhunt: The Spanish Search for La Salle. By Robert S. Weddle.
(College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1999. xiv + 291 pp.
Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. $16.95 paper.)
Women of the Dawn. By Bunny McBride. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1999. xii + 152 pp. Illustrations, map. $22.00 cloth.)
A Year ofMud and Gold: San Francisco in Letters and Diaries, 1849-1850.
Edited by William Benemann. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1999.
xxiv + 241 pp. Map, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth.)
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The New Mexico Historical Review
proudly announces the 1999 winner
of the Gilberto Espinosa Prize:
DR. COLLEEN O'NEILL has been selected
by the Board of Editors as the recipient
for her article, "The 'Making' of the Navajo Worker: Navajo Households,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and Off-Reservation Wage Work, 1948-1960,"
which appeared in Volume 74, Number 4. Dr. O'Neill is assistant professor
of ethnic studies at California Polytechnic State University and she is
currently writing a history of twentieth-century Navajo labor.
PALA"" OP Tnt OOV"'"llRS

Awarded annually for the best article published in the Review, the prize
honors Gilberto Espinosa, a researcher, writer, well-known New
Mexico lawyer, and strong supporter of New Mexico state history. He
served as a consultant to the Review for many years. Following his
death in 1983, Mr. Espinosa's family and friends established the award
in his honor. This is the fourteenth year for the award, which includes
a $100 prize. Previous winners include John O. Baxter, RobertA. Trennert,
Martin Ridge; Michael C. Meyer, Michael M. Brescia, and Nancy Hanks.

Friends ofGilberto Espinosa and the Review who wish to make tax-deductible memorial gifts to the prize jimd are urged to send them to The Espinosa Prize, UNM
Foundation, Hodgin Hall, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131.

News Notes

The San Juan College Native American Program announces that
the Navajo Studies Conference has been scheduled for 27-30
September 2000 in the Henderson Fine Arts Building at the college,
which is' located in Farmington, New Mexico. The general theme is
"Planting and Sharing the Seeds of the Dine Way of Life." Direct
inquiries and correspondence to Navajo Studies Conference, c/o Freda _
Garnanez / Native American Program / San Juan College / 4601
College Boulevard / Farmington NM 87402 / phone (505) 599-0363 /
fax (505) 599-0385 or e-mail Ms. Garnanez at gamanez@sjc.cc.nm.us.
The Sixth Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary Heritage
Conference, entitled "Recovering the Past, Charting the Future:
Archives, Canons, and Questions of Identity," will be held at the
University of Houston 1-2 December. Interested parties may submit a
l50-word abstract and curriculum vita by 15 August to Alejandra
Balestra, Project Coordinator / 4800 Calhoun / E. Cullen Performance
Hall / Room 254 / Houston TX 77204-2172. Ms. Balestra can also be
reached via e-mail at abalestr@bayou.uh.edu.
The Center for Big Bend Studies is now accepting papers to be
given at its seventh annual conference 20-21 October in Alpine, Texas,
on the SuI Ross State University campus. Presentations should focus on
prehistoric, historic, and modern cultures of the borderlands region of
the U.S. and Mexico, with specific emphasis on the area encompassed
by the trans-Pecos and north-central Mexico. Papers accepted for presentation will also be considered for publication in the Journal of Big
Bend Studies, volume 13. Abstracts and proposals of 200 words or less
are due 15 August and presentations should be no longer than 30 min-
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utes. Please direct materials and questions to Kelly Garcia / Center for
Big Bend Studies / Box C-71 / Alpine TX 79832/ phone (915) 8378723/ e-mail kgarcia@sulross.edu.
The First Virtual Conference on Contemporary Spanish History
will be held between 1 July and 13 October 2000. The theme is "The
Church and the Crisis of the Old Regime," and the conference is the
result of the efforts of a small group of social, political, economic, and
cultural and literary historians. The conference will be offered over the
Internet because the organizers wish to explore and recognize the possibilities that digital technology can open, especially in the realm of
scholarly debate. The sponsoring institutions, which include the
Universidad Nacional de Educaci6n a Distancia in Spain,the
Universite de Provence in France, and East Carolina University in the
U.S., are also interested in the introduction of new information and
communication technology in the represented disciplines. For more
information and registration forms, please visit the conference website
at http://www.cvhce.uned.esorsendinquiriestocvhce@adm.uned.es.
The Center for the Study of War and Society and the City of Pigeon
Forge, Tennessee, are sponsoring a veterans' celebration entitled
"Celebrate Freedom!" 10-12 November. Events include a military history book fair, scholarly symposiums featuring such scholars and
authors as Stephen E. Ambrose, John W. Chambers, and Judy Barrett
Litoff. For details and schedules, contact G. Kurt Piehler / Center for
the Study of War and Society / 220 Hoskins Library / University of
Tennessee / Knoxville TN 37996-0411 / e-mail gpiehler@utk.edu.

The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, 1848: Papers of the
Sesquicentennial Symposium, 1848-1898, edited by John Porter Bloom
and published by the Dona Ana County Historical Society and Yucca
Tree Press, received the 1999 Lansing B. Bloom Award at the Historical
Society of New Mexico annual conference. The award recognizes the
best publication by a local or regional historical organization. Lansing
Bloom came to New Mexico Territory in 1902. He served eighteen
years on the history faculty at the University of New Mexico. He was
editor of the New Mexico Historical Review from 1926 to 1946. To
order The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, contact Yucca Tree Press at
2130 Hixon Drive / Las Cruces NM 88005.
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Readers of the Review who wish to know more about the Friends
of Fort Sumner's History (FOFSH) and plans for a new history of Fort
Sumner and vicinity should write to Dan Scurlock at RRl, Box 16L1 Ft.
Sumner NM 88119.
The Pecos Conference 2000 will gather at Mesa Verde National
Park 17-20 August. This informal meeting of Southwestern archaeologists and friends at the end of the summer's excavations was begun by
Alfred V. Kidder in 1927. In addition to numerous "ten-minute" presentations, tours this year are likely to include the Ute Mountain Tribal
Park, the Goodman Point and Shields sites, the Anasazi Heritage
Center, Hovenweep, and Yucca House. Direct inquiries (6 Linda Towle,
Chief, Research and Resource Management/Mesa Verde National
Park/Mesa Verde CO 81330 or e-mail her at linda_towle@nps.gov.

